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Preface
Since the end of 1999 the Common Market of the South (MERCO-

SUR) and the European Union (EU) have been negotiating a biregional 
free trade agreement. Apart from the two initial negotiation pillars, “political 
dialogue” and “cooperation,” the negotiations are about the liberalization 
of market access. The negotiations can be differentiated into so-called 
“sectoral issues” ( “trade in agriculture and fishery,” “trade in services,” and 
“trade in industrial goods”) and into so-called “horizontal issues” ( “intel-
lectual property,” “market access policy,” “trade and competition,” “trade 
facilitation,” “trade and investment,” and “government procurement”).

The “liberalization of market access” contains, on the one hand, the 
gradual reduction of foreign trade tariffs and, on the other hand, the de-
termination of biregionally valid rules for all forms of trade related policy 
designs. According to these rules, any form of “market-distorting” inter-
vention by the side of local, regional or national governments or legislation 
would be prohibited by means of an internationally valid treaty. According 
to this logic, anything that distorts the “free play of the market” would be 
prohibited.

 

In the area of “government procurement,” for example, the EU negoti-
ating delegation does not get tired of addressing the issue of liberalization 
of government procurement under the nice title of “transparency in gov-
ernment procurement,” whereas MERCOSUR, until the beginning of 2004, 
has not submitted any offer yet concerning this issue. Despite the nice 
formulation, by “transparency in government procurement” the EU does 
not mean “democratic control of government procurement,” but rather 
“equal market access opportunities for European suppliers.” Also the area 
of “trade and investment” is about establishing rules that will grant more 
“legal security” to transnational corporations, and at the same time release 
them from currently valid requirements and obligations. Thus, laws, rules 
or requirements which could make foreign suppliers feel discriminated 



against, as opposed to domestic suppliers, would be banned and foreign 
suppliers would have the possibility of taking legal action at an interna-
tional arbitration court. This legal process would not be open for domestic 
suppliers due to the primacy of the national legal course.

The European Union has closed two similar agreements of the “fourth 
generation” with Chile and Mexico. These agreements have broadly de-
fined all trade relevant policy areas, stating clearly defined rules for all 
sectoral and horizontal issues mentioned above. According to these rules 
the market alone, i.e., price and efficiency, should guarantee an optimal 
allocation of resources while state interventions to cover local or regional 
necessities are prohibited. 

The issue of foreign direct investment plays a central role here: This 
study wants to investigate the possible impact of an “interregional asso-
ciation agreement,” which comprises broad regulations for all market seg-
ments between MERCOSUR and the EU, as occurred, for example, with 
the EU-Mexico and the EU-Chile agreements. Chapter 1 gives an overview 
of the current free trade negotiations between the EU and MERCOSUR in 
the political context of free trade within the WTO and the competing free 
trade initiatives like, for example, the proposed Free Trade Area of the 
Americas (FTAA/ALCA/ZLEA). The second chapter deals with the issue of 
foreign direct investment as the object of international trade regimes. Here 
the question will be posed whether foreign direct investment can serve as 
a promoter of development, as is frequently argued by mainstream theory. 
Chapter 3 gives an overview on European foreign investment in Latin 
America with particular emphasis on MERCOSUR, while chapter 4 gives 
an overview of the FDI-legislation in Brazil, and sketches the different ac-
tors and interest groups involved, within the context of the current political 
and legal situation. Special attention will be given to the sectoral issue of 
services and the position of the European Commission with respect to the 
Brazilian services sector. Chapter 5 outlines the setting of an “Interregional 
Association Agreement” between MERCOSUR and the EU on the basis 
of the interplay of foreign direct investment in bilateral investment treaties, 
regional free trade agreements and WTO-agreements in interaction with 
sectoral and horizontal topics under the rules of global free trade.



If the “Interregional Association Agreement” between MERCOSUR and 
the EU should be concluded with all of its proposed rules, which ultimately 
gives way to the market as the only criteria, then the threat of the bipolarity 
of regulation and deregulation will become reality: The deregulation of the 
national market by the regulation of international trade regimes. In this way, 
in the context of the interweaving of international treaties between MER-
COSUR and the European Union, a completely deregulated market would 
have again prepared the ideal ground for cross-border profit maximization 
and the commercialization of all thinkable spheres, by putting trade on a 
legal basis through the double or triple safeguard of international treaties. 
The free play of the market will solve it all, as if the sum of market-induced 
egoisms would in fact lead to an increased welfare for society as a whole.

Christian Russau, January 2004
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1.1 Negotiations of the “Interregional Association Agreement”
between the EU and MERCOSUR

After having signed a treaty of inter-institutional cooperation in May of 1992, 
MERCOSUR and the EU sealed an Interregional Framework Cooperation Agreement 
on the opening of negotiations for a free trade agreement between both regions in 
1995. The negotiation modalities had been agreed upon at the Summit of the Heads 
of State from the EU, Latin America and the Caribbean in June of 1999 in Rio de Ja-
neiro. As a result, since the end of 1999 the EU and MERCOSUR have been meeting 
at semi-annual sessions of the Bi-regional Negotiations Committee (BNC) to negoti-
ate the establishment of an interregional association agreement.

The negotiations formally follow the so-called principle of “single undertaking”: 
“Nothing is decided until everything is resolved.” The main issues of these negotia-
tions are “political dialogue” and “cooperation”, as well as the mutual “liberalization” 
of trade of goods and services:

“[A] political dialogue, a co-operation pillar and a trade chapter [...,] the main 
objective of the 1995 Framework Agreement is the preparation of negotiations 
on an Interregional Association Agreement between the EU and MERCOSUR, 
which should include a liberalization of all trade in goods and services, aiming 
at free trade, in conformity with WTO rules”.1

Starting in 2005 a joint free trade area is planned to be gradually introduced.

Parallel to these negotiations between the EU and MERCOSUR the American 
countries are negotiating the establishment of a Free Trade Area of the Americas 
(FTAA/ALCA/ZLEA). At the Summit of the Americas in Miami in 1994, 34 American 
heads of state (with the exception of Cuba) had accorded to create the Free Trade 
Area of the Americas.

Negotiations there should formally follow the principles of “consensus”, “trans-
parency”, “consistency with WTO-rules” and “single undertaking”, to ensure that 
bilateral and sub-regional agreements remain unimpaired and so that “special at-
tention will be given to the needs of the smaller economies”.2 Negotiations should 
conclude by 2005 and the Free Trade Area of the Americas with 780 million poten-
tial consumers should be in force by the end of 2005. At the VIIIth Conference of 
Ministers of the FTAA negotiation process in Miami from November 20-21, 2003, 
the principle of single undertaking was addressed, so that at first only those areas 

1 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/MERCOSUR/intro.
2 http://www.ftaa-alca.org/View_e.asp.
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would be discussed, to which every potential membership candidate was willing to 
grant unrestricted market access. This, according to the majority of the international 
press, would constitute a pioneer innovation and consequently the concept could be 
described in terms of a FTAA light, or even a FTAA à la carte. But this view is to some 
extent short-sighted, since the most controversial issues, like investment and public 
procurement policy, have not been erased from the agenda of negotiations, but have 
been merely temporarily postponed.3

At the same time negotiations within the World Trade Organization (WTO) on 
the worldwide liberalization of markets is under way. The Fourth Round of Ministers, 
the highest decision-making body of the WTO, at their meeting in Doha, Qatar in 
November of 2001, had decided on the topics of the new world trade round (Qatar 
Round). The main topics of the Doha-Agenda, which officially functions under the 
title “Doha-Development-Round”, are the liberalization of trade of goods and ser-
vices and investment, as well as intellectual property rights.4

The proposed objectives of these multilateral negotiations are free market ac-
cess, while taking into account the WTO principles of the National Treatment (NT) and 
the Most Favored Nation Clause (MFN). These “non-discrimination” rules of the WTO 
define National Treatment as equal market access opportunities for national as well 
as international suppliers, which cannot be restricted by local, regional or national 
law. Most Favored Nation Clause means that all trade-related advantages, which are 
granted to a WTO-member country have to be granted to all other members as well. 
According to the original schedule the Doha-Agenda should be passed in 2005. But 
after the “failure” in Cancún and due to the existing divergences, which could not be 
resolved at the WTO December meeting in Geneva, the original timetable has gone a 
bit off course, or is, so to say, temporarily broken off. Given these circumstances, the 
focus of attention has once again been placed on bilateral negotiation levels, which 
of course include the negotiation process between the EU and MERCOSUR. 

After negotiations began between MERCOSUR and the EU at the end of 1999, 
new points were set within the framework of “political dialogue” and “cooperation” 
at the IInd Summit of Heads of State of Latin America, the Caribbean and Europe in 
Madrid in May 2002. The final political discussions on the free trade agreement are 
anticipated to take place by the heads of state at the IIIrd Summit in Guadalajara/
Mexico from May 28-29, 2004. Based on the renewed offers to negotiate the mutual 
“liberalization” of markets and market access, which are planned for April 15, 2004, 
the agreement could be signed by October 2004. 

3 This view is also reflected by the analysis of the Hemispheric Social Alliance - Alianza Social Continental - Aliança 
Social Continental at http://www.asc-hsa.org, or also the Rede Brasileira pela Integração dos Povos (Rebrip) at: 
http://www.rebrip.org.br.

4 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dda_e/dda_e.htm.
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A similar agreement of the so-called “fourth generation” was signed by the EU 
and Mexico in 1997 and came into force in October 2000 (it is also referred to as 
the “Global Agreement”). The association agreement between the EU and Chile was 
signed in November 2002 and came into force in February 2003.
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1.2 Trade - Development?

Negotiations on the “liberalization” of market access and trade of goods and 
services seem to take place everywhere these days. 

EU Trade Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, judges the comprehensive opening of 
market access within the framework of WTO negotiations as follows: 

“WTO-members must further liberalize access to markets for goods and ser-
vices, on the basis of predictable and non-discriminatory rules. Agriculture, 
services and non-agriculture tariffs are all key-areas for improving market 
access.”5

Lamy views development as a consequence of this “liberalization” of trade: 

“Trade and investment liberalization offer great opportunities for economic 
growth and sustainable development.”6

With regards to the Free Trade Area of the Americas that is to be created, the 
U.S. Trade Representative, Robert B. Zoellick, has a similar view:

“A Tariff-Free World: Every corner store in America becomes a duty-free shop 
for working families.”7

The WTO ministerial declaration of Doha [WT/MIN(01)/DEC/1, 20 November 
2001] defines the relationship between trade and development in a similar way:

“International trade can play a major role in the promotion of economic devel-
opment and the alleviation of poverty.”8

The negotiations about opening up markets like the multilateral negotiations of 
the WTO, the regional ones within the framework of FTAA as well as the bilateral 
ones such as the MERCOSUR-EU negotiations, are driven by the strong belief that 
free trade and development are closely linked. It can be gathered from interregional 
press sources, that the agricultural sector is the key issue in all international negotia-
tions. One of the main reasons for this is that all parties involved regard the question 
of agricultural subsidies for exported goods and internal production as one of the 
most sensitive issues . Additionally, limited market access for agricultural products 
from the “South”, due to tariffs or phytosanitary trade barriers of the “North”, consti-

5 http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/europa/2001newround/nr.pdf.
6 http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/europa/2001newround/nr.pdf.
7 http://www.ustr.gov/new/zero_tariff-presentation.ppt.
8 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min01_e/mindecl_e.htm#organization.
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tute in the eyes of many countries, who belong to the Cairns-Group, non-tariff trade 
barriers that only serve to advance the protectionism of the “North”.9 According to 
estimates, subsidies of OECD countries that were used to protect their own agricul-
tural markets averaged 360 billion US-dollars annually.10

Thus, it is not surprising that in the negotiations between the EU and MERCO-
SUR the agricultural sector is considered to be the central issue of negotiations. In 
addition, the trade of agricultural goods is the only trade sector where the four MER-
COSUR countries have a positive trade balance with the EU. They therefore antici-
pate an increased economic potential from an opening up of European agricultural 
markets through a free trade agreement:

EU MERCHANDISE TRADE WITH MERCOSUR 
BY PRODUCT (2002):
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Source: DG Trade: http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/doclib/html/111832.htm 

In 2002 Paraguay had a surplus in the trade of agricultural products with the 
15 EU countries of 78.7 million Euros, exporting goods worth 98.9 million Euro and 
importing agricultural products valued at 20.2 million Euros.11 Argentina achieved a 
surplus of 4.6 billion Euro, from exports of 4.7 billion Euros and imports of 0.1 billion 

9 “Mercosul faz acordo para combater barreiras: O uso crescente de normas técnicas para restringir o acesso de 
produtos importados levou os países do Mercosul a firmarem um acordo, ontem, para defenderem, em bloco, 
os interesses de exportadores brasileiros, argentinos, paraguaios e uruguaios, contra exigências ambientais, 
de saúde ou outro tipo de barreira burocrática não previsto em tratados” Valor Econômico 2.12.2003. Own 
translation: “The MERCOSUR agrees on combating barriers: the increasing use of technical norms to restrict the 
access of imported goods took the MERCOSUR countries to sign an agreement yesterday against environmental-, 
health- or other types of bureaucratical barriers which are not mentioned in the treaties.”

10 See, e.g., Das Parlament, No. 16 – 17, April 13/20, 2001.
11 “Paraguay”, DG Trade A2/CG/SG/WB, Brussels October, 2003.
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Euros.12 Uruguay had a surplus of 0.3 billion Euros, exporting 0.4 billion Euros and 
importing 0.1 billion Euros13, and Brazil attained a surplus of 7.4 billion Euros, with 
exports of 7.9 billion Euros and imports of 0.5 billion Euros.14

Above all, it is the so-called “agro-industry” in the four MERCOSUR countries 
that hope for better export opportunities as a consequence of a EU-MERCOSUR 
free trade agreement containing tariff-cuts and the reduction of European agricultural 
subsidies. However, given the current international trade regimes it is not clear that 
such results will automatically occur:

“While these treaties force developing countries to extensively open their mar-
kets for EU-products there are still high European tariff-barriers for agricultural 
goods which are also being produced in the EU. The FTAs with South Africa, 
Mexico and Chile furthermore include security clauses for the case that a rapid 
rise of trade flows threatens the overall economic situation of a partner – in 
reality this leaves a way out for the EU to close their markets temporarily if a 
southern partner achieves a successful increase of exports.”15

Nevertheless, the four governments of the MERCOSUR agree that in the agri-
cultural sector, for them the “central and essential” issue, success can be achieved. 
This, however, would require as a prerequisite “substantial concessions” from the 
EU negotiation team led by Karl Falkenberg.16 Nonetheless, it should be mentioned 
that despite the priority that this interest is given, for example, by the strong Brazilian 
agricultural export lobby, one cannot assume a unified position of each particular 
government. Despite the expressed importance of the agricultural sector to the Bra-
zilian government, even there, there are those with the opinion that the importance 
of the other issues of the marathon negotiations should not be neglected. Because 
of this there was a considerable amount of disagreement within the Brazilian govern-
ment during the preparations of the FTAA-negotiation round from November 20-21, 
2003.

The responsible authority on the Brazilian side for all internal MERCOSUR- as 
well as FTAA- and EU-MERCOSUR-negotiations is the Brazilian Foreign Ministry, It-

12 “Argentina”, DG Trade A2/CG/SG/WB, Brussels, June 2003.
13 “Uruguay”, DG Trade A2/CG/SG/WB, Brussels, June 2003.
14 “Brazil”, DG Trade A2/CG/SG/WB, Brussels, June 2003.
15 Own translation of the following original text: “Während die Abkommen die Entwicklungsländer zwingen, ihre Märkte 

weitgehend für EU-Produkte zu öffnen, bestehen gerade für viele der in der EU produzierten landwirtschaftlichen 
Erzeugnisse weiterhin hohe Zollschranken für Einfuhren aus dem Süden. Die Freihandelsabkommen mit Südafrika, 
Mexiko und Chile sehen darüber hinaus eine Sicherheitsklausel für den Fall vor, daß ein sprunghaftes Ansteigen der 
Handelsflüsse einen Sektor oder die gesamtökonomische Situation eines Partners bedroht - de facto eine Hintertür 
der EU, um ihre Märkte für den Fall einer erfolgreichen Exportsteigerung eines südlichen Partners vorübergehend 
zu schließen.” Taken from Schilder, Klaus (WEED): Regionalisierung unter neoliberalem Vorzeichen? Die polit-
ökonomische Geographie der EU-Handelspolitik, June 10, 2003, http://www.weed-online.org/artikel/18513.html.

16 The Brazilian Secretary of Agriculture repeatedly defines the agricultural sector as a priority: “primazia da questão 
agrícola”, see, e.g.; http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/economia/story/2003/11/031112_amorimcmmla.shtml.
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amaraty, where the FTAA-negotiations are led by ambassador Samuel Pinheiro Gui-
marães. Guimarães is considered a general skeptic of the FTAA, while the Secretary 
of Agriculture, Roberto Rodrigues17, and the Secretary of Development, Industry and 
Foreign Trade, Luiz Fernando Furlan, are seen as strong supporters who have openly 
criticized the negotiation strategy of Samuel Pinheiro Guimarães and have demand-
ed more ways in which to influence the negotiation process for their ministries. The 
background to this is that “especially the Agricultural and the Development Ministries 
are considered strongholds of FTAA-apologists, because here the industrial lobby-
ists (from the agricultural, steel and textile sectors), which expect advantages from 
a free trade area, are very influential.”18 Therefore, Lula’s coalition government was 
obligated to cut the power of the Itamaraty in the area of free trade negotiations, by 
ordering the participation of the Agricultural and the Development Ministries, as well 
as the Finance Ministry of Secretary Antonio Palocci in the negotiations.19

The lobbyists of the agricultural exporters20 are in favor of a broad free trade 
agreement with the EU, under the condition that all market-distorting agricultural 
subsidies are cut on the part of the EU: in 2003 Brazil was the world’s largest ex-
porter of poultry in terms of net sales, exporting a value of 1.85 billion US-dollars 
compared to the U.S. with net sales of 1.5 billion US-dollars. However, in terms of 
quantity, the U.S. exported 2.3 million tons at an average price of 600 US-dollars per 
ton, as compared to Brazil that exported 2 million tons at a price of 900 US-dollars.21 
The current Secretary of Development and Foreign Trade, Luiz Fernando Furlan, was 
“Presidente do Conselho de Administração” (“Chairman of the Board”) at Sadia S.A. 
before being appointed to office: “This Brazilian company is the largest producer of 
poultry, pork and processed meat in Brazil and is composed of 12 industrial plants, 
present in seven states.”22 This circumstance, according to a report by Anotícia (AN) 
from January 3, 2003, led an anonymous representative of the EU to come to the 

17 “Überdies hat die einflussreiche Grundbesitzerlobby mit Agrarminister Roberto Rodrigues einen wichtigen Mann 
in der Regierung. Der ehemalige Präsident des brasilianischen Agribusiness-Verbands besitzt im nordöstlichen 
Bundesstaat Maranhão selbst eine 4 000 Hektar große Sojaplantage.” Le Monde Diplomatique: Die gewollte 
Ausbreitung von Round Ready. Brasiliens Exportschlager Soja und der Gentechkonzern Monsanto, 12.12.2003. 
Own translation: “Furthermore, the influential big landowners’ lobby has an important man in the government: The 
Secretary of Agriculture, Roberto Rodrigues. The former president of the Brazilian agrobusiness-association himself 
owns a large soya-plantation of 4000 hectares in the northeastern state of Maranhão.”

18 Own translation of the following original text: “[i]nsbesondere das Landwirtschafts- und Entwicklungsministerium 
gelten als Hochburgen der ALCA-Apologeten, weil hier die Lobbyisten der Industrie (Agribusiness, Stahl, Textilien), 
die sich von einer Freihandelszone Vorteile versprechen, über großen Einfluß verfügen.” Taken from: Fátima V.Mello 
(FASE / Rebrip)/ Thomas Fatheuer (Heinrich Böll Stiftung, Rio de Janeiro): Zwischen WTO und ALCA – Brasilien auf 
der Suche nach neuen Wegen, 2003.

19 “Itamaraty perde um pouco de autonomia na Alca”, Valor Econômico 17.10.2003.
20 See, e.g., the following institution financed by the Brazilian agricultural exporters: “Instituto de Estudos do Comércio 

e Negociações Internacionais” (ICONE), http://www.iconebrasil.org.br/index_01.asp.
21 Estado de São Paulo, December 11, 2003.
22 http://www.weforum.org/site/knowledgenavigator.nsf/Content/Furlan%20Luiz%20Fernando?open.
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conclusion that Brazil, with this Secretary of State, will most likely act more radically 
in their law-suits concerning trade disputes in the area of poultry at the WTO arbitra-
tion court.23

One of the pending suits, raised by the Brazilian “Câmara de Comércio Exterior” 
(Camex) at the WTO on September 5th, concerns the increase in customs for Brazil-
ian salted-poultry exports to the EU from 15 to 75 percent.” Originally the European 
tariff for salted poultry from Brazil was lowered to 15 percent, as opposed to the 
higher tariff for frozen poultry. This led Brazilian exporters to rapidly salten their prod-
ucts in order to claim the lower tariff.24 The EU responded with a counter-measure of 
increasing the tariffs to the level of frozen poultry. 

It is currently unclear what will happen since the “failure” of Cancún to the peace 
clause for agricultural disputes within the WTO, which expires in 2004: A wave of 
lawsuits due to the broad agricultural export subsidies of the “North” cannot be 
ruled out, and their possible consequences for the negotiation process are hard to 
foresee.

Apart from being the world’s largest exporter of poultry, Brazil is also the world’s 
number one soya exporter: According to the estimates of Gazeta Mercantil, the 
2003-2004 soya harvest produced 57 million tons, which would mean that Brazil 
would outstrip the U.S. as the world’s largest soya producer.25 Brazil’s main trade 
partners are the states of the EU, which in November 2003 made up 33% of Brazil’s 
foreign trade.26 – And soya and meat alongside with corn are those agricultural prod-
ucts that are of utmost importance in the negotiation process, not only with respect 
to the strategic economic interests, but also in view of the potential impact of a future 

23 “Os europeus temem uma posição futura mais radical do Brasil junto à OMC na questão das duas queixas 
relacionadas com frangos, porque, segundo fontes comunitárias, a UE “não pode desconsiderar que faz parte do 
governo atual um grande empresário do setor”, referindo-se a Furlan, um dos sócios da Sadia”, http://an.uol.com.br/
2003/jan/28/0eco.htm Own translation: “The Europeans fear a more radical position of Brazil together with the WTO 
in the future, regarding the issue of the two complaints related to chicken, because, according to sources of the 
EU, the EU “cannot neglect that a big businessman of the sector forms part of the current government,” referring 
to Furlan, one of the two associates of Sadia.”

24 Agência Brasil, September 5, 2003: “Brasil recorre à OMC contra sobretaxa da UE ao frango. A Câmara de 
Comércio Exterior (Camex) decidiu hoje pedir a abertura de um painel na Organização Mundial do Comércio 
(OMC) contra a União Européia (UE) para questionar a sobretaxa aplicada ao frango salgado produzido no Brasil. 
Tanto o governo quanto os exportadores brasileiros discordam da atitude da UE de aumentar de 15% para 75% a 
taxa cobrada sobre todo frango congelado salgado vendido ao mercado europeu. Anteriormente, a nomenclatura 
comercial européia admitia uma taxa de 15% para todo o frango salgado exportado pelo Brasil. Percebendo 
isto, os exportadores brasileiros de frango passaram a adicionar sal na ave.” Own translation: “Brazil resorts to 
the WTO against the EU import-tariffs on poultry. The Foreign Trade Chamber (Camex) decided today to ask for 
the opening of a panel at the WTO against the European Union, to question the import-tariffs imposed on salted 
chicken produced in Brazil. The government and the exporters disagree with the attidtude of the EU to augment 
from 15% to 75% the import-tariff imposed on all frozen salted chicken sold to the European market. Before the 
European commercial legislation admitted a tariff of 15% on all salted poultry exported by Brazil. Confronted with 
this situation, the Brazilian exporters had passed to add salt to their poultry.” 

25 Gazeta Mercantil, October 13, 2003, and Gazeta Mercantil, November 11, 2003.
26 Gazeta Mercantil, December 9, 2003.
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free trade agreement between the EU and MERCOSUR. In this sense the already 
mentioned WWF-study judges that:

“In EU/MERCOSUR trade, the most environmentally sensitive crops at the 
present time are soy, corn and beef. The expansion of these crops threatens 
to accelerate deforestation, eliminate critical wildlife habitat and reduce biodi-
versity in ways that are irreversible. Some of these impacts are directly related 
to production practices and levels of production.”27

MERCOSUR’s demands for reduced European agricultural subsidies, as well as 
for having market access, especially in the agrarian sector, are particular instances 
that have led to protests from the European agricultural lobby . The German Farm-
ers’ Association (Deutscher Bauernverband), for example, published the following 
press statement on the occasion of the 5th WTO Ministerial Conference in Cancún:

“The German Farmers’ Association, in view of the inexorable process of 
globalization of the world economy, believes that binding rules in the trade of 
agricultural products are necessary. Fair rules of competition will lead to eco-
nomic opportunities for German and European farmers as well as for farmers 
in all parts of the world, especially in the developing countries. Today Germany 
is already one of the largest importers of agricultural products and food. The 
German agricultural industry, however, also participates in international trade.

The German Farmers’ Association stands up for trade rules which in view of 
different development levels and values as well as different natural and climatic 
conditions enable an independent agricultural policy, but at the same time, if 
possible, are not trade-distorting.”28

Along the same lines, the president of the European farmers’ association 
(COPA), Peter Gaemelke, told the magazine “The Economist” that the abol-
ishment of agricultural subsidies does not constitute a “magic formula to end 
all evil in the world”, but that rather agricultural support policies cannot be 
all equated and subsidies do not distort trade all to the same extent. The 

27 Konrad von Moltke (International Institute for Sustainable Development): European Union / MERCOSUR 
Negotiations. The Environment and Sustainable Development Dimension, edited by WWF European Policy Office, 
Belgium & WWF Brazil, April 2002, p. 5.

28Own translation of the following original text: “Der Deutsche Bauernverband hält im Zuge der unaufhaltsamen 
Globalisierung der Weltwirtschaft verbindliche Spielregeln auch im Agrarhandel für notwendig. Bei fairen 
Wettbewerbsbedingungen sieht er wirtschaftliche Chancen auf den internationalen Märkten für die deutschen und 
europäischen Bauern, sowie für die Bauern in allen Teilen der Welt, insbesondere auch in den Entwicklungsländern. 
Deutschland ist schon heute einer der größten Importeure von landwirtschaftlichen Rohprodukten und 
Nahrungsmitteln. Die deutsche Agrarwirtschaft nimmt aber auch selbst am internationalen Handel teil.
 
Der Deutsche Bauernverband tritt für Handelsregeln ein, die allen Ländern der Welt vor dem Hintergrund 
verschiedener Entwicklungsstufen und Wertvorstellungen sowie ausgeprägter Unterschiede bei den natürlichen 
und klimatischen Bedingungen eine eigenständige Landwirtschaftspolitik ermöglichen, die aber gleichzeitig 
möglichst nicht handelsverzerrend ist.” Taken from: http://www.bauernverband.de/konkret_916.html.
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EU, according to Gaemelke, has reached advances with the reform of their 
joint agricultural policy, and now it would be the turn of others. In this sense 
“advanced developing countries like Brazil should stop hiding behind the real 
developing nations.””29

The “agricultural question” divides the European countries, where on the one 
hand the French government sees itself in accord with the Irish and British govern-
ments, while the Portuguese, Spanish and German governments have opposing 
positions and interests: Already at the Ist Summit of Latin American, Caribbean and 
European Heads of State in Rio de Janeiro in 1999, the French government had 
used their veto against the EU-negotiation mandate on the fast opening of negotia-
tions with MERCOSUR beginning January 1, 2001, in order to slow down the pace 
of the negotiation process.30

But apart from these differences between the European governments, the 
European Commission sees mutual advantages from an “Interregional Association 
Agreement” for the economy and development. The EU Commissary for Foreign 
Affairs, Chris Patten, expressed this during his speech at the BNC in November of 
2000 in Brasilia in the following way:

“What is at stake in the negotiations between the EU and MERCOSUR is the 
possibility for a strategic, political and economic alliance between the only two 
real common markets in the world. The prospective association agreement 
will not only provide for short-term financial gains and closer political ties. It will 
create a free trade area covering nearly 600 million people. By doing this, it will 
generate democratic development, growing prosperity [...]”31

The accentuation of the “political-strategic partnership” between the EU and 
MERCOSUR is one of the main objectives of the EU-Commission, in part to distance 
itself from other “pure free trade agreements” that do not contain components on 
“dialogue” and “cooperation” in their negotiations on the mutual opening of markets. 
Concerning these issues the European Commission often appeals to facts like: “in 
2000 and 2001 the EU participated with 38.5% of the total financial assistance to 
Latin America, the USA only with 27.2%.”32 Thereby it is overlooked that in Europe 
the share of public development aid as a percentage of GDP is currently only 0.37%, 
even though the industrial countries had accorded a target number of 0.7% of GDP 

29 Cited from the press statement of the German Farmers’s Association, see: http://www.bauernverband.de/
pressemitteilung_988.html.

30 Maria Silvia Portella de Castro: Mercosul e União Européia: relações econômicas e comercias e as negociações do 
Acordo de Cooperação Inter-Regional, January 2003, p.15.

31 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/news/patten/speech_00_422.htm.
32 Susanne Gratius: Spielt Europa in Lateinamerika noch eine Rolle?, in: Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte (B 38-39/

2003).
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at the UN Millenium Summit to halve poverty in 2000. But at the Monterrey Summit 
from March 18-22 they could just agree on a short-term increase to 0.39 percent.33

It therefore is not astonishing, that development-issues, as well as questions of 
cooperation and dialogue, are verbally present in the negotiation process, but that 
the emphasis of negotiation interests is rather placed on the area of trade matters. 
As a result voices from the civil society find the inclusion of development (or even 
sustainable development) in the negotiation process to be quite reserved:

“Negotiations of an interregional agreement between MERCOSUR and the 
European Union have been proceeding steadily since 1999. They include 
political and economic cooperation as well as trade. Given this broad remit 
it is extraordinary that issues relevant to the environment and sustainable 
development have barely been included thus far. An agreement that does not 
adequately cover the environment and sustainable development will have little 
credibility, either as an expression of current priorities or as an instrument for 
future cooperation.”34

The author of this study reaches the conclusion, that this real absence of devel-
opment and environmental issues on the part of the European Commission is also 
due to the institutionalized division: While, for example, within the EU international 
environmental matters fall into the competence of DG Environment (Directorate-
General Environment), the EU-MERCOSUR negotiations lie in the hands of DG Relex 
(foreign policy) and DG Trade.35 And in particular the interests of DG Trade naturally 
focus on trade and investment issues and not on social or environmental matters.

33 In the EU member countries the percentage varies substantially: In 2000, for example, Denmark spent 1.06%; the 
Netherlands 0.84%, Sweden 0.8% and Luxemburg 0.71% of their GDP in public development programs, while 
the share in Germany was only 0.22%; 0.2% in Greece and 0.13% in Italy. OECD, January 2000, see: Tabelle 
Öffentliche Entwicklungszusammenarbeit (ODA) www.eu-kommission.de/pdf/eunachrichten/12_INTERNET.pdf.

34 Konrad von Moltke (International Institute for Sustainable Development): European Union / MERCOSUR 
Negotiations. The Environment and Sustainable Development Dimension, edited by the WWF European Policy 
Office, Belgium & WWF Brazil, April 2002, p. 4.

35 Konrad von Moltke (International Institute for Sustainable Development): European Union / MERCOSUR 
Negotiations. The Environment and Sustainable Development Dimension, edited by the WWF European Policy 
Office, Belgium & WWF Brazil, April 2002, p. 11.
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1.3 Trade – Development – Human Rights?

Since the passing of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights in Nice in December 
2000, human rights have been a normative component of EU foreign and internal 
policy. Already since the 1990s the European Commission has integrated clauses 
into all bilateral trade and cooperation agreements with third countries, according to 
which mutual relations are based on the respect for and promotion of human rights 
and democratic principles.36

This so-called human rights clause was first mentioned in article 5 of the fourth 
Lomé-agreement with the ACP-states in December 1989. But even the EU foreign 
commissioner’s office hurries to admit:

“However, Article 5 of Lomé IV and similar articles in other agreements do not 
provide a clear legal basis to suspend or denounce agreements in cases of 
serious human rights violations or interruptions of democratic process.

It is for this reason that a clause defining democratic principles and human 
rights as an “essential element” of the agreements with Brazil, the Andean 
Pact countries, the Baltic States and Albania was introduced in 1992.”37

Starting in 1992 human rights clauses were integrated into all agreements with 
third countries, which gave “a clear legal basis to suspend or denounce agreements 
in cases of serious human rights violations or interruptions of democratic process” 
to the EU. 

Initially these “clauses” do not have the juridical status of an obligatory clause, 
but rather that of a declaration of intent. This is also the conclusion of Klaus Schilder 
from the non-governmental organization WEED:

“It therefore has to be feared that the EU will not convert questions of human 
rights and democracy into a central issue of the agreements, but rather to 
subordinate them to economic free trade-interests.”38

In addition, even though these clauses are directed to all contracting parties, 
there is at the same time the suspicision that the EU negotiation side is more focused 

36 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/human_rights/doc/index.htm.
37 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/human_rights/doc/com95_216_en.pdf.
38 Own translation of the following original text: “So ist zu befürchten, dass die EU Menschenrechts- und 

Demokratiefragen nicht zum zentralen Anliegen der Abkommen macht, sondern vielmehr ihren wirtschaftlichen 
Freihandelsinteressen unterordnet.” Taken from: Schilder, Klaus (WEED): Regionalisierung unter neoliberalem 
Vorzeichen? Die polit-ökonomische Geographie der EU-Handelspolitik, June 10, 2003, http://www.weed-
online.org/artikel/18513.html.
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on the possibility of a unilateral threatening scenario on the part of the EU-Commis-
sion in order to “suspend trade oriented privileges” unilaterally in case of human 
rights violations of the contracting party – and least of all wants to see their own 
human rights policy monitored.

The Communication from the Commission, COM(1995)216 from May 1995 
made the potential explosiveness of a general introduction of such human rights 
clauses evident: The DG Relex writes on its website that this Council Decision 
COM(1995)216:

“spells out the basic modalities of this clause, with the aim of ensuring consis-
tency in the text used and its application. Since this Council decision of May 
1995, the human rights clause has been included in all subsequently negoti-
ated bilateral agreements of a general nature (excluding sectoral agreements 
on textiles, agricultural products, and so on). More than 20 such agreements 
have already been signed. These agreements come in addition to the more 
than 30 agreements negotiated before May 1995 which have a human rights 
clause not necessarily following the model launched in 1995.”39

Most likely the European Commission became conscious of the fact that in view 
of the practices of European transnational companies, for example in the sweat-
shop-industries of the textile sector or with respect to their own agricultural policy, 
it did not seem appropriate to include human rights clauses into agreements which 
cover these sectors. The danger of proclaiming the positive message of a non-sanc-
tioning human rights “clause” within a broad partnership-agreement, however, did 
not seem to be all too latent.

In this sense article 1 of the agreement between the EU and Mexico on Eco-
nomic Partnership, Political Coordination and Cooperation between the European 
Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the United Mexican States, 
of the other part, which was passed in 1997 and came into force in October 2000, 
solemnly explains the so-called human rights and democracy clause:

39 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/human_rights/intro/index.htm#4.
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Article 1

Basis of the Agreement

Respect for democratic principles and fundamental human rights, 
proclaimed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, underpins the 
domestic and external policies of both Parties and constitutes an essen-
tial element of this Agreement.40

In the same way the agreement between the EU and Chile, passed on Novem-
ber 18, 2002 and ratified in February 2003, also states in article 1: 

Article 1

Principles

Respect for democratic principles and fundamental human rights as 
laid down in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and for the prin-
ciple of the rule of law underpins the internal and international policies of 
the Partie-sand constitutes an essential element of this Agreement.41

This democracy and human rights clause will also be an integral component of 
the planned “Interregional Association Agreement” between the EU and MERCO-
SUR.

Moreover, the EU-Commission appears to have made big efforts to clarify even-

40 Economic Partnership, Political Coordination and Cooperation Agreement between the European Community and 
its Member States, of the one part, and the United Mexican States, of the other part, p. 2, see: http://europa.eu.int/
eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2000/l_276/l_27620001028en00450061.pdf.

41 EU-Chile Association Agreement, November 18, 2002, p. 3, http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/bilateral/
countries/chile/docs/euchlagr_i.pdf.
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tual contradictions between the potential impact of their free trade agreements with 
third parties on sustainable development and their own attitudes towards develop-
ment policy on the one hand and the effects of their foreign trade policy on the other 
hand. Due to pressures from civil society the EU-Commission financed the so-called 
Sustainable Impact Assessments, SIA, which focus on the impact of the EU foreign 
trade policy:

“The aim of the SIA, which is very much at the cutting-edge of the field of im-
pact assessment, is to assess the impact that the results of trade negotiations 
will have on sustainability.”42

In this way the EU, by means of the DG Trade, financed its SIA-series which 
included a “Methodological Study” and a “Sustainability Impact Assessment of 
Proposed WTO Multilateral Trade Negotiations,” both prepared by the University 
of Manchester, a “Sectoral SIA on Food Crops Sector” prepared by the Stockholm 
Environment Institute, a “SIA on EU - A.C.P trade negotiations” as well as “SIA on EU 
- GCC trade negotiations”, both prepared by PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and a “SIA 
on EU - MERCOSUR / Chile trade negotiations” by Planistat Luxembourg.43

The SIA of Planistat Luxembourg was meant to investigate the potential impact 
and dangers of the free trade agreements between the EU and Chile as well the EU 
and MERCOSUR, in two steps: First by means of a methodological assessment and 
then through an actual impact study. The EU-Chile agreement was investigated first 
and the study was concluded with a Final Report in October 2002. The SIA on the 
EU-MERCOSUR agreement, however, did not get any further than the draft incep-
tion report of February 2003; the revised version should have been published in June 
2003. At the same time the solemn intention of this SIA on EU-Chile/MERCOSUR 
was in the beginning not less than:

“to provide a better basis than has existed to date for EC institutions to shape 
any sustainability-related aspects of the EC approach to these negotiations, 
to provide an SIA-based assessment of negotiation underway and a review 
of the results of negotiations when the time comes to present them for formal 
adoption.”44

And the EU foreign trade commissioner, Pascal Lamy, had stated in a speech 
on February 6, 2003 in Brussels, at a seminary on new approaches to assess the 
impact of free trade agreements:

42 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/global/sia/index_en.htm.
43 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/global/sia/past.htm and http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/global/

sia/underway.htm.
44 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/global/sia/underway.htm.
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“If trade is to be a tool for development, we need to ensure that it is compatible 
with sensitive management of the environment and social development. SIAs 
are an essential means to help us achieve these challenges.”45

Already in April 2002 a study prepared by order of the WWF on the Sustainable 
Impact Assessment EU/MERCOSUR judged that:

“In accordance with its announced policy, the Commission is preparing to 
undertake a sustainability assessment of the EU/MERCOSUR negotiations. 
That is a welcome development and one that may help to identify some of the 
missing elements of the current agenda. In principle, however, a sustainability 
assessment is not designed to rectify a negotiating agenda that is inadequate, 
in particular when its shortcoming concern primarily political issues and 
missed opportunities. It is difficult to see what a sustainability assessment can 
contribute to negotiations that have already been under way for three years 
under an agenda that takes little or no account of the issues surrounding 
sustainability.”46

During the course of 2003 the Eurostat-scandal became publicly known, with 
Planistat Luxembourg at its center: Planistat had created a bank account for pre-
sumed irregular reserves (the investigations of the public prosecutor are still running) 
under the self-explanatory name “Euro-Diff”, so that the EU-Commission saw itself 
obligated to cancel all contracts with Planistat, which included the SIA on EU-Chile/
MERCOSUR.47

One of the first consequences of this was that the Planistat-website 
(http://www.planistat.com) published a memorandum: 

“Suite à une décision de la Commission Européenne, ce site n’est plus mis à 
jour depuis le 10 Juillet 2003.

Following a decision of the European Commission, this website was not up-
dated since the 10th of July 2003. 

De acuerdo a una decisión de la Comisión Europea, esta página web no ha 
sido actualizada desde el 10 de julio de 2003”,

before the website was completely removed from the web, - and the staff was 

45 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/sia/pr060203_en.htm.
46 Konrad von Moltke (International Institute for Sustainable Development): European Union / MERCOSUR 

Negotiations. The Environment and Sustainable Development Dimension, edited by: WWF European Policy Office, 
Belgien & WWF Brazil, April 2002, p. 24.

47 The Guardian reported: “The commission froze all contracts with Planistat two weeks ago as part of a crackdown 
on “widespread irregularities” in Eurostat, which Neil Kinnock, the commission’s vice-president, said gave rise to 
deep concerns.” http://www.guardian.co.uk/euro/story/0,11306,1004606,00.html.
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fired. The workers union OGB-L, Onofhängege Gewerkschaftsbond Lëtzebuerg, 
demanded that “the creation of social compensation plans cannot be the solution to 
iron out the errors of the EU-Commission.”48 It was above all the europarliamentarian 
Herbert Boesch (SPÖ, MEP), who tried to clarify the EU-Commission’s possible re-
sponsibilities within the Eurostat-Planistat-scandal with his persistent investigations. 
Among other things he initiated the “Written Inquiry to the Commission. Commercial 
Relations of the Commission with the Planistat Group” on May 19, 2003.49 Mean-
while a new invitation to tender for the SIA EU-MERCOSUR study was announced 
on October 21, 2003: “B-Brussels: framework contract to provide a sustainability 
impact assessment (SIA) of EU-MERCOSUR negotiations and a preliminary ex-post 
assessment of EU-Chile negotiations C398 - Invitation to tender.”50 This new SIA is 
supposed to devote itself anew to a broad assessment of the possible impact of the 
EU-MERCOSUR free trade agreement. It can only be hoped that no new unpleasant 
oddities will ocurr, under which things like the following will have to be read: 

“In summer [2002, author’s note] the preliminary results [of the SIA Chile-EU, 
author’s note] were presented to invited representatives of the so-called civil 
society in Brussels. On this occasion the representative of the Commission 
instructed the authors of the study to omit the pages on expected job-losses 
in the final version of the study. During the mentioned Chile-session of the 
European Parliament the Commission was asked and contrary to expecta-
tions did not deny the embarrassing incident. It was explained that the found 
job-losses were small, and that predictions of the future often brought results 
which could not be confirmed by reality.”51

If the significance of the SIA can be handeled in this way, it can be speculated 
that in other areas the EU-Commission might not be too particular about its own 
pretensions either. 

48 Own translation of the following quote taken from: http://www.ogb-l.lu/pdf/communiques/12/Eurostat_
240703.pdf: “...die die Erstellung von Sozialplänen nicht die Lösung sein kann, um die Fehler der EU-Kommission 
auszubügeln.”

49 http://www.herbertboesch.at/content/content.php?ID=361.
50 http://www.dgmarket.com/eproc/eu/547690.
51 Own translation of the following original text: “Im Sommer [2002, Anm.d.A.] wurde das Zwischenergebnis [der 

SIA EU-Chile, Anm.d.A.] vor eingeladenen VertreterInnen der so genannten Zivilgesellschaft in Brüssel vorgestellt. 
Dabei wies der anwesende Kommissionsvertreter die VerfasserInnen des SIA an, in der Endfassung die Seiten mit 
Angaben über erwartbare Arbeitsplatzverluste herauszunehmen.
Während der besagten EP-Chile-Parlamentssitzung wurde die Kommission darauf angesprochen – und leugnete 
wider Erwarten den peinlichen Zwischenfall nicht. Die ausgewiesenen Jobverluste seien gering, war die Erläuterung, 
und bei Zukunftsberechnungen gäbe es immer mal wieder solche Ergebnisse, die von der Realität nicht bestätigt 
würden.” Taken from: Küppers, Gaby: Es darf geschröpft werden. Das EU-Chile-Abkommen ist unter Dach und 
Fach, in: ila, No. 260, November 2002, p. 33.
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“The objective of Community development co-operation policy is to foster 
sustainable development designed to eradicate poverty in developing coun-
tries and to integrate them into the world economy. This can only be achieved 
by pursuing policies that promote the consolidation of democracy, the rule of 
law, good governance and the respect for human rights.”52

If human rights, the rule of law, democracy and sustainable development build 
the framework for the guidelines and objectives of development policy of the EU, 
then it has to be asked, how the EU-Commission’s triad composed of foreign trade, 
foreign policy and development policy can be harmonized. In the same way it should 
be asked how such normative statements like that of the human rights clause con-
tained in a EU-MERCOSUR free trade agreement can be put into practice and how 
it can be supervised: It is indeed questionable, how the noble claim of human rights 
in its broadest form can be harmonized – given the reality of a competitive global 
economy - with a free trade agreement, which in its most basic configuration aims 
to liberalize trade, investment and capital flows, to open markets, and liberalize the 
service market for public goods as well as for government procurement.

The issue of human rights will be explicitly mentioned in the proposed agree-
ment, following the model EU-Mexico and EU-Chile. According to the EU Com-
missioner in charge of External Relations, Chris Patten, the proposed “Interregional 
Association Agreement” between the EU and MERCOSUR should combine trade 
and development in a way that would permit the evolution – in a dynamic process 
– of democracy and human rights.

[Continuation of the quotation by Chris Patten]

“It will create a free trade area covering nearly 600 million people. By doing 
this, it will generate democratic development, growing prosperity and respect 
of human rights. Where prosperity reigns, democracy and human rights can 
take firm root. [...] We are seeking a wide political and economic partnership, 
building on our common commitment to liberty, democracy, respect for hu-
man rights, fundamental freedoms, the rule of law and sustainable develop-
ment.”53

Contrary to these kinds of pompous and at the same time magical prophecies, 
now and then even European government representatives prefer verbal skepticism: 

“Also within the EU, a lot has to be done in terms of coherence, given the fact 
that there are still large contradictions between EU trade policy, EU agricultural 

52 http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/development/mission_en.htm.
53 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/news/patten/speech_00_422.htma.
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policy and EU development policy.”54

The social problems, for example, resulting from European agricultural policy 
for millions of small farmers in the countries of the South are well known, have been 
studied and have been the object of large campaigns by civil society: As for ex-
ample the problems, risks and consequences of the WTO negotiations on services 
(GATS) and the privatization and commercialization of public goods or as another 
example the negotiations for a Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) within the 
framework of the OECD (1998) and the campaign preceding the 5th WTO Ministerial 
Conference in Cancún, Mexico during the year 2003.

The investment-issue is, among other topics, also on the agenda of free trade 
negotiations between the EU and MERCOSUR:

“As always, investment negotiations have major implications for the envi-
ronment and sustainable development. Investment is the only tool that can 
reliably shift currently unsustainable economies towards more sustainable 
practices. At the same time, international investment agreements have proven 
themselves to be potential obstacles to the ability of governments to adopt 
measures that are needed to promote sustainability. The EU/MERCOSUR 
investment negotiations must be monitored from the perspective of the envi-
ronment and sustainable development.”55

Will there be a final conclusion on investment within the EU-MERCOSUR free 
trade negotiations? Will there be some kind of “trade off” between the negotiation 
partners, e.g., concessions of the Europeans in the agricultural area – the abolish-
ment or reduction of agricultural subsidies and the suspension of import-quotas 
– against MERCOSUR’s concessions in the areas of investment and government 
procurement? Would the expected macroeconomic gains of MERCOSUR countries 
in the agricultural sector compensate the expected set-backs in the areas of invest-
ment, free capital flows and public procurement? Or is the investment issue just used 

54 Own translation of the following original text: “Auch innerhalb der EU ist unter dem Stichwort “Kohärenz” noch 
einiges zu leisten. So gibt es immer noch drastische Widersprüche zwischen EU-Handelspolitik, EU-Agrarpolitik 
und EU-Entwicklungspolitik.” Taken from: The German Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
Heidemarie Wieczorek-Zeul, at the Bundestag on June 14, 2002, in the debate on the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg 2002, http://www.bmz.de/presse/reden/rede20020614.html.

55 Konrad von Moltke (International Institute for Sustainable Development): European Union / MERCOSUR 
Negotiations. The Environment and Sustainable Development Dimension, edited by the WWF European Policy 
Office, Belgium & WWF Brazil, April 2002, p. 4.
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as a pretext by the Europeans in order to trade it generously against the conces-
sions made by MERCOSUR to avoid the agricultural issue? Should the investment 
demands of the EU in this sense just be an object of negotiation in the bid for other 
issues, i.e.: “A bone thrown to the dogs?”56

56 Concerning these issues of negotiation-manoeuverings regarding the investment regulations in the framework of 
NAFTA and FTAA also see: Ramón Torrent: Acordos Internacionais. O capítulo XI do Nafta e as negociações da 
Alca: a bone thrown to the dogs? A verdadeira história das negociações do Acordo Multilateral de Investimentos 
- AMI ainda não foi escrita, in: Revista Brasileira de Comércio Exterior, FUNCEX No. 74, January - March 2003.
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2.1 Foreign direct investment: 
An opportunity for development and human rights?

Foreign investment by definition can be split up into portfolio-investment and 
direct investment. Foreign portfolio-investment is defined as capital investment like 
bonds, stocks, investment-fund shares, etc., made from abroad, such that due to its 
minority share (less than 10% of the total value) it has no substantial influence on the 
management or the company as a whole. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is defined 
by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) as:

“[...] an investment involving a long-term relationship and reflecting a lasting 
interest and control by a resident entity in one economy (foreign direct investor 
or parent enterprise) in an enterprise resident in an economy other than that 
of the foreign direct investor (FDI enterprise or affiliate enterprise or foreign af-
filiate). FDI implies that the investor exerts a significant degree of influence on 
the management of the enterprise resident in the other economy. [...] FDI may 
be undertaken by individuals as well as business entities.”57

Foreign Direct Investment Flows,58 are defined by the UNCTAD as:

“Flows of FDI comprises capital provided (either directly or through other re-
lated enterprises) by a foreign direct investor to an FDI enterprise, or capital 
received from an FDI enterprise by a foreign direct investor. FDI has three com-
ponents: equity capital, reinvested earnings and intra-company loans.”59

Foreign Direct Investment Stock60 is defined as:

“FDI stock is the value of the share of their capital and reserves (including re-
tained profits) attributable to the parent enterprise, plus the net indebtedness 
of affiliates to the parent enterprise.”61

Furthermore, a distinction can be made between a so-called Greenfield-Invest-
ment, i.e., the realization of a new investment, and the area of Mergers and Acquisi-
tions (M&A), which refers to take-overs of already existing investments. According to 
KPMG Corporate Finance, the value of global company transactions fell by almost 

57 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for 
Development: National and International Prespectives, New York/Geneva 2003, p. 231.

58Abbreviation: FDI-Flows.
59 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for 

Development: National and International Prespectives, New York/Geneva 2003, p. 231.
60 Abbreviation: FDI-Stock.
61 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for 

Development: National and International Prespectives, New York/Geneva 2003, p. 232.
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50% in 2002 as compared to the previous year, reaching 996 billion US-dollars, while 
in 2000 the value of worldwide Mergers and Acquisitions had been substantially 
more than 3 trillion US-dollars, thereby accounting for by far the largest share of 
FDI-Flows.62

The “World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for Development: National 
and International Perspectives” of the UNCTAD63 also complained about the world-
wide decrease in FDI-Flows from “$1.4 trillion in 2000 to $650 billion in 2002, raising 
considerable concerns about prospects for achieving the Millenium Development 
Goals,”64 in numbers: from 1,400,000,000,000 in 2000 to 650,000,000,000 in 2002. 
Latin America, according to the World Investment Report 2003, accounted for 56 
billion US-dollars of FDI-Flows in 2002. This corresponds to the lowest level since 
1996. The decrease of investment flows occurred especially in the services area 
(telecommunications and banking sector) in Argentina, Brazil and Chile.65

The years 1996 to 2000 recorded a worldwide boom in cross-border investment 
flows. A large part of these FDI flows, however, were Mergers & Acquisitions and not 
Greenfield-Investment, so that the exploding capital flows between 1996 and 2000 
can be explained by the hysterical wave of M&A at the end of the nineties, which 
in Latin America also coincided with privatization and neoliberal market-opening 
policies in entire economic sectors, which were pushed forward by the IMF and the 
World Bank and were accompanied by serious social problems for the population of 
the respective countries.

These developments, however, did not stop the authors of the UNCTAD’s World 
Investment Report from complaining about the decrease between 2000 and 2002, 
nor from creating a central measure out of the boom, which turned out to be a bubble 
and was unproductive in terms of solemn development objectives: They [the authors 
of the UNCTAD’s World Investment Report] affirm that the decrease of these invest-
ment-flows would be “raising considerable concerns about prospects for achieving 
the Millenium Development Goals”66- as if flourishing international capital transaction 
would constitute a condition and especially a guarantee for development. 

These Millenium Development Goals, passed by the General Assembly of the 

62 See Financial Times Deutschland, http://www.ftd.de/ub/fi/1039964401475.html?nv=rs.
63 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for 

Development: National and International Prespectives, New York/Geneva 2003.
64 ibid., p. iii.
65 ibid., pp. 52.
66 ibid., p. iii.
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United Nations in September 200067 are to:

1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger

2. Achieve universal primary education

3. Promote gender equality and empower women

4. Reduce child mortality

5. Improve maternal health

6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases

7. Ensure environmental sustainability

8. Develop a global partnership for development

All UN member states have committed themselves to reach 
these goals by 2015.

But what are these supposed connections between FDI-Flows and these Mil-
lenium Development Goals – that are viewed as immanent by the authors of the 
UNCTAD-study? They associate some kind of magical relationship of foreign private 
investment and development, so that, e.g.:

• Foreign private investment in the food industry would eradicate hunger.

• Privately financed primary schools would guarantee a universal primary education 
for all children.

• Sales-related production of goods and services would promote gender equality 
and the empowerment of women.

• Privately financed hospitals, a competitive health sector and profit-oriented phar-
maceutical research would reduce infant mortality, improve maternal health and 
combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases. 

• Privately financed industry and infrastructure projects would ensure environmental 
sustainability and develop a global partnership for development. 

67 See, e.g., http://www.uno.de/sg/millennium/ziele/, http://www.un.org/millennium/ or also http://www.developme
ntgoals.org.
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The reasons for propagating this connection and what it seems to actually mean 
can be extracted from the foreword of the “World Investment Report 2003 - FDI 
Policies for Development: National and International Perspectives”: “UNCTAD seeks 
to further the understanding of the nature of transnational corporations and their 
contribution to development and to create an enabling environment for international 
investment and enterprise development,”68 - it can hardly be expressed more clearly 
whose “environment” and “development” is meant. 

Behind this lies the firm belief that 1) it is the market and only the market that 
constitutes the universal remedy for development and the belief that 2) foreign direct 
investment plays a special role in this context, as if each had a direct impact on the 
corresponding development of the investment-importing country: Job-creation, the 
extension of infrastructure, technology-transfers, stabilization, the creation or stimu-
lation of national value creation chains, the stimulation of domestic demand, in order 
to, in the end, foster development. 

1) It is on the one hand questionable, to what extent this one-way causation 
determined connection between market and development should promote some-
thing like sustainable development. The Brundtland-Report (“Our Common Future”) 
of the Worldcommission on Environment and Development from 1987 had defined 
sustainable development as follows: “Sustainable development is development, 
which satisfies the needs of the present generation, without limiting the capability 
of future generations, to satisfy their own needs.” Furthermore, it can be questioned 
how this connecton should promote development– here in terms of the more narrow 
definition of mere growth – at all, even in view of the above mentioned UN Millenium 
Goals, since the neoliberal understanding of market and development assumes – 
unquestioned – that development occurs –exclusively- by means of the market. Not 
only market access in the area of foreign trade is demanded, but simply everything 
is to be left to the market: National or regional measures like programs to promote 
development or governmental incentives to create or implement socially or ecologi-
cally meaningful objectives are not only not regarded by the neoliberal model, but 
are explicitly contrary to this. If everything is subordinated to the regime of produc-
tion and profit, then the governmental scope for design and action and thereby also 
democratic decision-making processes are severely limited. 

2) It is also questionable in terms of macroeconomics, how cause and effect 
– with respect to the relationship between FDI and development - should work in the 
desired way: It is not inevitably causal, that FDI is directed towards the respective do-

68 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies 
for Development: National and International Perspectives, New York/Geneva 2003, p. ii. [Accentuation made by 
the author.].
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mestic market and thereby would be able to give impulses to promote development. 
Especially during the last years, and particularly under the pressure of the require-
ments that IMF has placed on debtor countries, the highly indebted Latin American 
countries have seen themselves in the macroeconomic obligation to realize export-
surpluses, so that inflowing foreign currency has to be largely targeted towards ex-
ports. With regards to Brazil or Argentina, for example, the following macroeconomic 
image can be drawn: Foreign direct investment increasingly brought foreign currency 
into the country during the nineties, but this direct investment will, on the one hand, 
lead to faster outflow of profits: Even though a direct investment in the short term 
has a positive influence on the balance of payments, in the long run it has the dis-
advantage of creating capital outflows. On the other hand, this direct investment will 
not create further foreign currency inflows, as it is predominantly focused on the do-
mestic market – which for both countries is especially problematic considering their 
high foreign debt and in this respect cannot contribute to macroeconomic stabiliza-
tion against potential financial crises. Additionally, even though the by far largest part 
of this direct investment is directed towards the domestic market, it is particularly 
concentrated in the area of services like telecommunications and banking: How can 
such direct investment, which is targeted at the domestic market, then have the abil-
ity to promote regional development? Argentina and Brazil are confronted with the 
dilemma of having to attract direct investment in order to pay off their debts and to 
maintain good balance of payments– and on the other hand, trying to use this foreign 
capital in a way which is productive for regional development, i.e., directed towards 
the domestic market. Whether the telecommunications and banking sectors can be 
regarded as especially productive in this sense, can be seriously doubted.

Furthermore, it is not quite understandable why one should expect a drive for 
(sustainable) development from investors, who function according to the market 
laws of profit and performance, cost reduction and ousting of the competition. 
Since it is not expected from the market participants that the investments under-
taken be directly utilized for socially and environmentally friendly development, the 
indirect connections of the neoliberal development theories are used to support the 
argumentation that: According to this development-model the decisive agent is not 
the state, but the free forces of the deregulated market which will with the “invisible 
hand” bring about the promotion of development.

Worldwide countries adhere to this strong belief in the market, that foreign in-
vestment will lead to development: there is increasing competition between states 
for foreign investment, which is expressed in national, regional and local programs 
for the promotion of FDI, i.e., in preferential tax treatment for private foreign investors. 
It should be mentioned here that – even thinking in terms of market-rules-
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• according to a study conducted by the consulting firm McKinsey69 governmental 
investment incentives are “harmful”: The study reaches the conclusion, that gov-
ernmental investment incentives lead to a decrease in productivity, to no creation 
of new jobs, as well as to a reduction in the amount of foreign investment, which 
would have been made anyway in the absence of incentives.70

• according to a study of the Ifo-Institute, which investigated the case of the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, 90 percent of foreign investment was made to assure 
sales abroad and thereby primarily served the investment-exporting country71 in 
order to maintain employment “at home”, as in the case of Germany, where 1/3 
of employment depends on exports and where the connection between foreign 
investment and internal economic power has to be regarded in a different light. 

• Once again the question arrises whether FDI is conducive to sustainable develop-
ment in the proposed manner (or if it does so at all).

Mexico, for example, with its 11 free trade-agreements72 and being one of the 
most-hailed countries of the neoliberal mainstream, has had a different experience: 
Even if, according to a study of the Washington-based Carnegie Endowment for In-
ternational Peace, between 1994 and 2002 around 500,000 jobs were created in the 
industrial sector, at the same time, according to the study, 1.3 million jobs were lost 
in the agricultural sector, where 20% of the Mexican population is employed. Wheat 
imports from the U.S. rose by 180 percent and corn imports from the U.S. increased 
sixfold.73 Under NAFTA exports indeed increased threefold in three years, yet at the 
same time the foreign trade deficit also increased because a large portion of capital 
goods continues to be imported. The maquila-industry, the perfect example for sup-

69 This refers to the McKinsey study which investigated the impact of governmental investment incentive programs 
in the automobile sector, beginning in 1995, in Mexico, Brasil, China and India. See: http://www.bbc.co.uk/
portuguese/economia/story/2003/10/031016_mckinseymla.shtml.

70 See: http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/economia/story/2003/10/031016_mckinseymla.shtml.
71 “Nach einer Umfrage des Ifo-Instituts (ifo-Informationsdienst 16/96) stehen nämlich auch die Direktinvestitionen im 

Ausland im Dienste des Exports. Über 90% der Auslandsstandorte sollen Vertrieb und Service, also den Export, 
fördern. [...] Generell erfolgen die deutschen Direktinvestitionen im Ausland zum Zweck der Absatzsicherung und 
sichern somit die Beschäftigung im Inland.” Handelsblatt: Die Logik der Zahlungsbilanz, Hans Mundorf, March 
13, 1997, p. 6. Own translation: “According to a survey of the Ifo-Institute (ifo-Informationsdienst 16/96) direct 
investment made abroad mainly serves exports. More than 90% of foreign locations are meant to promote sales 
and service, i.e., exports. [...]. Generally the German foreign investment abroad serves the objective of assuring 
sales and therby also securing German employment.”

72 Gerold Schmidt: México, campeón mundial de los tratados de libre comercio con contradicciones internas, La 
apertura total hacia los EUA y el mercado mundial de poco le sirve a las mayorías, http://www.cancun2003.org/
es/web/101.html.

73 http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/economia/story/2003/11/031119_naftamla.shtml, siehe auch: Folha se São 
Paulo: Nem sol, nem lua, December 2, 2003.
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posedly successful foreign investment, buys 

“only 2.89 percent of their resources for production and packing material in 
Mexico. In constrast the Mexican manufacturing industry, which is not part of 
the maquila-industry, still had in 1983 acquired 91% of its production resourc-
es internally, in 1997 it was only 37%. Additionally, most foreign investment in 
Mexico concentrates on this highly export-oriented sector. In short: We export 
a lot, but our exports are not particularly Mexican.”74

According to the Mexican economist Alberto Arroyo, as a consequence of 
NAFTA “production chains were dissolved and production sites denationalized.”75

Although during the first 8 years of NAFTA until 2002 Mexico had received 140 
billion US-dollars in foreign investment, the majority of this inflow of investment capi-
tal was appointed to M&A of existing firms and on top of that jobs were lost in the 
national supplier’s chain. And the supposedly so successful maquila-industry has in 
fact created jobs, but these jobs are: 

“insecure and based on fixed-term contracts with long working hours and the 
organization in unions is prevented by strong and illegal means of exerting 
pressure. Additionally these jobs are highly dependent on the economic cycle 
in the U.S. From November 2000 to March 2002 the U.S.A. was struggling 
with serious economic problems, and 287,630 jobs were cut in the maquila-
industry, somewhat less than half of the employment created in this sector 
during the first seven years of NAFTA.”76

Therefore, the connection, which is determined within the neoliberal consensus, 
of the opening of markets, of FDI and of regional, national or even overall devel-
opment is anything but proven. Furthermore, this market supported association 
between FDI and the direct impact on development of the investment-importing 
country, like job creation, the extension of infrastructure, technological transfers, 
stabilization, the creation or stimulation of national value creation chains and the 

74 Own translation of the following original text: “nur 2,89 Prozent ihrer Produktionsbestandteile und 
Verpackungsmaterialien in Mexico. Die mexikanische Manufaktur-Industrie hingegen, die nicht zur Maquila-
Industrie gehört, hatte 1983 noch 91 Prozent der Produktionsbestandteile in Mexico gekauft, 1996 nur noch 37 
Prozent. Dazu kommt, dass sich gerade in diesen hochgradig auf den Export ausgerichteten Unternehmen die 
meisten Investitionen aus dem Ausland konzentrieren. Kurz: Wir exportieren viel, aber das, was wir exportieren, ist 
nicht besonders mexikanisch .” Taken from: Arroyo Picard, Alberto: Dürftige Bilanz. Was haben acht Jahre NAFTA/
TLCAN Mexico gebracht, ila No. 260, November 2002, p. 14. 

75 Ibid., p. 15.
76 Own translation of the following original text: “...unsicher und basieren auf Zeitverträgen, die Arbeitstage sind lang, 

gewerkschaftliche Zusammenschlüsse werden mit starken und illegalen Druckmitteln verhindert. Außerdem sind 
diese Arbeitsplätze hochgradig abhängig vom Wirtschaftskreislauf der USA. Von November 2000 bis März 2002 
hatte die USA mit schweren wirtschaftlichen Problemen zu kämpfen, und in der Maquila-Industrie sind 287 630 
Arbeitsplätze verloren gegangen, etwas weniger als die Hälfte der Jobs, die in den ersten sieben Jahren des TLCAN 
[NAFTA, Anm.d.A.] in diesem Bereich neu entstanden waren.” Taken from: Ibid., p. 15.
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promotion of domestic demand, in order to promote development, remains to be an 
illusion , and the supporters of this market approach continue to give vague answers 
when inquired about its origin.

Besides this, there are many more far-reaching opinions on the impact of FDI. 
The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has stated in her report on 
“Human rights, trade and investment - Sub-Commission on Human Rights resolu-
tion 2002/11” that:

“Concerned that international economic law and human rights law have de-
veloped as two parallel and separate regimes, with the risk that human rights 
principles, instruments and mechanisms will be marginalized as highlighted 
by the actual or potential human rights implications of World Trade Organiza-
tion agreements, including the General Agreement on Trade in Services, the 
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and the 
Agreement on Agriculture,[...]

Considering that when not carefully regulated, foreign direct investment - as a 
key element of the globalization process, one of the main modes of delivering 
trade in services and a central activity of transnational corporations - can have 
a detrimental effect with regard to the enjoyment of human rights,

Noting that the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, in her 
report on liberalization of trade in services and human rights (E/CN.4/Sub.2/
2002/977), has identified investment as the most problematic mode of trade in 
services from the perspective of human rights,[...]

Reaffirms the importance and relevance of human rights obligations in all areas 
of governance and development, including international and regional trade, 
investment, and financial agreements, policies and practices, and renews its 
request to all Governments and economic policy forums, including the World 
Trade Organization, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, to 
take international human rights obligations and principles fully into account in 
international economic policy formulation and implementation; [...]”78

Here the issue is not about comprehending foreign capital per se as bad as 
compared to “good national capital”, rather its about the question of to what extent 
foreign capital operates in a dubious manner with respect to social, environmental 

77 See http://www.handel-entwicklung-menschenrechte.org/fileadmin/christian/E-CN.4-Sub.2-2002-9.pdf.
78 http://193.194.138.190/Huridocda/Huridoca.nsf/(Symbol)/E.CN.4.SUB.2.RES.2002.11.En?Opendocument, also 

see: United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of 
Human Rights, Resolution 2003/9: Human rights, trade and investment, July 2, 2003.

79 ila 268: out of control. Transnationale Konzerne und die Menschenrechte, Bonn: September 2003.
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and human rights: Are transnational corporations “out of control”79 due to not only 
their size, which in some cases exceeds the GDP of entire countries, but also to the 
nonexistence or insufficient internationally valid and concrete juridical obligations in 
international treaties? Are they in the end better off than domestic companies, due 
to international treaties that regulate their rights, but not their obligations? Is national 
jurisdiction being hollowed out and surpassed by international treaties on invest-
ment protection? Are transnational companies problematic due to their actions, their 
globally-optimizing pure profit orientation and their mere size? And finally: What role 
can international treaties and agreements between states have that focus on foreign 
investment?
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2.2 International Agreements and Treaties on Investment

International negotiations on investment agreements can be conducted between 
two states (bilaterally) in form of a bilateral investment agreement (BIT), between two 
regional blocks (a special case of bilateralism: bi- or interregional) as part of a broader 
free trade agreement (FTA), among several states within the framework of a superior 
international organization valid for some member states (plurilateral), or among all 
member states (multilateral). Negotiations on investment agreements deal in general 
with the basic stipulations for cross-border investment.

Bilateral treaties between states whose main focus lie on cross-border invest-
ment exist since the “Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation”, the so-called 
“Jay-Treaty” which was signed in 1794 between “His Britannic Majesty and the 
United States of America”, ratified in 1795 and publicly proclaimed at the beginning 
of 1796. This treaty was the first to introduce arbitration courts (“commissions”) as 
a bilateral mechanism to solve disputes.80 The first bilateral investment agreement, 
in the modern sense, was concluded in 1959 between Pakistan and the Federal 
Republic of Germany.81 Today a large number of bilateral agreements exist (in Sep-
tember 2002 an estimated 2000 bilateral agreements were in force globally82).

Modern bilateral investment agreements are similar in content and are all oriented 
towards equal market access rules, reciprocal treatment according to the principles 
of “non-discrimination” contained in the MFN clause and the National Treatment 
Clause, guarantees for capital and profit transfers and arbitration mechanisms:

“Modern BITs have retained broad uniformity in their provisions. In addition 
to determining the scope of application of the treaty, that is, the investments 
and investors covered by it, virtually all bilateral investment treaties cover four 
substantive areas: admission, treatment, expropriation and the settlement of 
disputes. Almost all modern BITs include provisions dealing with disputes be-
tween one of the parties and investors having the nationality of the other party. 
In this respect most provide for arbitration under the Convention on the Settle-
ment of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States 
(the ICSID Convention) which entered into force in 1966.”83

80 For the complete text of the treaty see http://odur.let.rug.nl/~usa/D/1776-1800/foreignpolicy/jay.htm#I.
81 See: Igler, Wolfgang / Schekulin, Manfred: Von Havanna bis Doha: der lange Weg zu multilateralen Investitionsregeln, 

http://www.aussenwirtschaft.info/content/publikationen/AWJB_19.pdf.
82 Hochuli, Marianne: Investment agreements as one-sided enforcement of investors rights I: From Bilateral Investment 

Agreements to NAFTA to the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI), Berne Declaration, Switzerland, October 
2002.

83 http://www.worldbank.org/icsid/treaties/intro.htm.
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They thereby vary partially in their definition of the term investment: The “more 
narrow” definition only comprehends direct investment, while the “wider” one also 
contains portfolio investment. But no investment agreement makes a distinction or 
explicitly mentions “socially productive capital”. The term “expropriation” in most 
agreements follows the “wider” meaning of direct expropriation and equivalent mea-
sures.

Besides these bilateral investment agreements, which explicitly focus on the 
area of investment, the investment issue may also be a component of broader free 
trade agreements, as for example the “Association Agreement” between the EU 
and Mexico (“Global Agreement”), which was signed in 1997 and entered into force 
in October 2000, as well as the agreement between Chile and the EU, which was 
signed in November 2002 and entered into force in February 2003. On a plurilateral 
or multilateral level several negotiation rounds on multilateral or international invest-
ment agreements have taken place, which were in part ratified, like the plurilateral 
TRIMs-agreement within the WTO, and which in part failed, like the multilateral MAI 
within the OECD in 1998 or the (provisional) failure of the Doha Development Agenda 
of the WTO (see below).

Continuous demands from trade and industry for international investment regu-
lations in the form of bilateral investment agreements or embedded into free trade 
agreements consistently put the investment issue onto the political agenda. Foreign 
investors thereby chiefly prioritize the issues of investors’ rights like investment 
protection and legal security, market access and national treatment, as well as free 
capital transfer. For this reason, it is predominantly the FDI-exporting countries which 
speak out for a regulatory framework on an international level. The standard formula-
tion with only small differences in formulations reads as follows:

“to secure transparent, stable and predictable conditions for long-term cross-
border investment, particularly foreign direct investment”.84

The issue of cross-border investment (along with the agricultural market, sub-
sidies, services, intellectual property rights) is one of the central and most disputed 
topics in the current negotiations on bilateral and multilateral free trade agreements. 
The free trade negotiations in the framework of FTAA/ALCA, the large Free Trade 
Area of the Americas planned for 2005, and also the free trade negotiations between 
the EU and MERCOSUR explicitly refer to the “multilateral” framework of negotia-
tions within the World Trade Organization (WTO).

84 Doha-Ministerial Declaration of 2001 on the relationship of “trade and investment”.
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2.3 The World Trade Organization WTO

Within the World Trade Organization negotiations take place on the extensive 
“liberalization” of markets. In 1995 the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade) was replaced by the WTO. According to the WTO’s portrayal of itself, it sees 
itself as

“a rules-based, member-driven organization — all decisions are made by the 
member governments, and the rules are the outcome of negotiations among 
members”85,

“The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the only global international organiza-
tion dealing with the rules of trade between nations”86.

Furthermore, it is stated that:

“The WTO is GATT plus a lot more. [...] GATT deals only with trade in goods. 
The WTO Agreements now cover services and intellectual property as 
well.”87

In the multilateral negotiations of the WTO the representatives of member states 
negotiate as contracting parties of the WTO, - in the case of EU member states, 
however, this function is centrally exerted by the European Union (the EU-trade-com-
missioner, currently Pascal Lamy). According to article 133 of the EU-founding Maas-
tricht-Treaty the EU-trade policy is expressedly part of EU-sovereignty. The same is 
valid for association treaties (article 310). According to the Amsterdam-Treaty, article 
133 was modified so that by a unanimous decision the joint trade policy, which is 
exerted by DG Trade, can be extended to international agreements and treaties on 
services and intellectual property rights.88 This means that the negotiation-authority 
in issues of foreign trade, like bilateral or WTO-negotiations, lies primarily within the 
respective EU-commissioner’s office.

The decisions made within the WTO on the central issues of international trade 
are ultimately binding. Once a WTO-member state has accepted the respective 
rules, there are no further possibilities to make changes: it is a one-way street.89

85 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/thewto_e.htm.
86 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/whatis_e.htm.
87 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact0_e.htm.
88 http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cig/g4000g.htm#g6.
89 See: Fritz, Thomas: Die letzte Grenze. GATS: Die Dienstleistungsverhandlungen in der WTO. Sachstand, Probleme, 

Alternativen. Eine kritische Einführung von Thomas Fritz, Berlin: WEED, February 2003, pp. 23.
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2.3.1 WTO rules

The reciprocal WTO-rules of the Most Favored Nation Clause and the National 
Treatment Clause are applied to all free trade agreements, as well as bilateral invest-
ment agreements. The cross-border design of market access, according to the 
principles of non-discrimination of the

• Most Favored Nation Clause (“most favored nation treatment”: no less favorable 
than the treatment granted to any other country) and the

• National Treatment Clause (“national treatment: giving others the same treatment 
as one’s own nationals. Treating foreigners and locals equally”90), is supposed to 
give foreign suppliers from all countries the same opportunities as domestic sup-
pliers.

This, according to the ideas of the WTO, should affect all areas of trade as 
defined by the WTO, i.e., the area of goods (GATT), services (GATS) as well as the 
trade-relevant area of intellectual property rights (TRIPS). The GATT-treaty is a so-
called “top-down” agreement, which means that the rules are automatically valid 
for all member states, except for the case that a country has been able to explicitly 
exclude certain areas in form of so-called “negative sectors lists.” The GATS agree-
ment is a so-called “bottom-up” agreement, according to which only those areas 
are affected by the accorded rules, which appear in the “list of commitments,” the 
so-called “positive sectors lists.” Investment issues affect the areas of goods (GATT) 
as well as services (GATS), and according to the WTO can be classified within the 
topic of “trade and investment” and divided into three levels:

• The TRIMs agreement91 (investment in the goods sector)

• The GATS agreement92 (investment in the services sector is one of four areas 
treated by GATS)

• Relationships of “trade and investment”93 is one of the so-called Singapore Is-
sues94 on the WTO-agenda since 1996. The “new issues” established at the WTO 
Ministerial Conference in Singapore are:

90 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm.
91 http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/18-trims.pdf.
92 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/serv_e.htm.
93 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/invest_e/invest_e.htm.
94 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/bey6_e.htm.
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• trade and investment

• competition policy

• government procurement

• and trade facilitation.
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2.3.2 The TRIMs agreement

The TRIMs agreement (“Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures”95) 
was passed during the GATT Uruguay Round in 1994 and constitutes one of the 
foundations of the WTO that was founded in January 1995. It recognizes certain 
asymmetries to the effect that some transition periods were granted, in order to 
put international agreements into practice. This agreement defines the treatment 
of investment in the goods sector and not investment in the services sector (which 
is regulated by GATS). The TRIMs agreement deals with “trade-related investment 
measures of member states,” which in a broad sense affects domestic and foreign 
investment. The 5 pages of the treaty do not give an exact definition of the term 
“trade-related investment measure,” but instead list in the annex the particular types 
of laws, rules and guidelines that are to be considered as relevant for trade with 
respect to investment.96

The TRIMs agreement follows the WTO principle of so-called “National Treat-
ment”, according to which every foreign investor should be granted the same 
conditions as domestic investors. If state regulations should demand any kind of 
requirements, so-called “performance requirements” or “local content rules,” from 
investors, for example, by passing regulations which demand a fixed percentage 
of local, regional or national suppliers or shareholders (so-called “joint ventures”) or 
by implementing minimum –percentage -requirements to employ domestic workers, 
this would violate the “National Treatment” principle. 

If according to a WTO member state another WTO member violates the rules of 
the agreement, legal action can be taken within the WTO. Any legal action can only 
be undertaken by one government against another, private investors cannot do this 
(see the chapter on NAFTA), nonetheless they can convince their respective govern-
ment to do so. But for some industrialized countries, this agreement does not reach 
far enough, so that several intents were made (Multilateral Agreement on Investment, 
MAI, in the OECD, which failed under the pressure of the NGOs and civil society 
in 1998) and are being made in order to implement further reaching cross-country 
regulations.

95 http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/18-trims.pdf.
96 Also see: Nohlen, Dieter (Ed.): Lexikon Dritte Welt, 10th edition, 1998.
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2.3.3 The GATS agreement

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)97 is dedicated to the area 
of services in its four trade-relevant facets (“Four Modes”):

1. Cross-border supply, e.g,. international phone calls,

2. Consumption abroad, e.g., tourism,

3. Commercial presence, e.g,. the opening of a bank branch, where 
“commercial presence” refers to the topic of “trade and invest-
ment” as a partial area of services,

4. Presence of natural persons, i.e., the cross-border supply of ser-
vices by individuals.

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) was integrated into the 
articles of incorporation of the WTO in 1995, and the GATS negotiations should be 
newly regulated and completed by the time the current world trade round (Doha 
–Development Round, DDR) reaches its conclusion in 2005. The GATS defines ser-
vices in a very general manner, which therefore also includes issues, which in many 
countries are of public domain: Education and healthcare, postal services and tele-
communications, public infrastructure, the supply of energy and water and cultural 
and social work.98

The GATS regulations stipulate that the entire area of services is to be subjected 
to a standardized global set of rules. Thereby, the GATS adheres to the WTO non-
discrimination-guidelines of equal market access for all domestic and foreign suppli-
ers according to the principles of “National Treatment” and “Most Favored Nation” 
and grants the opportunity for legal actions at the WTO arbitration court if these 
guidelines are infringed upon.

Public procurement–processes, according to the NT principle, are no longer 

97 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/serv_e.htm.
98 See: Fritz, Thomas: Die letzte Grenze. GATS: Die Dienstleistungsverhandlungen in der WTO. Sachstand, 

Probleme, Alternativen. Eine kritische Einführung von Thomas Fritz, Berlin: WEED, February 2003.
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allowed by law to give preferential treatment to local suppliers and producers (“local 
content”). A country which has signed the agreement can, according to the Mode 3 
of GATS (“commercial presence”, cross-border supply of services), no longer make 
any so-called “performance requirements” of foreign investors (like, e.g., the mini-
mum percentage requirement for employing the local workforce or for technology 
transfers). Even environmental and social regulations of each member state run the 
risk of infringing upon the NT principle.

In contrast to the GATT treaty, which was a so-called “top-down” agreement 
(i.e., the rules apply automatically to all member states unless a country has explic-
itly negotiated exceptions for some sectors in the form of so-called negative lists), 
the GATS is a so-called “bottom-up” agreement (the rules apply if they appear in 
the so-called “list of commitments” of the respective country). It is in particular this 
“bottom-up”mechanism, which the WTO commonly quotes as an argument for the 
democratic legitimacy of GATS: Democratically elected governments would in the 
end decide which sectors in their country would be assigned to GATS and which 
would remain under national sovereignty, i.e., “in the exercise of governmental au-
thority.”99

The problem in this case is the unclear definition of “in the exercise of govern-
mental authority” and secondly, the fact that everytime a (domestic or foreign) private 
supplier competes with public services, the set of regulations under GATS can be 
applied and with it the possibility of a legal complaint before the WTO arbitration 
court.

Considering the rules under GATS, the danger exists, for example, in the case of 
education, that a private school, which is mainly owned by a foreign investor, could 
take legal action against the “market-distorting subsidies” of a neighboring public 
school, even if the educational sector was explicitly excluded in the form of a nega-
tive sector list: Even if the sovereignty clause within the GATS applies:

“Article I(3) of the GATS excludes “services supplied in the exercise of gov-
ernmental authority”. These are services that are supplied neither on a com-
mercial basis nor in competition with other suppliers. Cases in point are social 
security schemes and any other public service, such as health or education, 
that is provided at non-market conditions.”100

The formulation “neither on a commercial basis nor in competition with other 
suppliers”101 is quite dubious. If a private school, mainly owned by a foreign investor, 

99 http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/26-gats_01_e.htm.
100 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/gatsqa_e.htm.
101 See: Hartmann, Eva / Scherrer, Christoph: Negotiations on Trade in Services – The Positions of the Trade Unions 

on GATS, in: Friedrich-Ebert Foundation, Occasional Papers No. 6, Geneva, May 2003, p. 12.
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which works on a profit-basis, sees itself in competition with a public (non-profit) 
school, this private school would theoretically be able to take legal action against the 
public school, i.e., against the educational system as a public good in general. In the 
end – as no state will be able to abolish all subsidies for public schooling - this might 
lead to the situation of private schools obtaining the same right to state-subsidies as 
public ones.102

This would mean submitting public services to commercial interests through the 
GATS - which would have enormous consequences for social, cultural and human 
rights.

102 Ellen Gould: A Posição do Brasil nas Negociações do GATS (Acordo Geral sobre Comércio de Serviços), p. 2.
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2.3.4 The Relationships of “Trade and Investment”

Since 1996 there have been working-committees within the WTO who have 
been debating the issues pertaining to “trade and investment.”103 The objective of 
these committees is to elaborate and pass a multilateral framework agreement, 
which should establish rules on investment in all its facets for all WTO member 
states. The aims of the so-called Doha Agenda for the area of “trade and invest-
ment” range from identifying the comprehensive scope of application and definition 
of the term investment, of transparency, of non-discrimination, of the MFN and NT 
clauses, of rules for “pre-establishment” on the basis of GATS-definitions, to posi-
tive-sector lists, concessions on development-issues, as well as defined exceptions 
and predetermined safeguard clauses for balance of payment crises, as well as a 
dispute-settlement mechanism.104

In November 2001 the 4th Ministerial Conference of the WTO in Doha, Qatar, 
decided that negotiations on a

“multilateral framework to secure transparent, stable and predictable condi-
tions for long-term cross-border investment, particularly foreign direct invest-
ment” (§20 Ministerial Declaration, 14.11.2001, Doha105)

should only be initiated on the basis of a consensual decision on the modalities 
of negotiations which were to be treated at the 5th Ministerial Conference in Cancún 
from September 10-14, 2003: 

“[W]e agree that negotiations will take place after the Fifth Session of the 
Ministerial Conference on the basis of a decision to be taken, by explicit con-
sensus, at that session on modalities of negotiation.” (ibid.).

First the “modalities of negotiations” were to be defined “by explicit consensus” 
and after Cancún the negotiations could have started.

According to the chairman of the Ministerial Conference the formulation “by ex-
plicit consensus” left a wide margin not only to debate “how” to negotiate, but also 
to pose the general question if negotiations should take place at all. Nevertheless, 
the Ministerial Declaration defined the establishment and desired conclusion of the 
negotiations as having already been determined, since the deadline for the conclu-
sion of the negotiation round on investment had already been set by them to be:

103 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/invest_e/invest_e.htm.
104 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min01_e/mindecl_e.htm#relationship.
105 http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min01_e/mindecl_e.htm.
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“deadline: by 1 January 2005”.

The decision to begin negotiations on a future investment agreement within the 
WTO was thus not already made in Doha, as the EU had, for example, constantly 
repeated. This decision depended on the potential agreement in Cancún on the 
modalities and the content of the negotiations. And this decision never materialized: 
Cancún “failed”.

Numerous articles haunted the world press in the days after the 5th Ministerial 
Conference which ascribed the preliminary failure of the Doha Agenda in Cancún to 
the irreconcilable contradictions between the states of the North, who insisted on 
subsidies for their domestic agricultural markets and exports, and the states of the 
South, who were up in arms against these subsidies which rob the basis of livelihood 
from millions of agricultural workers through this subsidized price dumping. 

Many speculations on the reasons for the break down in Cancún arose, e.g., 
that some delegations recognized earlier than the European delegation, led by Trade 
Commissioner Lamy, that due to the disputed agricultural question no agreement 
would be reached, so that it would be better to induce an early failure at a time when 
the negotiations on the sensible agricultural issue had not yet started and the also 
heavily disputed Singapore issues, like investment, public procurement, competition 
policy and trade facilitation were on the agenda. As the European Union is one of the 
main advocates of these “new issues” - even though the EU in Cancún, after having 
encountered a strong, resistance finally managed to take back the issues of invest-
ment and competition policy in order to maintain at any cost the issues of public 
procurement and trade facilitation on the agenda – the guilty states could be found 
among those, who, like the EU, insistently wanted to negotiate the – even though re-
duced – Singapore issues, before discussing the agricultural issue. Another version 
is obviously the one of the EU –trade –delegation, which wanted to put the blame for 
the failure of the negotiations on the G-20 countries, which were formed in Cancún. 

The “failure” of Cancún, however, does not mean that the issues of commercial-
izing public goods and services, as well as cross-border investment “protection” 
treaties, are off the table.
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2.4 Investment “protection” in international treaties 

First of all, there are many different definitions of the term foreign investment: 
The U.S.A., e.g., pursues a broad definition of the term, which includes foreign direct 
investment, portfolio investment and short-term speculative investment vehicles, in 
the NAFTA as well as in the FTA with Chile. The EU favors a more narrow definition, 
which excludes portfolio and short-term investment, also in their FTAs with Chile and 
Mexico. 

The investment rules of a (bi-)regional FTA, in contrast to those of a bilateral 
investment agreement, do not have any effects on third parties, i.e., any noncon-
tracting parties. Even though the MFN principle also applies to regional FTAs, the 
accorded regulations do not have any validity for other international treaties, but are 
explicitly excluded from these – otherwise all regulations of EU treaties would auto-
matically apply for all other states. In bilateral investment treaties that is not the case: 
If a BIT contains the MFN clause, then all BITs signed by this state automatically 
receive the same “best” (i.e., “best” for investors) conditions.

On a multilateral level there were already negotiations from 1996-98 within the 
framework of the OECD on a multilateral agreement on investment (MAI). Above all 
the U.S. and the EU had pushed these negotiations within the OECD, which, how-
ever, were declared a failure in December of 1998 (due mainly to the international 
pressure of various NGOs who were finally able to persuade France to simply say 
“non”). The investment regulations already stipulated in the NAFTA had served as a 
model for the MAI negotiations. 

NAFTA is the first free trade agreement106 which awards an international juridical 
status to companies, corporations and investors: Chapter 11 of the NAFTA bindingly 
defines this investor-to-state dispute settling mechanism.107

The official guideline for states in their relationship with foreign investments is 
defined as following by the NAFTA article 1105: 

“Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of another Party treat-
ment in accordance with international law, including fair and equitable treat-
ment and full protection and security.”

The so-called investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism gives companies 
as recognized juridical subjects the opportunity to take legal action on the basis of 

106 Bilateral investment treaties have contained this juridical construct for several years already.
107 http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org/english/nafta/chap-111.htm.
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“discrimination” or “expropriation” against local, regional or national policies at an 
international court (ICSID108 or UNCITRAL109). This juridical construct abolishes the 
principle of international law of giving priority to exhaust the national course of law: In 
the case of investor-to-state disputes the suitor, i.e., the company, decides whether 
to take national or international legal action – and the business-friendly NAFTA regu-
latory framework seems to be more promising for companies than the domestic legal 
course. This means the irreversible farewell from the Calvo-doctrin, which had been 
valid for almost 140 years particularly in Latin America, and according to which in-
ternational interventions in order to enforce private claims could only take place after 
completely exhausting all national legal measures.110 

According to NAFTA a “discrimination” against foreign investment can also oc-
cur by means of national legislation to protect environmental, health, employment or 
social rights,111 if an investor sees his enterprise restricted or disabled according to 
the criteria of National Treatment defined by article 1102 of NAFTA, or by the MFN 
clause defined in article 1103.

The term “expropriation” here does not only refer to the “classical,” direct expro-
priation in the form of nationalizing a company and quantifying the damage of a com-
pany for investments that have already materialized (the so-called post-establish-
ment), but also measures equivalent to expropriation, for example, regulating busi-
ness activities through political regulations and legislation (article 1110 of NAFTA). In 
this case measures equivalent to expropriation can also be understood as “indirect 
expropriation” and the possibility arises to demand compensation payments not only 
for already materialized investment, which can be exactly quantified, but also for ex-
pected deficits for not yet realized investment: the so-called pre-establishment. 

Article 1106 of NAFTA prohibits any form of conditions112 imposed by national, 
regional or local governments on foreign investors. Such conditions can then also 
be considered as measures equivalent to expropriation and can be brought to an 
international arbitration court. 

This new positioning of transnational corporations as recognized subjects of 
international law, which dispose of the possibility to take legal action at an interna-
tional court, but which on the other hand are not subjected to conditions, obligations 
or even control or sanctioning mechanisms by the same international treaties lastly 

108 http://www.worldbank.org/icsid.
109 http://www.uncitral.org.
110 Calvo, Carlos: Derecho Internacional teórico y práctico de Europa y Amércia, Paris 1868.
111 See, e.g.: Peterson, Luke Eric: Research Note: Emerging Bilateral Investment Treaty Arbitration and Sustainable 

Development, Invest-SD News Bulletin, International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD), August 2003.
112 “Performance requirements” or “requisitos de desempeño” [sp.].
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implicates that the dictum of national treatment, which is so popular among transna-
tional companies, is over stretched. Foreign market participants - by means of this 
possibility of taking legal action at international courts - have opened a scope of ac-
tion for themselves, which cannot be accessed by domestic market participants.

The latter depends on national legislation, and there is also the fact that inter-
national trade legislation breaks national law: Article 1105 of NAFTA demands a 
“minimum treatment of foreign investors in accordance with international law.”113 

Transnational corporations are therefore not only out of control, but they have a lot 
more power to control and enforce than domestic companies. Mexico’s NAFTA ex-
perience and also the experiences of regional and local governments in the U.S. and 
Canada are a perfect example of this.

If an investor regards legislation, local politics or mechanisms as a breach of the 
NAFTA treaty, then the issue can be brought up with the UN Commission for Interna-
tional Trade Law (UNCITRAL114) or with the International Center for the Settlement of 
Investment Disputes, (ICSID115), an arbitration mechanism of the World Bank. These 
cases are then deliberated by the respective juries, without the possibility to appeal. 
For many years it was a common practice that while these committees met, no infor-
mation at all was passed on to the public (not even information on the counterparts 
or the fact that a dispute existed). Since then under the strong pressure from civil 
society the three NAFTA states, Mexico, Canada and the U.S.A., have finally agreed 
to publish the cases brought to the ICSID court. The cases that are disputed, e.g., 
at the International Court of Arbitration116 of the International Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC) in Paris continue to lack transparency.117

The most important international institutions for the settlement of disputes, 
alongside the already mentioned ICSID and UNCITRAL, are the International Cham-
ber of Commerce (ICC) in Paris and the London Court of International Arbitration 
(LCIA): The American Arbitration Association (AAA), the Arbitration Institute of the 

113 For the relationship between national and international trade legislation see, e.g.: Stoll, Peter-Tobias: Globalisierung 
und Legitimation, Göttingen, May 19, 2003, p. 4., http://www.cege.wiso.uni-goettingen.de/Veranstaltungen/
antrittsvorlstoll.pdf.

114 http://www.uncitral.org.
115 http://www.worldbank.org/icsid.
116 http://www.iccwbo.org/court/english/intro_court/introduction.asp.
117 See Peterson, Luke Eric: Research Note: Emerging Bilateral Investment Treaty Arbitration and Sustainable 

Development, Invest-SD News Bulletin, International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD), August 2003, 
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Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (SCC),118 as well as the Deutsche Institution für 
Schiedsgerichtbarkeit e. V. (German Institution of Arbitration, DIS). For each and 
every type of dispute resolution the elected arbitration court is the exclusive and 
conclusive mechanism to resolve the dispute.

The U.S. non-governmental organization Public Citizen,119 founded by Ralph 
Nader in 1972, published together with Friends of the Earth120 a study in September 
2001 (“NAFTA Chapter 11 Investor-to-State Cases: Bankrupting Democracy”121) 
that investigated the disputes that were known to date, on the basis of Chapter 11. 
The result was the finding that the 15 cases which were investigated (investors from 
NAFTA member states vs. NAFTA member states, including federal, regional and 
local governments) were demanding compensations that exceeded a total of 13 bil-
lion US-dollars, and only the 4 cases that had been concluded up to that point had 
compensation payments totaling 514 million US-dollars.

Naturally the question arises, why such vehement international treaty standards 
are at all demanded “to secure transparent, stable and predictable conditions for 
long-term cross-border investment, particularly foreign direct investment,” whether 
its within the framework of a bilateral, bi-regional or multilateral agreement?

118 For the special problem of the SCC see: Peterson, Luke Eric: BIT Cases going to Swedish Arbitration Institute. 
Volume and Details Remain Elusive, June 13, 2003: “Research has revealed details of a handful of treaty-based 
claims which have gone to the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce in recent years; an 
unclear number of other cases may be pending, as there are no rules which mandate public disclosure of cases 
being arbitrated at the Institute, even where they may involve challenges to government policies or measures in 
sensitive areas[...] In the absence of any mandatory rules on disclosure of claims, however, the Stockholm option 
remains an attractive one for parties seeking to pursue arbitral claims against host governments with a minimum 
of publicity.”

119 http://www.citizen.org.
120 http://www.foe.org.
121 http://www.citizen.org/publications/release.cfm?ID=7076.
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3.1 European foreign investment in Latin America and 
geo-strategical trade competition

Among the 15 largest non-Latin American multinational corporations which 
operated in Latin America in 2001, there were 5 transnationals from the European 
Union – four of them were among the 5 largest: 1. Telefónica (Spain), 2. Coca Cola 
(USA), 3. VW (Germany), 4. Daimler-Chrysler (Germany), 5. Endesa (Spain).

If transnational corporations are classified according to their country of origin, 
where their headquarters are located, then Germany is positioned third, Spain sec-
ond and the USA first in the foreign investment ranking for Latin America: 

“Considering re-investment and investment via third countries Germany ranks 
third in the list of Latin America’s investment partners with an investment stock 
of 42 billion US-dollars preceded by Spain and the USA [...] more than 85% 
of German investment in Latin America concentrates on the manufacturing 
industry [...] and the volume of production of German subsidiary companies 
in Latin America amounted to approximately 65.3 billion US-dollars and [ex-
ceeded] total German exports to the region (approx. 16 billion) by more than 
four times.” 122

According to numbers from the “Lateinamerika-Konferenz der deutschen 
Wirtschaft” (Latin American Conference of the German Economy) more than 10,000 
German companies maintain economic relations with Latin America. Around 2,800 
German companies have representations, branches or production sites in Latin 
America.123 Mr. Rösler from the Ibero-Amerika-Verein, which is an institution close to 
the German employers’ umbrella organization BDI, concludes in his annual report:

122Own translation of the following original text: “Unter Berücksichtigung der Reinvestitionen und der Investitionen über 
Drittländer nimmt Deutschland mit einem Investitionsbestand von US$ 42 Mrd. nach den USA und Spanien den 
3. Platz in der Rangliste der Investitionspartner Lateinamerikas ein [...,ü]ber 85 % der deutschen Lateinamerika-
Investitionen sind in der verarbeitenden Industrie konzentriert [...] und das Produktionsvolumen der deutschen 
Tochterunternehmen in Lateinamerika [überstieg] im Jahr 2001 mit ca. 65,3 Mrd den gesamten deutschen 
Export in die Region (ca. 16 Mrd) um mehr als das vierfache”. Taken from: Rösler, Peter: Auslandsinvestitionen in 
Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika Verein, July 30, 2003. For the difference between reinvestment and investment flows, 
see: Rösler, Peter: Auslandsinvestitionen in Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika-Verein, July 30, 2003: “Reinvestitionen 
stehen an erster Stelle: Beim Ausbau des deutschen Engagements in Lateinamerika spielt der Zufluß neuer 
Mittel aus Deutschland schon seit längerer Zeit nicht mehr die Hauptrolle. Viele Lateinamerika-Töchter deutscher 
Unternehmen finanzieren die als notwendig erachteten Ersatz- oder Neuinvestitionen weitgehend aus dem eigenen 
Cash-flow. In Brasilien und Mexiko ist deshalb inzwischen der Gesamtwert der Reinvestitionen höher, als der 
kumulierte Direktinvestitionszufluß aus Deutschland. Allerdings werden in den offiziellen lateinamerikanischen 
Statistiken die umfangreichen deutschen Reinvestitionen kaum berücksichtigt.” Own translation: “Reinvestment is 
in first place: Regarding the extension of German engagement in Latin America, the inflow of new funds has ceased 
to play a major role a long time ago. Many Latin American subsidiaries of German companies finance the new or 
replacement investment regarded as necessary through their own cash-flow. In Brasil and Mexico therefore in the 
meantime the total value of reinvestment is higher than the accumulated inflow of direct investment from Germany. 
In the official Latin American statistics, however, the broad German reinvestment is scarcely considered.” 

123 http://www.localglobal.de/lak/vortraege/Forum_Kaup.pdf.
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 “German direct investment in Latin America plays a more important role then 
can be deduced from the numbers on the stock of direct investment. Indepen-
dent of the question how high German direct investment in Latin America re-
ally is, this region remains of strategical importance for the German economy. 
Apart from western Europe, Latin America is the only region in which German 
companies occupy key positions in certain industrial sectors, for example, in 
the automobile, chemical, pharmaceutical, electrotechnics and engineering 
sectors.” 124

This “imprecision” regarding the question “how high German direct investment 
in Latin America really is” can be explained, on the one hand, by the reinvestment 
of companies who have already established residency, which by definition cannot 
be registered by the criteria of foreign investment flows, and on the other hand, by 
investment flows via third countries,125 so that the real origin of capital is not recorded 
by the central bank`s statistics. German direct investment in Latin America, which is 
recorded by FDI-statistics, concentrates mainly on Argentina (which has 7.9% of the 
total amount of German foreign investment in Latin America), on Mexico with 21.5% 
and, with the highest percentage of investment, on Brazil with 26.4%.126

Since the second half of the nineties Spanish corporations have concentrated 
their foreign investment in Latin America on Argentina, Brazil and Chile, focussing for 
the most part on the take-overs of former state-owned companies in the services, 
telecommunication and banking sectors, but also on the industrial areas of energy 
and petroleum all over Latin America.127 Spanish corporations – unlike the German 
ones, for example – have been the leaders in the participation in the wave of privati-

124 Own translation of the following original text: “[d]ie deutschen Direktinvestitionen in Lateinamerika spielen eine 
wichtigere Rolle, als anhand der Angaben zum Bestand der Direktinvestitionen erkennbar ist. Unabhängig von 
der Frage, wie hoch die deutschen Direktinvestitionen in Lateinamerika tatsächlich sind, bleibt diese Region 
von strategischer Bedeutung für die deutsche Wirtschaft. Außerhalb Westeuropas ist Lateinamerika die einzige 
Weltregion, in der deutsche Unternehmen Schlüsselpositionen in bestimmten Industriesektoren innehaben. 
Beispiele dafür sind die Sektoren Kfz, Chemie, Pharmazie, Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau.” Taken from Rösler, 
Peter: Auslandsinvestitionen in Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika Verein, July 30, 2003. 

125 “So entfielen z.B. 2001 im Falle Deutschlands von den Direktinvestitionen in Lateinamerika und der Karibik 
auf Barbados ca. 0,3 Mrd, auf die Bermudas ca. 3 Mrd, auf die Britischen Jungferninseln ca. 0,2 Mrd, auf die 
Kaiman-Inseln ca. 5,6 Mrd und auf die Niederländischen Antillen ca. 1 Mrd. Auch die US-Unternehmen investierten 
nennenswerte Beträge in den Steueroasen. 2002 wurden dort folgende US-Direktinvestitionsbestände registriert: 
Barbados US$ 1,5 Mrd, Bermuda US$ 68,9 Mrd und andere Steueroasen US$ 29,3 Mrd. Insgesamt waren 
also die karibischen Steueroasen mit einem Drittel an den deutschen und mit 37 % an den US-amerikanischen 
Direktinvestitionen in Lateinamerika und der Karibik beteiligt.” Rösler, Peter: Auslandsinvestitionen in Lateinamerika, 
Ibero-Amerika Verein, July 30, 2003. Own translation: “In 2001 in Germany’s case, for example, of the direct 
investment placed in Latin America and the Carribbean around 0.3 billion US-dollars went to Barbados, 3 billion 
US-dollars to the Bermudas, around 0.2 billion to the British Virgin Islands, around 5.6 billion to the Caiman Islands 
and around 1 billion to the Netherlands Antilles. U.S. companies also invested substantial sums in the tax havens. 
In 2002 the following U.S. direct investment stocks were registered there: Barbados 1.5 billion US-dollars, Bermuda 
68.9 billion US-dollars and other tax havens 29.3 billion US-dollars. The Carribbean tax havens thereby made up 
one third of German and 37% of U.S. direct investment in Latin America and the Carribbean.”

126 Ibid.
127 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for 

Development: National and International Perspectives, New York/Geneva 2003.
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zations and liberalization in Latin America in the nineties. 

Telefónica, for example, according to the 2002 ranking of the AméricaEconomía 
journal, is the largest foreign corporation operating in Latin America: Adding up all of 
the investments of Telefonica’s subsidiaries in different Latin American countries128 
amounts to total investments of more than 30 billion Euros,129 from which 31 percent 
of Telefónica’s global total revenue was obtained.130 Telefónica’s focus lies on Brazil, 
where more than 17 billion US-dollars were invested over the last five years.131

Telefónica’s profits are to a large extent due to their business in Brazil, according 
to the corporation’s global numbers. And this is obviously not ultimately due to situa-
tions like the one which occurred in the state of São Paolo, where after the takeover 
of Telesp by Telefónica the fluctuation reserve against variations in power of 20% was 
abolished for reasons of costs, with the consequence of severe supply bottlenecks 
in the metropolitan São Paolo area, where Telesp, now a subsidiary of Telefónica, is 
the only network supplier. This situation even led to the appointment of a parliamen-
tary fact-finding committee, Commissão Parlamentar de Inquérito (CPI).

According to the Ranking500 of AméricaEconomía, in 2002 the Telefónica 
–subsidiary, Telesp, realized sales of 2.855 billion US-dollars and net profits of 304.5 
million US-dollars.132 Telefónica is not only in the telecommunications business, its 
subsidiary Atento is Brazil’s largest provider of telemarketing services and among 
other things has taken over all call –center services for FIAT in Brazil.133 According to 
the Estado de São Paulo, as of October 27, 2003, Atento plans to export this kind 
of call –center services to the world market.134 They were sued in 1999 by the union 
of telemarketing employees, Sintratel,135 several times for paying wages lower than 
the collective agreement of only 83% of the sectoral compensation system136 and for 
not complying with labor laws. 

128 AméricaEconomía, July 2003.
129 Maria Manuel Ramos / José Félix Ribeiro: O Investimento Directo Espanhol: da América Latina para a Europa 

Continental, p. 423.
130 Numbers for 1998-1999, ibid., p. 433.
131 http://www.ftd.de/tm/tk/1055066659117.html?nv=sl.
132 Amércia Economia: Ranking 500, July 4-31, 2003, p. 66.
133 B2B Magazine, October 22, 2003.
134 http://www.estado.estadao.com.br/editorias/2003/10/27/eco036.html.
135 Sindicato dos Trabalhadores de Telemarketing e de Radiochamadas do Estado de São Paulo.
136 O Estado de São Paulo, October 8, 1999.
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The Banco Santander Central Hispano (BSCH) is the third largest private bank in 
Brazil,137 with net profits in 2001 of one billion Reais,138 it is the largest Spanish bank 
and the second largest European bank with a market capitalization of 31.185 billion 
Euros (as of December 31, 2002). It has 104,000 employees on a global basis, of 
which 56% are employed outside of Spain.139 In Brazil, contrary to previous accords 
with labor unions, one of the first actions of its subsidiary Santander Banespa was 
to cut jobs.140 The BSCH and the Banco Bilbao Vizcaja Argentaria (BBVA) invested 
around 25 billion Euros and thereby at the end of the nineties were the largest and 
the third largest foreign bank in Latin America respectively,141 a position which the 
BSCH in the meantime has passed to Citigroup, which took over the Mexican BA-
NAMEX for 12.5 billion US-dollars. In 1990 the market share of foreign banks in Ar-
gentina was only 10 percent, in Brazil six percent and in Mexico zero. In 2001 foreign 
banks accounted for 61 percent of the market in Argentina, 49 percent in Brazil and 
90 percent in Mexico.142

The Spanish electricity provider Endesa has now accumulated 23 subsidiaries in 
Latin America. It is the largest producer and supplier of electricity in the region143 and 
makes 40 percent of its turnover in Latin America.144

“ENDESA is one of the largest private electrical groups in the world, with a total 
installed capacity of 42,000 MW, 133,600 GWh distributed capacity and more 
than 20.5 million customers in 12 countries. ENDESA´s strategy is focused on 

137 “Em junho de 2001, o Grupo Santander Banespa tinha ativos totais de R$ 62,192 bilhões – é o terceiro maior grupo 
financeiro privado no país, por esse critério – e patrimônio líquido de R$ 4,685 bilhões.” Own translation: “In June 
of 2001 the Santander Banespa Group had total actives of R$ 62.192 billion – it is the third largest private financial 
group in the country in this category – with an equity capital of R$ 4.685 billion.” http://www.banespa.com.br/site/
servicos/institucional/sn_gruposantander_historia.jsp.

138 “Santander/Banespa foi um dos bancos que mais lucraram nos últimos anos. Em 2001, ele teve lucro de R$ 1,089 
bilhão; no ano seguinte esse valor subiu para R$ 2,818 bilhões.” Own translation: “Santander/Banespa was one of 
the banks that earned the most in the last years. In 2001 its profits amounted to R$ 1,089 billion, in the following 
year this number rose to R$ 2,818 billion.” http://www.vermelho.org.br/diario/2003/1029/1029_bancarios-
sp.asp.

139 “El Grupo Santander es la primera entidad financiera de España y la segunda de la Zona Euro, con una capitalización, 
al 31 de diciembre de 2002, de 31.185 millones de euros. Cuenta con una plantilla de 104.000 empleados, de los 
que el 65% están fuera de España.” Own translation: “The Santander Group is the first financial entity in Spain and 
ranks second in the Euro-zone, with a capitalization of 31.185 billion Euros. It has 104,000 employees, of which 
65% are outside of Spain.” http://www.gruposantander.com/pagina/indice/0,,412_1_2,00.html.

140 “Depois de lucrar R$ 1,067 bilhão no último semestre, o Santander Banespa dá início em São Paulo a demissões 
em massa, apesar dos inúmeros compromissos de que não haveria cortes na instituição” Own translation: “After 
having obtained profits of R$ 1.067 billion in the last semester, the Santander Banesapa [Group] initiated massive 
layoffs, despite having promissed innumerable times that nobody would be dismissed within the institution.” http:
//www.vermelho.org.br/diario/2003/1025/1025_banespa.asp.

141 Maria Manuel Ramos / José Félix Ribeiro: O Investimento Directo Espanhol: da América Latina para a Europa 
Continental, p. 422.

142 CEPAL: La inversión extranjera en América Latina y el Caribe, 2002, Santiago de Chile: March 2003, p. 19.
143 Ibid.
144 Numbers of 1998-1999, ibid., p. 433.
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the profitability, on the electricity business and on customer service.”145

Endesa had profits of 11.995 billion Euros in the first nine months of 2003 and 
“earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) rose by 1.4% to 2.295 billion Euros.”146

Endesa is Chile’s largest private corporation: The Chilean subsidiary of the 
Spanish parent enterprise Endesa, Enersis, had in 2002 annual sales of 3.45 billion 
US-dollars and has a subsidiary in Chile that acts under the name of the Spanish 
parent company, Endesa, which had a turnover of 1.3 million US-dollars in 2002.147 
Endesa has been a thorn in the side of environmentalists and the Mapuche popula-
tion for years because of the six (in part planned and in part already completed) hy-
droelectric power stations in the Bío-Bío region.148 The same is true for Endesa in the 
Brazilian federal state of Goiás, were in 2003 a parliamentary inquiry committee, CPI, 
concluded that the selling of the hydroelectric power station Cachoeira Dourada and 
the subsequent exclusive energy-supply contract between Endesa and the federal 
state was not only illegal and can be considered an adhesion contract, but that it has 
also created a damage of 715 million Reais for the federal state of Goiás.149 In April 
a court150 had suspended this contract, because it had set monthly costs of 17.5 
million Reais for the energy to be supplied, even though the average price at this time 
was 7 million Reais for the same amount.151

Moveover, the Spanish Repsol had catapulted itself to the top152 through the ac-
quisition of the Argentinian oil company YPF for 15.2 billion US-dollars and currently 
has to confront a legal dispute with the Mapuche population who demand com-
pensation for damages of 445 million US-dollars from YPF Repsol.153 In Brazil the 
Luxemburgian steel-giant Arcelor, the world’s largest steel-producer, has positioned 

145 http://www.endesa.es/english/index.html.
146 dpa/afx, October 22, 2003.
147 AméricaEconomia, July 4-31, 2003, p. 68.
148 See, e.g.: http://www.irn.org/programs/biobio.
149 “Venda de Cachoeira Dourada e Contrato de compra de energia foram lesivos a Goiás. O presidente da Central 

Energética de Goiás (Celg), José Paulo Loureiro, disse em depoimento à CPI de Cachoeira Dourada nesta quarta-
feira (25), que o contrato de compra de energia pela estatal da usina de Cachoeira Dourada foi “extremamente 
lesivo ao Estado de Goiás. “Tanto foi que gerou um prejuízo, de setembro de 1997 a fevereiro deste ano de R$ 
715 milhões”, afirmou.” http://www.paulogarciapt.com/acervo.asp?materia=2100 Own translation: “The selling 
of Cachoeira Dourada and the energy supply contract were harmful to the state of Goiás. The president of the 
Central Energética de Goiás (Celg), José Paulo Loureiro, declared to the Parliamentary Investigation Committee 
(CPI) of Cachoeira Dourada this Wednesday (25), that the energy supply contract for the state enterprise Cachoeira 
Dourada was extremely harmful for the state of Goiás. “It went that far as to produce losses, between September 
of 1997 and February of this year, of 715 million Reais,” he said.”

150 3ª Vara da Justiça Federal em Goiás.
151 http://www.paulogarciapt.com/acervo.asp?materia=2100.
152 Catalano, José: Las negociaciones MERCOSUR-Unión Europea: una visión desde la sociedad civil, preliminary 

version, December 2002, p. 30.
153 Torrelli, Claudia: MERCOSUR for sale? The EU’s FTAA and the need to oppose it. Corporate Europe Observatory 

(CEO) & Transnational Institute (TNI), Info Letter, Amsterdam, August 2003, p. 7.
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itself economically very well: Arcelor has far-reaching ambitions and sees “Brazil as 
a strategical objective”:

“Brazil is seen as a key region for investment by many large steel-producers 
– in part due to the good long-term economic perspectives of the region, but 
also due to the low labor cost, through which many of the local steel plants 
are highly profitable.”154

Arcelor holds 28 percent of the Companhia Siderúrgica de Tubarão (CST) 
through its preferred and common shares, whose market value amounts to one bil-
lion US-dollars, and 55 percent of the shares of another big steel-producer, Belgo 
Mineira, which in 2002 had sales of 896.4 million and net profits of ten percent, 
89.8 million US-dollars.155 Arcelor currently (2003) produces nine million tons of 
steel in Brazil annually and plans to raise this number to 12 million tons by 2006. 
“However, the plans to expand are in direct conflict with the goal of the Brazilian 
development bank BNDES to retain a large share of the sector in Brazilian hands by 
merging all important Brazilian steel-producers.”156 In 2003 Arcelor angered many 
environmentalists and the administration of the justice through the environmental 
damage caused by the leakage of chromate in the delicate Mata Atlântica-region.157 
Chromate consists of a so-called hexavalent chromium and is used in the heavy 
metal processing industry: Hexavalent chromium is considered carcinogenic by the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), an organization of the World 
Health Organization (WHO): “Dry or wet chromic acid is corrosive to the eyes and 
skin tissue. Contact of very small quantities of dust or mist with the eyes can quickly 
result in severe burns. Skin contact can cause severe burns, external ulcers and 
ulcerations of broken skin.”158

Transnational corporations, including European corporations, do not appear 
to consider their contributions to the “free economy” contributions to sustainable 
development in the respective countries or regions, as is often stated in a publicity-
effective manner, to be a top priority of their engagements in the countries of Latin 

154Own translation of the following original text: “Brasilien gilt vielen großen Stahlherstellern als Schlüsselregion für Investitionen 
- teils wegen der langfristig guten wirtschaftlichen Aussichten der Region, aber auch wegen der geringen Arbeitskosten, 
durch die viele der dortigen Stahlwerke hoch profitabel sind.” Taken from: FTD, November 24, 2003.

155 Amércia Economia: Ranking 500, July 4-31, 2003, p. 76.
156 Own translation of the following original text: “[a]llerdings stehen die Expansionsbemühungen in Konflikt mit dem Ziel der 

staatlichen brasilianischen Entwicklungsbank BNDES, über eine Fusion aller wichtigen brasilianischen Stahlhersteller einen 
großen Teil der Branche in brasilianischem Besitz zu halten.” Taken from: FTD, November 24, 2003.

157 Source: ambientebrasil.com.br, VEGA DO SUL É AUTUADA POR VAZAMENTO DE CROMO EM SC, August 11, 2003. “O 
órgão ambiental de Santa Catarina, Fatma, autuou a empresa Vega do Sul-Arcelor, localizada em São Francisco do Sul 
(SC), por vazamento de substâncias altamente cancerígenas. Mesmo sem possuir LAO – Licença Ambiental de Operação 
para operar a empresa omitiu a ocorrência de vazamentos no processo de cromatização, segundo o relatório, emitido pelo 
FATMA nos dias 3 e 4 de julho e divulgado no site http://www.sfs.com.br.” Own translation: “The environmental authority of 
Santa Catarina, Fatma, sued the Vega do sul-Arcelor company, localized in São Francisco do Sul (SC), because of leaking 
of highly carcinogene substances. Even without possessing the LAO - Environmental Operating Permission, in order to 
operate, the company omitted the leaking during the chromatizing process, according to the report issued by FATMA on 
July 3-4 and published on the website: http://sfs.com.br.”

158 SICHERHEITSDATENBLATT, Dokument Nr. SDS-08, Ausgabe 009, EC NR. 215-607-8, 30.6.2002, http://www.elementis
chromium.com/pdf/042104SDS-008.pdf.
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America. Also the issue of human rights in their indivisibility, which do not only con-
tain the civic-political rights of the “Civil Defense Act”,159 but also economic, social 
and cultural human rights,160 do not seem to constitute a basic role model for the 
actions of European transnational corporations. 

Europe’s economic interest in the Latin American countries is not uniform: In 
the course of the privatizations and liberalizations of the last few years Spanish cor-
porations above all have tried to take over entire economic sectors by buying state 
owned companies all over Latin America. German corporations, for example, which 
traditionally have a relatively strong presence in Latin American domestic markets, 
have not participated in this wave of takeovers. Dutch corporations, on the other 
hand, who had participated in the takeovers in the nineties to a minor - but nonethe-
less significant – extent, are once again partially pulling out: The Dutch retail corpora-
tion Ahold, confronted with payment difficulties, is just one example of this.161 Other 
European corporations have also backed out of Latin America: For example, the 
French Crédit Agricoles and the ScotiaBank, which as a result of the Argentine crises 
pulled out of Argentina. This retreat can nonetheless be seen in the global decrease 
of foreign investment flows.162

International capital flows in terms of FDI can be explained to a large extent by 
cash flows in the area of M&A.163Throughout Latin America the market for M&A in the 
first half of 2003 has shown clear signs that Latin American companies have been 
increasingly positioning themselves (Latin American M&As accounted for 62.5 % of 
the total at the end of June 2003, according to estimates from Thomson Financial). 
This is, however, most likely due to the drawback of European and North American 
companies. At the same time it has to be mentioned that reinvestment using ac-
quired cash-flows made by foreign companies who already reside in Latin America is 
statistically not treated as foreign capital, just as the country specific classification of 
FDI-flows, which pass through so-called tax havens, is not possible:

“It is striking that, according to the estimates of central banks and ministries 
from Latin America, one fifth of FDI comes from other countries, i.e., primar-
ily from tax havens. But tax havens seem to merely be of transitional nature 
for investment by companies from the industrial countries, yet statistics of 
the industrial countries give similar numbers for the direct investment of their 

159 Adopted by the General Assembly of the UN in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.
160 Put down in the International Treaty on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on December 19, 1966 and ratified 

in the “Social Pact” in 1976. 
161 FT, December 22, 2003.
162 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): World Investment Report 2003 - FDI Policies for 

Development: National and International Prespectives, New York/Geneva 2003.
163 Ibid.
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companies in the Caribbean tax havens.164”

The positioning of European corporations in the Latin American domestic mar-
kets by means of direct investment also has to be seen in the context of geostra-
tegical economic competition with the U.S.A. And this competition in the course of 
2003 has significantly approached the barrier of tariff –wars, which is not only being 
led in a disguised way anymore: The falling value of the US-dollar combined with the 
simultaneous rise of the Euro deteriorates the foreign trade position of Europe insofar 
as European exports become more expensive and US-American exports become 
cheaper. As the Euro continued to rise throughout 2003, four crucial events occurred 
in terms of foreign trade:

• First of all the WTO, within the framework of the long-lasting dispute between 
the EU and the U.S.A. on the U.S. practice to indirectly subsidize the exports of 
US-companies by means of so-called “Foreign Sales Companies” (FSC), granted 
the EU the right to place trade related sanctions like import tariffs on US-Ameri-
can commodities for up to four billion US-dollars, which constitutes the highest 
ever trade –sanction.165 The products affected by this measure do not have to be 
equivalent products. The EU, in the framework of cross-retaliation, can also place 
tariffs on other products.166 The EU initially did not make use of the sanctions, 
allegedly not wanting to damage the multilateral negotiation process within the 
WTO, until

• Secondly, the fifth ministerial conference of the WTO in Cancún, México, “failed” 
in September of 2003 and

164 Own translation of the following original text: “Es fällt auf, dass nach Angaben der Zentralbanken und 
Fachministerien Lateinamerikas ein Fünftel der ausländischen Direktinvestitionen aus anderen Ländern, d.h. 
hauptsächlich aus Steueroasen, kam. Die Steueroasen scheinen aber lediglich Durchgangsstationen für die 
Investitionen der Unternehmen der Industrieländer zu sein. Denn die Statistiken der Industrieländer nennen ähnlich 
hohe Beträge für die Direktinvestitionen ihrer Unternehmen in den Steueroasen der Karibik.” Taken from: Rösler, 
Peter: Auslandsinvestitionen in Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika verein, July 30, 2003. 

165 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/respectrules/dispute/pr051103_de.htm.
166 “Cross retaliation” in this context is a circumstance, which has a side-effect for the “old Europe” governments which 

is not undesired: The creation of brawl and displeasure between the different US- American export sectors, when, 
e.g., citrus farmers have income losses due to the punitive tariffs imposed on their product in Europe because other 
U.S. export firms infringe the WTO norms through the preferential tax treatment granted by the U.S. government 
– and the citrus farmers lastly have to pay for this – a circumstance which is not negligible in the 2004 U.S. election 
year: “Nach Angaben aus EU-Kreisen wurden Warengruppen ausgewählt, die den “maximalen politischen Effekt 
haben”. Orangensaft kam beispielsweise deshalb auf die Liste, weil davon US-Staaten wie Florida direkt betroffen 
sind, in denen die Präsidentenwahl entschieden wird.” Carsten Matthäus: Bushs riskantes Spiel mit Stahl und 
Büstenhaltern, in: Spiegel Online, http://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/0,1518,275552,00.html. Own translation: 
“According to EU-information groups of goods were chosen, which have the “maximum political effect.” Orange 
juice, e.g., was included in the list, because states like Florida, which are crucial for the outcome of presidential 
elections, are directly affected.”
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• Thirdly the WTO Dispute Settlement Body on November 10, 2003167 also declared 
US-import tariffs for foreign steel as illicit and again allowed the EU to cross-retali-
ate up to an amount of 2.242 billion US-dollars168 and

• Fourthly the EU on September 22nd – shortly after the “failure” of Cancún – reac-
tivated the three year old WTO-dispute with the U.S.A. referred to the so-called 
1916 US Anti-Dumping Act, in order to also take “punitive or protectory mea-
sures” in this case.169

After the “failure” of Cancún and after it became clear that the multilateral nego-
tiations of the WTO could not be brought to an end within the schedule of the Doha 
Agenda, the U.S. as well as the EU were increasingly able relax the lip services con-
cerning a “real multilateralism”, so that an intense activity of bilateral negotiations on 
FTAs could start with selected countries of interest for the U.S.170 and the EU.171

It is neither a thematic nor a timely coincidence, but a reflection of the competi-
tion between the U.S.A. and Europe in trade-related questions, that the EU, after 
the “failure” of Cancún as well as the weakening of Europe in foreign trade due to 
the weaker dollar and the strengthening Euro, is planning to activate the retaliatory 
measures assigned by the WTO in the case of the “Foreign Sales Companies” as 
well as the “US 1916 Anti-Dumping Act” dispute case, also in order to simply put 
a stop to an impending rise in imports from the US caused by a falling dollar. Even 
though the implementation of the WTO judgment is doubtful, as the “material dam-
age” caused is not directly restituted to the claimant and its realization depends on 
the trade related countermeasures, the political dimension of this procedure should 
not be underestimated. 

The increasingly openly led trade competition between the U.S. and the EU has 

167 “The Appellate Body, on November 10, 2003, issued its report on the complaints brought to the WTO by Brazil, 
China, the European Communities, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Norway and Switzerland against the United States 
- Definitive Safeguard Measures on Imports of Certain Steel Products. It upheld most of the Panel’s conclusions 
that the U.S. measures were inconsistent with the WTO Safeguards Agreement and the GATT 1994”, http:
//www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm.

168 http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm#248_259_abr, also see: http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/
issues/sectoral/industry/steel/pr101103_en.htm, http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/industry/steel/
memo101103_en.htm.

169 “Three years after the US Anti-Dumping Act of 1916 was found incompatible with WTO rules, the EU is still waiting 
for concrete signs that the US will repeal its condemned legislation. Confronted with persisting inaction, the EU has 
decided to reactivate the arbitration process that will decide on retaliatory measures. [...] But, the persisting inaction 
of the U.S. leaves the EU no other option than to exercise this right under the WTO.” EU seeks retaliatory and 
protective measures in US 1916 Anti-Dumping Act dispute, Brussels, September 22, 2003: http://europa.eu.int/
comm/trade/issues/respectrules/anti_dumping/pr220903_en.htm.

170 Robert B.Zoellick: America will not wait for the won’t-do countries, in: FT, September 22, 2003, p .23, http:
//www.ustr.gov/speech-test/zoellick/2003-09-22-ft.htm.

171 See the revealing speach of Pascal Lamy: “Trade Crisis?”, European Institute, Washington, November 4, 2003, 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/commissioners/lamy/speeches_articles/spla198_en.htm.
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thereby significantly approached the boarderline of an open trade war.172 Literally at 
the last minute president Bush (jr.) lifted the tariffs in the “Steel Safeguard Case”, in 
order to avoid cross retaliation by the EU and other countries. – This cannot obscure 
the fact that this economic conflict is latent and consequently the currency-competi-
tion between the Euro and the dollar is also affected. The competition for markets 
between the EU and the U.S. is also revealed in Latin America: The European bilat-
eral strategy after the implementation of the FTAs with Chile and Mexico, to rapidly 
conclude a bilateral agreement with MERCOSUR – if possible before the signing of 
the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA/ALCA) – is also a reflection of this:

“The race [between the U.S. and Europe] will not be continued in Latin 
America alone, but it is the playing field where, with the FTAA and the EU-
MERCOSUR projects, the competition between the Euro and the dollar is 
reflected most explicitly.173”

According to a report from the ila journal, the feeling of rivalry between the U.S. 
and Europe concerning the competition for Latin American markets has in the mean-
time reached a critical mass:

“German economic officials look towards a possible overall American free 
trade area with discomfort.174”

And the new fourth generation of regional trade agreements aims primarily at 
enforcing European commercial and economic interests: 

“The EU has so far not been able to demonstrate in a convincing manner, that 
the extensive agenda of the new generation of trade agreements promotes 
a broad socially just and ecologically compatible development in the South. 
The European trade policy is a horse of a different color: The Community aims 
to expand its exports to the countries of the South and will concentrate on 
safeguarding new markets, particularly in the areas of high technologies and 
services, but also with respect to the enlargement of foreign investment-flows 
in the processing sector, privatization-programs and investment in extractive 
industries. Strategically the EU is out to set a trade-related counterbalance 

172 Topstory-report, BBC World News, November 18, 2003.
173 Own translation of the following original text: “Das Rennen [zwischen USA und Europa] wird nicht nur in Lateinamerika 

weitergehen, aber es ist das Spielfeld, auf dem sich mit ALCA und mit dem EU-MERCOSUR-Vorhaben die 
Konkurrenz zwischen Euro und Dollar am deutlichsten widerspiegelt.” Taken from: Ling, Martin: Lateinamerika im 
Visier der Europäischen Union. Europa wetteifert mit den USA um den Markt der wiederentdeckten “Neuen Welt”, 
in: Lateinamerika Nachrichten No. 349/350, Berlin: July/August 2003, p. 7.

174 Own translation of the following original text: “Deutsche Wirtschaftsbeamte sehen einer möglichen 
gesamtamerikanischen Freihandelszone mit Unbehagen entgegen.” Taken from: Daniel Boss: Wettlauf mit den 
USA. Deutsche Wirtschaftsbeamte sehen einer möglichen gesamtamerikanischen Freihandelszone mit Unbehagen 
entgegen, in: ila No. 260, November 15, 2002, p. 34.
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to the U.S. trade power by rapidly continuing the negotiations with MERCO-
SUR and the African ACP-countries while the U.S. is also targeting the same 
markets with their new Pan-American free trade area (FTAA) and the “African 
Growth and Opportunity Act” (cp. W&E 1/2003). A differentiated treatment, 
which promotes development in the weaker southern countries, seems to be 
of minor importance here. Even though some of the new agreements reveal 
some asymmetrical elements with respect to the timetable and extent of liber-
alization during the transition period, in the end the economically more power-
ful negotiation block will obtain the larger economic benefit.”175

175 Own translation of the following original text: “Die EU hat bislang nicht überzeugend demonstrieren können, daß 
die umfassende Agenda der neuen Generation von Handelsabkommen eine breite sozial gerechte und ökologisch 
verträgliche Entwicklung im Süden fördert. In der europäischen Handelspolitik macht ein anderer Ton die Musik: 
Der Gemeinschaft geht es um die Ausweitung ihrer Exporte in die Länder des Südens und der Sicherung neuer 
Absatzmärkte, besonders im Hinblick auf Hochtechnologien und Dienstleistungen, aber auch um die Vergrößerung 
des Flusses an Direktinvestitionen im verarbeitenden Bereich, für Privatisierungsprogramme und für Investitionen 
in extraktive Industrien. Strategisch ist die EU darauf aus, durch rasche Fortführung der Verhandlungen mit dem 
MERCOSUR und mit den afrikanischen AKP-Staaten, der Handelsmacht USA, die mit neuen Pan-Amerikanischen 
Freihandelszone (FTAA) und dem “African Growth and Opportunity Act” (vgl. W&E 1/2003) auf die gleichen Märkte 
schielt, ein handelspolitisches Gegengewicht entgegenzusetzen. Eine entwicklungsförderliche und differenzierte 
Behandlung der schwächeren Wirtschaftspartner im Süden erscheint da von zweitrangiger Bedeutung. Zwar 
lassen einige der neuen Abkommen sowohl im Hinblick auf den Liberalisierungszeitplan als auch auf deren Umfang 
Elemente einer Asymmetrie während der Übergangsphase erkennen, doch wird letztendlich der wirtschaftlich 
stärkere Verhandlungsblock den größten wirtschaftlichen Nutzen ziehen.” Taken from: Schilder, Klaus (WEED): 
Regionalisierung unter neoliberalem Vorzeichen? Die polit-ökonomische Geographie der EU-Handelspolitik, June 
10, 2003, http://www.weed-online.org/artikel/18513.html.
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3.2 European foreign investment in MERCOSUR

The European economic interest in the Common Market of the South (MER-
COSUR) lies in the realized and expected profits obtained by the resident European 
corporations within the domestic markets and in the area of foreign trade. In terms 
of foreign trade the EU between 1990 and 1994 was able to “more than double” 
their exports to MERCOSUR countries, whereas imports rose only slightly: “a con-
sequence of the unilateral liberalization on the part of the MERCOSUR countries. 
Especially Brazil, which lowered their tariffs from an average of 52 to 14 percent, 
became a desired market.”176

Between 1995 and 2002 the EU realized a current account surplus of 4.2 billion 
US-dollars with Brazil. According to the German employers’ umbrella organization 
BDI: 

“[...]since 1995, in its trade with Brazil, Germany has been benefiting from 
surpluses averaging approximately 1.5 billion dollars a year.”177

The European Union as an economic block is the main foreign-trade partner of 
MERCOSUR. The trade balance creates the following picture: 

EU-MERCHANDISE TRADE WITH MERCOSUR
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Source: DG Trade: http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/doclib/html/111832.htm

176 Ling, Martin, ibid., p. 4.
177 http://www.bdi-online.de/RedDot/Protokoll_final_version_2003.pdf.
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The largest trade balance deficits on the part of MERCOSUR are realized in the 
services sector; the EU shows the respective surplus:

EU TRADE IN SERVICES WITH MERCOSUR
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Source: DG Trade: http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/doclib/html/111832.htm 

European foreign trade with MERCOSUR is apparently still a good business for 
European corporations, even if profits, as a result of crisis situations in MERCOSUR, 
e.g., in Argentina in 2001/2 due to the rapid devaluation of the Peso, are not always 
as high as expected. 

The U.S.A. lags behind the EU in MERCOSUR, both in the area of foreign trade, 
as well as with respect to FDI. Even if in absolute numbers the U.S. is still the larg-
est direct investing country, the combined numbers of the EU countries’ investment 
account for the largest share of FDI in MERCOSUR amounting to 60% of foreign 
capital inflows.

European FDI-Flows (the sum of the capital invested over one year) to MERCO-
SUR amounted to 28.9 billion Euros in 1999, 25 billion Euros in 2000 and 16.4 billion 
Euros in 2001. The European FDI-Stock (sum of all realized investments) in MERCO-
SUR increased from 89.1 billion Euros in 1999 to 115.4 billion Euros in 2000, finally 
reaching 131.8 Euros in 2001:
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EU FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT WITH MERCOSUR
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Source: DG Trade: http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/doclib/html/111832.htm

European foreign investment in MERCOSUR has traditionally had a focus on 
the respective domestic market and its positioning there, rather than focussing on 
the world market, according to which by availing comparative cost advantages there 
would have been an emphasis on export production for the world market.178 And the 
Argentine and Brazilian domestic markets were of prioritarian interest for European 
corporations:

“Brazil and Argentina have since long been a focal point of FDI outside the 

178 Nunnenkamp, Peter: Foreign Direct Investment in MERCOSUR: The Strategies of European Investors, in: 
Paolo Giordano - Chaire MERCOSUR de Sciences Po [edit.]: An Integrated Approach to the European Union 
- MERCOSUR Association, 2002.
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OECD area by European companies. [...] Traditional FDI patterns were the re-
sult of European investors’ preference for large and protected markets. Nota-
bly in the automobile and chemical industries, the size and growth of markets 
provided the major stimulus to FDI in the MERCOSUR region. Multinational 
companies used FDI mainly to overcome import barriers.”179

While in 1991 only three European corporations where among the top ten 
Argentine companies, in 1999 there where already seven: YPF Repsol, Telefónica, 
Telecom, Supermercados Norte, Shell, Supermercados Discos and Carrefour.180 
Particularly in the business sectors, which were privatized and primarily sold to for-
eign corporations, like telecommunications, aviation, water and wastewater market, 
energy and gas, the highest percentual layoffs were implemented through firings 
and outsourcing in Argentina as a result of the privatizations. In terms of employee 
numbers, setting the index of 1990=100 shows that in 1998 the index in the tele-
communications sector fell to 51, in aviation to 44, in the water and waste water 
sector to 52, in gas to 48 and in the energetic sector to 30.181 According to these 
numbers no new jobs were created through FDI in Argentina in the nineties, instead 
jobs were cut. 

The liberalized drinking water market had turned out to be an especially sensitive 
area in the nineties. Between 1991 and 1999 one third of the Argentinian potable 
water market, which covers the water supply of nearly 60 percent of the population, 
was privatized.182 The biggest takeover was the acquisition of Obras Sanitarias de la 
Nación (OSN) by Aguas Argentinas, of which the French Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux 
holds 39.93 percent, Aguas de Barcelona holds 25.01 percent (of which Suez is 
the majority shareholder, next to the Spanish Endesa with 11.64%183), the French 
Vivendi holds 7.55 percent and the British Anglian Water184 holds 4.25 percent of 
the shares.185 In 1993 Aguas Argentinas had agreed to invest 4 billion US-dollars to 
improve the infrastructure and expand the water pipe and sewerage systems. In ex-
change the Argentinian government accepted that the company’s personnel would 
be cut by 47% (from 7,600 to 4,000).186 

179 Ibid., p. 231.
180 Catalano, José: Las negociaciones MERCOSUR-Unión Europea: una visión desde la sociedad civil, preliminary 

version, December 2002, p. 34.
181 Ibid., p. 37.
182 UNCTAD: FDI AND DEVELOPMENT: The case of privatization-related services, TD/B/COM.2/EM.14/2, p. 11.
183 http://www.agbar.es/eng/nt/ntea001.htm.
184 Anglian Water is part of AWG Plc, where, among others, the Deutsche Bank AG holds shares amounting to 4.24 

%. See: http://www.hemscott.co.uk/equities/company/cd02043.htm.
185 http://www.aguasargentinas.com.ar/frameset_aguas.html.
186 UNCTAD: FDI AND DEVELOPMENT: The case of privatization-related services, TD/B/COM.2/EM.14/2, p. 11.
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Initially, Aguas Argentinas lowered the rates by 26.9%, but by 2001 the rates 
had increased by more than 100 percent. According to its board of directors be-
tween 1993 and 2001 the company had invested 1.7 billion US-dollars and had 
achieved an average profit rate of 23 percent during the 1990s as compared to 7-8 
percent in the water industry in the United States and the United Kingdom.187 While 
the company claims to have connected nearly 2 million people to the water system 
and 1.15 million to the sewer network between 1993 and 2001, the provincial gov-
ernment argues that 3.5 million people within Aguas Argentinas’ potential clients still 
lack water and sewage services.188 In light of the financial crisis in Argentina, in 2002 
the government abolished the “convertibility” systems that had pegged the Peso, 
i.e., the company’s profits could no longer be converted to the Dollar at an even 
parity. This led Aguas Argentinas and its Argentine subsidiaries to file complaints 
together with their European mother firms at the International Center for Settlement 
of Investment Disputes (ICSID), on the basis of the bilateral investment agreement 
between France and Argentina, which was signed on July 3, 1991 and came into 
force March 3, 1993. In addition, Argentina, at the same time as Chile and Bolivia, 
already ratified the ICSID-Convention, which constitutes another juridical basis for 
foreign investors. But as a complaint at an ad-hoc-arbitration court takes some time, 
Suez saw itself obligated to write-off 500 million US-dollars in its 2002 consolidated 
balance sheet.189

The French Vivendi sued the Republic of Argentina alleging “violations of the 
BIT’s provisions on fair & equitable treatment and against expropriation without com-
pensation”190 in the case of its subsidiary Compañia de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. 
from the Tucuman region (ICSID Case N° ARB/97/3).191 The Enron subsidiary Azurix 
also filed a complaint against the Republic of Argentina with the ICSID on October 
23, 2001 (ICSID Case N° ARB/01/12) concerning its water concession contract.

This wave of dispute cases initiated by private investors against the Republic of 
Argentina is not restricted to the water sector only, but also extends itself to the gas 
and energy sectors, where, e.g., the Belgian-French corporation Total Fina Elf has 
demanded a compensation of one billion US-dollars, filing with the ICSID, due to the 
freezing of “hydrocarbons prices and derivates, plus the devaluation of the Argentine 
currency” in the course of the Argentine crisis in 2002.192 The Electricité de France, 

187 Ibid.
188 Ibid.
189 Ibid.
190 Peterson, Luke Eric (International Institute for Sustainable Development – IISD): Research Note: Emerging Bilateral 

Investment Treaty Arbitration and Sustainable Development, August 2003, p. 9.
191 Tawil, Guido Santiago (M.& M.Bomchil, Buenos Aires): Investor-State-Arbitration : A hot issue in Latin America, 

2002, p. 2.
192 Mercopress, November 11, 2003.
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EDF, has issued a similar complaint against the Republic of Argentina193 and also 
the German company Siemens is demanding compensation payments: The news 
agency NfA, Nachrichten für Aussenhandel, reported that: 

“Siemens wants 500 million US-dollars from Argentina

Berlin (vwd) – The Siemens AG, Munich, has demanded 500 million US-dollars 
in compensation payments from Argentina for the cancellation of a contract. 
As emanated from a note directed to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission (SEC) on Monday, the company has filed for an arbitration proceeding 
at the International Center of Investment Disputes of the World Bank. Siemens 
argues that, through the cancellation, Argentina has infringed an investment 
treaty with Germany.”194

Complaints of private companies against states at the ICSID on the basis of 
bilateral investment treaties have risen from five in 2000, to twelve in 2001, to fifteen 
in 2002.195 What is explosive about these allegations, which are based on BITs, is 
first of all that such allegations can only be undertaken by foreign private investors 
and that domestic investors are not allowed to take such legal actions, and second 
of all that there is a procedural detail that every complaint filed on the basis of BITs 
is held before an international arbitration courts, with special emphasis on business 
and investors’ rights and not on social or environmental aspects. Luke Eric Peterson 
of the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) comments, regarding 
the wave of individual complaints against the Argentinian government: 

“A troubling feature of this growing spate of cases against the Argentine 
Republic, is that foreign investors are mounting a series of individual ad-hoc 
arbitrations which may challenge essentially the same government measures. 
Because these arbitrations are proceeding in parallel, and Tribunals are not 
strictly bound by the determinations of other (or earlier) Tribunals, the stage is 
set for a series of potentially divergent or even conflicting rulings.”196

It is not surprising that, given these experiences of the Republic of Argentina, 
the population of the neighboring country of Uruguay is already sensitized to the 

193 Les Echos, September 12, 2002: EDF lance une procédure contre le gouvernement argentin.
194 Own translation of the following original text: “Siemens will 500 Mio USD von Argentinien.

Berlin (vwd) - Die Siemens AG, München, fordert von Argentinien 500 Mio USD Schadenersatz für die Stornierung 
eines Auftrags. Wie aus einer Mitteilung an die US-Börsenaufsicht SEC vom Montag hervorgeht, hat das 
Unternehmen beim Internationalen Zentrum zur Beilegung von Investitionsstreitigkeiten (ICSID) der Weltbank ein 
Schiedsgerichtsverfahren beantragt. Mit der Stornierung habe Argentinien gegen ein Investitionsabkommen mit 
Deutschland verstoßen, argumentiert Siemens.” Taken from: NfA, December 9, 2003, http://www.MERCOSUR-
info.com/al/index.shtml.

195 Peterson, Luke Eric (International Institute for Sustainable Development – IISD): Research Note: Emerging Bilateral 
Investment Treaty Arbitration and Sustainable Development, August 2003, p. 3.

196 Ibid., p. 5.
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problem of privatizations. Already on December 12, 1992 the Uruguayan population 
had voted in a referendum against a privatization of electricity, telecommunication 
and petroleum. Also moved by the Argentinian experience the Uruguayans collected 
280,000 signatures against the privatization of water in 2003 in order to hold a ref-
erendum in November 2004, which would permit a constitutional change and define 
the utilization and protection of water resources as a fundamental right which has to 
be administered exclusively by the public authorities.197

A large part of the extensive Guaraní water reservoir (“Acuífero Guaraní”) is 
located in Uruguayan territory. Likewise a majority of Uruguayans on December 7, 
2003 voted against “law 17,448” which would have permitted the privatization of the 
national petroleum company Ancap.198 Because as long as state enterprises are not 
privatized, there is no danger of becoming the object of claims of private investors, 
which are written down in the existing international investment treaties. Uruguay 
has signed 15 bilateral investment treaties so far, of which seven have entered into 
force.199

Brazil in this context (still) has a special status, as the Brazilian congress has not 
ratified one single investment treaty (yet). Nonetheless, for decades Brazil has been 
leading the list of FDI recipient (emerging) countries. Taking a look at FDI in Brazil over 
the last 30 years (from 1969 to 2000) from the perspective of competition between 
European and US-American transnational corporations,200 the FDI of European cor-
porations do not fall short of the U.S. companies: In 1969 there were fourteen U.S. 
and twenty European transnational corporations among the Brazilian Top-100 list 
of major companies. Four of the European companies were German, three British 
and three French.201 In 2000 there were already five companies each from Germany, 
France and Italy and three from Spain among the Top-100, totaling 29 European 
transnationals versus 19 from the U.S.A. Telefónica together with Telefónica Celular 
alone had sales of 6 billion US-dollars followed by Volkswagen do Brazil with sales of 
5.73 billion US-dollars.202

197 El País, Uruguay, October 31, 2003: “[U]na reforma constitucional que declara el agua, su uso y preservación, como 
derecho humano fundamental, asegurando además la gestión de los recursos hídricos en manos del Estado.”

198 El País, Uruguay, December 10, 2003.
199 http://www.worldbank.org/icsid/treaties/uruguay.htm.
200 A comparison: If you take a look at the competition from the viewpoint USA-Germany the following global 

image can be drawn: The total volume of U.S. direct investment amounts to 1.5 billion US-dollars, which is only 
approximately double that of German direct investment. See: Peter Rösler: Ausländische Direktinvestitionen in 
Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika Verein der Deutschen Wirtschaft, July 30, 2003. There a direct comparision is 
made of Germany and the “competitor USA”: “Zweitwichtigster Industriepartner Lateinamerikas nach den USA: 
In der verarbeitenden Industrie Lateinamerikas stehen deutsche Unternehmen weiterhin an 2. Stelle nach ihren 
Wettbewerbern aus den USA.” Own translation: “The second most important industrial partner of Latin America 
after the U.S.: In the Latin American manufacturing industry German companies continue to rank second behind 
their competitors from the U.S.”

201 Sérgio Oliveira Birchal: European Direct Investment in Brazil, 1969-2000, p. 3-4.
202 Ibid., p. 16.
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European automobile producers in MERCOSUR, like Volkswagen do Brazil, 
traditionally produce, to a large extent, for the domestic market. As a result of the 
weak Brazilian economy in 2002 and 2003 and given the importance of the Brazilian 
production and sales for the consolidated accounts of the Volkswagen AG glob-
ally, the Brazilian subsidiary Volkswagen do Brazil has been responsible for a major 
share of Volkswagen’s overall losses in 2002-2003.203 VW do Brazil has an annual 
production capacity of 740,000 vehicles, but currently [2003], due to the “weakness 
in demand”, only 473,000 vehicles are being produced.204

In times of such “weaknesses in demand” transnational corporations like Volk-
swagen, which like to praise their “social responsibility” towards their employees in a 
publicity-effective manner, don’t take labor law too seriously, as the 2003 corporate 
strategy to confront these losses shows: Cost-management through layoffs. And 
in doing so the Wolfsburg headquarters has not been squeamish and with only 
shareholder value in mind is ready to pass over labor laws as well as over their own 
otherwise publicly effective, marketed, both internally as well as globally valid codes 
of conduct. 

Volkswagen planned to reduce personnel in the plants in the federal states of 
São Paulo, Tabaute and Anchieta by 4000 employees. Anchieta is the oldest Volk-
swagen plant in Brazil and at the same time the largest Volkswagen entity abroad. 
In order to reach this goal, without violating the job security agreement between the 
union and the corporation which is valid until 2006, the 4000 employees are to be 
transferred to a Volkswagen employment and training firm –in response the VW-em-
ployees were up in arms and announced strikes. Volkswagen CEO Bernd Pischet-
srieder felt he was in the position to pass over all valid Brazilian labor legislation, and 
to threaten all strikers with layoffs,205 a statement which was explicitly confirmed by 
the Volkswagen spokesman.206 This in turn induced the Brazilian Labor courts207 to 
consider taking legal action against the VW-board of directors.208

Whether the right to strike is a fundamental right, however, is being disputed. 
The right to strike is not explicitly mentioned in the ILO Conventions No. 87 “on free-
dom of association and the protection of the right to organize” of 1948 and No. 98 
“concerning the application of the principles of the right to organize and to bargain 
collectively.” But the ILO Committee on Freedom of Association (CFA) considers the 

203 Apart from the “weakness in turnover” the resulting “costs of restructuring for the Brazilian-bussiness” are adduced. 
http://www.ftd.de/ub/in/1067066343667.html?nv=sl.

204 http://www.n-tv.de/3173891.html.
205 http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/economia/story/2003/09/030923_volksvale.shtml.
206 http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/economia/story/2003/09/030923_volksvale.shtml.
207 “Procuradora-Geral do Trabalho.”
208 http://www.estado.com.br/editorias/2003/09/26/eco043.html.
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right to strike to be an inseparable part of the principle of freedom of association. 
According to employers’ associations and some governments the exclusion from the 
ILO Conventions permits the opposite conclusion.209

The “Global Compact” initiated by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan at the 
beginning of 1999 defines, in the third of its nine principles, the freedom of associa-
tion and the right to collectively bargain.210 The right to strike again finds no explicit 
mentioning here, instead the formulation leaves room for interpretation:

“These freedoms also allow for industrial action to be taken by workers (and 
organizations) in defense of their economic and social interests.”211

Volkswagen has not only signed this Global Compact of corporate responsibil-
ity, and thereby recognizes the right of “industrial action to be taken by workers (and 
organizations) in defense of their economic and social interests,”212 but also had ef-
fective publicity on June 6th of 2002 in Bratislava, by declaring that Volkswagen was 
the first automobile corporation to lay down a code of conduct on social rights and 
industrial relations. According to IG-Metall (German Metal Workers Union) president, 
Klaus Zwickel, Volkswagen with this social charta is “rendering pioneer’s work” and 
giving the right answer to globalization.” 213 In this intra-company “Declaration on the 
social rights and the industrial relations within Volkswagen” 214 the following is said in 
§ 1 Basic Objectives, on the freedom of association in 1.1: 

“The fundamental right of all workers to form unions and workers’ 
representations and to become a member of them is recognized. 
Volkswagen and the unions or workers’ representations work openly 
together in the spirit of a constructive and cooperative management 
of conflicts” 215

209 See: Sauter, Hermann: Sozialstandards im Globalisierungsprozess. Inhalt und Durchsetzungsmöglichkeiten, 
Enquete-Kommission “Globalisierung der Weltwirtschaft. Herausfordeungen und Antworten”, AU Stud 14/10, 
Deutscher Bundestag, p. 5.

210 “Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to 
collective bargaining.”

211 http://www.unglobalcompact.org/content/AboutTheGC/TheNinePrinciples/prin3.htm.
212 http://www.unglobalcompact.org/Portal/Default.asp.
213 http://www.igmetall.de/pressedienst/2002/074.html.
214 http://www.labournet.de/branchen/auto/vw/allg/sozialcharta.pdf.
215 Own translation of the following original text: “Das Grundrecht aller Arbeitnehmer/-innen, Gewerkschaften 

und Arbeitnehmervertretungen zu bilden und ihnen beizutreten wird anerkannt. Volkswagen und die 
Gewerkschaften bzw. die Arbeitnehmervertretungen arbeiten offen und im Geiste einer konstruktiven, kooperativen 
Konfliktbewältigung zusammen.” Taken from: http://www.labournet.de/branchen/auto/vw/allg/sozialcharta.pdf.
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But not only international law or internal company codes of conduct oblige VW 
to respect fundamental labor norms. In addition Brazilian law, according to article 9 
of the Brazilian Constitution, there is the obligation not to hinder the right to strike.216 
The pressure of Unions and Brazilian Labor courts, which insisted on abidance by 
the law, finally led to an agreement between the union and the corporation, which 
was supported by 75 percent of the 13,000 employees from the plant in question, to 
cut 1,923 jobs in exchange for severance payments.217 – This unfavorable interlude, 
with respect to shareholder value (see the consolidated balance sheet), will surely 
play an important role, in terms of the global bargaining power for investment loca-
tions and advantages and disadvantages of locations in the next corporate decisions 
of the Wolfsburg board of directors: in other countries abroad this “disadvantage of 
location” concerning labor laws and the degree of union organization would not ex-
ist.

German companies were only marginally involved in the privatizations of former 
state enterprises in Brazil during the nineties. Other European corporations, led by 
Spanish companies, were large-scale participants of this wave of privatizations, 
which occurred as a result of the IMF conditions placed on Brazil, one of their major 
debtors. The share of foreign capital among the Top-500 Brazilian firms rose from 
31 percent in 1991 to 45.8 percent in 2001.218 At the same time as a consequence 
of privatizations of state enterprises the state’s participation in the top-500 Brazilian 
companies fell from 26.6 to 19.7 percent. 

The countries of origin of the FDI inflows in the case of privatizations were the 
U.S.A. (16,5%), Spain (14,9%), Portugal (5,7%) and Italy (3,1%).219 From the per-
spective of the countries of origin, Portugal maintains the top position with respect 
to the relative importance of its investment in Brazil: Portugal’s FDI flows to Brazil 
amounted to 15 billion US-dollars over the last 5 years, accounting for approximately 
60% of Portuguese FDI –outflows,220 a circumstance which might refer to the strong 
mutual dependency between Brazil and Portugal. 

The European FDI stock in Brazil amounted to 76.8 billion Euros in 2001.221 
Before the big wave of privatization in the middle of the nineties the capital and 
production intense automobile sector was leading in foreign investment, until the 

216 “Art.9.: É assegurado o direito de greve, competindo aos trabalhadores decidir sobre a oportunidade de exercê-lo 
e sobre os interesses que devam por meio dele defender.” CONSTITUIÇÃO DA REPÚBLICA FEDERATIVA DO 
BRASIL. Translation: “Article 9: The right to strike is guaranteed, it being the competence of the workers to decide 
on the advisability of exercising it and on the interests to be defended thereby.”

217 http://www.ftd.de/ub/in/1065243029175.html?nv=se.
218 http://www.estado.estadao.com.br/editorias/2003/07/14/eco038.html.
219 http://www.estado.estadao.com.br/editorias/2003/07/14/eco038.html.
220 http://www.radiobras.gov.br/materia.phtml?materia=136662&editoria=EC.
221 DG Trade A2/CG/SG/WB, Brussels, June 2003.
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neoliberal privatization, especially of the telecommunication and banking sectors, 
had produced a move from production intensive sectors to the services sector. In 
Brazil from 1991 to 2002 “only 0.1% of revenues from privatization (which totaled 42 
billion US-dollars) came from German firms.” 222

This rise in FDI in Brazil, however, has not produced any impact on develop-
ment, but to the contrary: According to a Unicamp study in 1997, around 95 percent 
of FDI occurred in the area of M&A and thereby had no impact on job creation223 and 
only five percent was categorized as Greenfield Investment.224 

In general terms the strategic orientation of FDI in Brazil– focussed on the inter-
nal markets of Brazil or MERCOSUR, and thereby not on exports to the world market 
- had not changed until the end of the nineties.225

At first glance one might get the impression, that through the relatively high FDI 
inflows from 1998 to 2000 into the privatized service sector, like telecommunica-
tions and banking, nothing has changed with this scenario of orientation towards 
the internal market. But for an economy like the Brazilian one it is macroeconomi-
cally essential to get FDI into the country with the hope that this might stimulate the 
internal market. But the economy is forced by market logic to use these FDI –flows, 
above all, in order to attract additional foreign currency – and this is mainly through 
exports. This picture might change, but the exact course is currently hard to predict. 
A trend in this direction, however, is very likely to occur as not only the foreign corpo-
rations which operate in MERCOSUR are interested in profits and comparative cost 
advantages – which is often labeled with the nice term “efficiency seeking”, but also 
the four MERCOSUR governments are very keen to obtain export surpluses in order 
to avoid strong disequilibria in the balance of payments and to avoid new financial 
crises. 

And in this sense both governments and corporations – in this case hand in 
hand – would welcome a free trade agreement – the only question seems to be the 
details of this agreement. The different interests of the participants on both sides of 
the Atlantic related to the rapid conclusion of an “Interregional Association Agree-

222 Peter Rösler: Ausländische Direktinvestitionen in Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika Verein der Deutschen Wirtschaft, 
July 30, 2003.

223 Maria Silvia Portella de Castro: Mercosul e União Européia: relações econômicas e comercias e as negociações do 
Acordo de Cooperação Inter-Regional, January 2003, p. 13-14.

224 Folha de São Paulo, June 4,1999, cited in: Maria Silvia Portella de Castro: Mercosul e União Européia: relações 
econômicas e comercias e as negociações do Acordo de Cooperação Inter-Regional, January 2003, p. 13.

225 See, e.g.: Jost, Thomas / Nunnenkamp, Peter: Bestimmungsgründe deutscher Direktinvestitionen in Entwicklungs- 
und Reformländern - Hat sich wirklich etwas verändert?, Kiel Working Paper No.1124, August 2002; or: Peter 
Nunnenkamp: Foreign Direct Investment in MERCOSUR: The Strategies of European Investors, in: Paolo Giordano 
- Chaire MERCOSUR de Sciences Po [edit.]: An Integrated Approach to the European Union - MERCOSUR 
Association, 2002.
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ment,” which in the beginning had an “ambitious”226 negotiating agenda to liberalize 
market access on the part of both sides to agricultural markets, the services and 
investment sectors and cross-regional binding rules for public procurement, can be 
depicted alongside the thematic complex of “investment.” 

226 EU trade commissoner Pascal Lamy proudly defines the negotiating agenda as “ambitous.”
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4. 1 The free trade agreement between EU and MERCOSUR: Interests of 
companies, lobby groups and governments – The case of Brazil

European corporations, which have been operating in MERCOSUR for years 
and which mainly concentrate on the domestic markets within MERCOSUR, in one 
respect have a smaller interest in rules for tariff reduction within the framework of a 
future FTA, as compared to, e.g., companies which produce in Europe and hope for 
sales advantages in foreign trade. European automobile producers in MERCOSUR, 
such as Volkswagen do Brazil, traditionally produce primarily for the domestic mar-
ket. Nonetheless, Volkswagen do Brazil is at the moment apparently trying to diver-
sify its strategy of focussing on domestic markets through exports of automobiles 
produced in Brazil to the United States, Asia, Europe and Africa.227 This new policy 
would also benefit from a tariff reduction in these markets through a FTA: the Europe-
an import tariffs for automobiles produced abroad are at 10 percent, in accordance 
with the WTO, for cars produced in Brazil according to the GSP tariffs (Generalized 
System of Preferences228) they are currently at 6.5 percent.229 In MERCOSUR, how-
ever, import tariffs on automobiles produced outside of MERCOSUR are currently at 
35 percent. Such a constellation comes in handy for corporations already located in 
MERCOSUR, but for corporations that are not yet present in the Common Market of 
the South, this at the same time means a “disadvantage of non-location.”

Mercedes Benz do Brazil in 1997 still produced forty thousand trucks and bus-
es. In 2002 this number had fallen to 5,451 units. In 2003 production numbers again 
rose to 38,000, of which 9,300 were exported, which was in particular due to the 
increasing demand in Argentina. For 2004 a production of around 40,000 trucks and 
buses is expected, where 30,000 will be produced for the Brazilian domestic market 
– which means that Brazil will advance to be the second largest market for Mercedes 
trucks and buses, led by the U.S. with 90,000 units and followed by Germany with 
27,300. On the other hand, the production of automobiles in the principle Mercedes 
plant in Brazil, Juiz de Fora, has been losing money for years, which according to 
management is due to the devalution of the Brazilian Real: again Mercedes here is 

227 http://www.estado.estadao.com.br/editorias/2003/06/28/eco022.html.
228 “GSP: The Generalised system of preferences is a system by means of which preferential tariffs are granted 

unilaterally to certain countries on a non-reciprocal basis. It was approved by GATT in 1971, allowing industrialised 
members to adopt one-way tariff preferences in favour of developing countries. The waiver was made more general 
and permanent in 1979 with adoption of so-called “Enabling Clause” allowing industrialised countries to implement 
measures extending “differential and more favourable treatment” to developing countries. The EU launched this 
preferential system in 1971, in order to help developing countries sell more of their products in the industrialized 
countries and build up their own industry. The preferences under the GSP are granted to exports of specific 
products from particular countries.” http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/gentools/glossarycont_en.htm#gsp.

229 O Estado de São Paulo, December 2, 2003.
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primarily producing for the Brazilian domestic market.230

Transnational corporations in MERCOSUR, which are oriented towards domes-
tic markets, are not pursuing any standardized interests with respect to the settle-
ment of a free trade agreement between the EU and MERCOSUR. On the one hand, 
the opening of markets through tariff reductions within the framework of an FTA 
would mean for these companies additional competition from corporations, which 
are currently not residing in MERCOSUR.231 On the other hand, exports to countries 
outside of MERCOSUR could increase through FTA and national regulations like, 
e.g., the minimum quota on the number of local employees, could be lifted through 
an international treaty. 

This situation might shed the first clear light on the, to some extent, differentiated 
positions of interest of the different players with respect to the ongoing free trade 
negotiations between MERCOSUR and the European Union: First of all, for foreign 
companies already present in MERCOSUR it is an advantage to have a better posi-
tion on the markets than the non-resident companies would have, and second of 
all, it is an even bigger economic advantage if, by means of an association treaty 
between the EU and MERCOSUR, the regulations on capital transfers and minimum 
quotas for local suppliers or local employees should be offset. 

MERCOSUR, with its four governments, does not follow any kind of uniform 
position in international negotiations on FTAs within the framework of ALCA/FTAA/
ZLEA and MERCOSUR-EU negotiations. The interests and positions are still too 
different in some areas. For example, the four MERCOSUR member states agree 
on the issues related to obtaining access to agricultural markets in the industrialized 
countries, as well as to the reduction or abolishment of the European agricultural 
subsidies. But with respect to other issues this unanimity does not exist in this form: 
While the Brazilian government largely agrees with the Argentinian government on 
the issues of market access, investment and public procurement,232 the Uruguayan 
government is pursueing different positions. The Uruguayan foreign minister, Didier 
Opperti, does not want to

“lose any possibilities in the area of trade. We are not willing to accept a formu-
lation [in the ALCA negotiations], which, from our perspective, would impose 
self-restraints with respect to market access. Trade and investment are central 

230 Estado de São Paulo, December 3, 2003, p. B7.
231 Nunnenkamp, Peter: Foreign Direct Investment in MERCOSUR: The Strategies of European Investors, in: 

Paolo Giordano - Chaire MERCOSUR de Sciences Po [edit.]: An Integrated Approach to the European Union 
- MERCOSUR Association, 2002.

232 Quote of the Argentine foreign minister Rafael Bielsa taken from the: Estado de São Paulo, November 18, 2003, 
p. B3: “Estamos ombro a ombro com os brasileiros, afirma Bielsa”, Own translation: “We are side by side with the 
Brazilians, said Bielsa.”
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issues for us.”233

On the other hand, the Uruguayan negotiators were at first reserved with respect 
to the issues of public procurement in all negotiating agendas. Public procurement 
does not form any part of the most recent bilateral investment treaty between Uru-
guay and Mexico, but at least the agreement was made to negotiate on the issues 
within two years after the conclusion of the treaty. With respect to the issue of invest-
ment the four MERCOSUR negotiation partners could at least agree on the prelimi-
nary desire, to give the negotiation of investment issues in the services area priority 
within the WTO.234

But it is one of the primary interests of the current MERCOSUR governments to 
maintain and use a certain amount of space for possible national or regional designs, 
a topic which is of special interest for the Brazilian government, which in its electoral 
program of 2002 explicitly mentioned the necessity of a national scope for design 
and decision with respect to national and regional development. The Brazilian presi-
dent Lula in his speech at the fiftieth anniversary of the Brazilian Oil company Petro-
bras on October 3, 2003 emphasized the importance of such national performance 
requirements for the issues of jobs, technology and overall development.235

The Brazilian delegation for the WTO negotiations had traveled to Cancún – in 
accordance with its MERCOSUR partners – without an explicit position on the issues 
of investment and public procurement. But in the post-Cancún negotiation process 
the Brazilian delegation took the following position: With respect to the investment 
issue the Brazilian Lula-government, e.g., within the framework of the ALCA negotia-
tions, vehemently argues, just as it did at the EU-MERCOSUR ministerial conference 

233 Own translation of the following original text: “Não queremos perder oportunidades de comércio. Não estamos 
dispostos a aceitar uma fórmula que implique autolimitação na nossa perspectiva de acesso a mercados. Para 
nós, comércio e investimentos são os temas centrais.” Taken from: Estado de São Paulo, November 18, 2003, p. 
B3. Also see: Valor Econômico, November 18, 2003 “Uruguai quer focar investimentos.”

234 “Para serviços, o Mercosul continua a defender a aplicação das normas da OMC, incluída a exigência de que 
o investidor tenha presença comercial no país receptor do investimento. Sobre compras governamentais só se 
propõem regras de transparência, mas nenhum compromisso quanto à abertura para fornecedores estrangeiros. 
Compras, investimentos e propriedade intelectual são temas que o Mercosul pretende deixar para a OMC.” Estado 
de São Paulo, November 17, 2003. Own translation: “With respect to services, MERCOSUR continues to defend 
the aplication of WTO norms, including the demand that the investor needs to have commercial presence in the 
recipient country of the investment. Regarding government procurement, only transparency rules are proposed, 
but no determination concerning market opening for foreign suppliers. Government procurement, investment and 
intellectual property rights are issues which MERCOSUR wants to leave to the WTO.”

235 Íntegra do discurso de Lula na festa de 50 anos da Petrobras: “Nós não queríamos evitar que empresas estrangeiras 
produzissem os nossos navios ou a nossa plataforma. O que nós queríamos era que o nosso dinheiro fosse gasto 
dentro do Brasil, para gerar empregos para homens e mulheres brasileiros. E vamos manter a exigência mínima 
de 65% de conteúdo nacional nos equipamentos destinados a prospecção marítima do petróleo brasileiro.” Taken 
from: http://www.estadao.com.br/economia/noticias/2003/out/03/79.htm. Own translation: Full text of the speech 
by Lula at the fiftieth anniversary of Petrobras: “We did not want to impede that foreign companies produce our 
ships or our oil platform. We wanted our money to be spent within Brazil, to generate jobs for Brazilian men and 
women. And we will maintain the minimum requirement of 65% of national content with respect to the equipment 
destinated at offshore oil prospection of Brazilian oil.” 
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on November 12 in Brussels, that if there should be negotiations on the investment 
topic, these should occur on the multilateral level of the WTO. 

Since Cancún Brazil has been positioning itself within the Alliance of the G-20, 
G-22, G-X236, and has relatively strong negotiation partners on its side and insists 
on the universal guarantee of national scopes of design, development-focussed 
industrial and fiscal policies, the maintenance of local-content reglamentation and 
performance requirements.237 The Brazilian negotiation delegation had already 
urged at the tenth round of the EU-MERCOSUR bi-regional negotiation committee 
(X. BNC) from June 23-27, 2003, that first a preliminary revision of the negotiation 
texts should occur and methods, negotiation modalities and general and specific 
definitions related to the investment issue should be treated, before the topic itself 
could be negotiated.238

Regarding the investment issue the Brazilian government has agreed – in ac-
cordance with its offer to the EU – to only admit post-establishment investment 
guarantees, i.e., guarantees for investment which have already been realized in the 
country, as opposed to the so-called pre-establishment guarantees according to 
which foreign investors, who feel discriminated against, e.g., by changes in legisla-
tion (environmental requirements, performance requirements, local-content rules, 
etc.)– without having materialized an investment in the country yet - can take legal 
action at international courts against this “indirect” expropriation.239 The Lula-govern-
ment explicitly opposes this possibility for so-called investor-to-state disputes in all 
its free trade negotiations.240 In the same way the Brazilian government advocates 
exceptions in the area of liberalizing capital and profit-transfers, in order to, e.g., pro-
tect national economies against abrupt capital flight or speculative attacks in times 
of crises.241 However, it does not go as far, as to mention the term “regulations on 

236 The Canadian Secretary of Trade Pierre Pettigrew in a lapidary manner called the G-X: “G- more or less.” See: Valor 
Econômico, October 16, 2003.

237 “Por considerar um tema “sensível”, o governo quer transferir para a Organização Mundial do Comércio (OMC) a 
discussão sobre regras para investimentos, que poderiam limitar a liberdade dos países para estabelecer medidas 
de política industrial com favorecimento a empresas instaladas no país. Mas os negociadores do Brasil aceitam 
discutir o chamado “acesso a mercados em investimentos”, garantias ao investidores estrangeiros de tratamento 
idêntico ao concedido para o investidor nacional, em setores a serem estabelecidos com a negociação. Essa 
garantia, aliás já está na Constituição brasileira.” Valor Econômico, 29.10.2003. Own translation: “The [Brazilian] 
government considers the discussion on investment rules to be a sensitive issue, as they [the investment rules] 
could restrict the countries’ liberties to establish industrial policy-measures which favor resident companies. 
Therefore the Brazilian government wants to transfer the issue to the WTO. But the Brazilian negotiators accept 
to discuss the so-called “market access for investment”, i.e., guarantees for foreign investors to receive identical 
treatment as the national investors, in sectors which are to be established in the negotiation process. This 
guarantee is by the way already in the Brazilian Constitution.”

238 For an explication of the genaral position of Brazil see: Peterson, Luke Eric: Brazil Remains Wary of International 
Investment Rules, in: INVEST-SD, June 1, 2003.

239 Valor Econômico, October 29, 2003.
240 Ibid.
241 Folha de São Paulo, November 2, 2003.
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capital flows” explicitly. 

The Brazilian government agrees with the European side that the investment 
definition only affects FDI and not portfolio investment. On the other hand Brazil is 
blocking one of the favorite issues of EU trade commissioner Pascal Lamy: public 
procurement. This highly sensible issue, which aims at the obligation to publicly 
tender, on an international level, every public expenditure which exceeds a certain 
amount, without retaining the possibility to impose any criteria other than the price. 
In this sense, e.g., the acquisition of toilet paper for public schools of a federal state 
(which supposedly exceeds the annual amount of 50,000 US-dollars), would have to 
be tendered internationally and would have to be awarded in a transparent manner 
to the best, i.e., the least expensive supplier.242 With this the global market competi-
tion is reaching out to the last untouched areas. It is not hard to understand why 
MERCOSUR’s negotiation side is reluctant with regards to this issue of “transpar-
ency in government procurement”, as contrary to the EU Commission.

With respect to the services sector, which in one of its four forms is tangent to 
the area of investment (foreign subsidiaries), the Brazilian side favors so-called posi-
tive lists. This means that all services –areas, which fall under the GATS regulation 
of the WTO or under the sectors to be liberalized under ALCA or EU-MERCOSUR, 
have to be mentioned explicitly in a “positive list”. In this way they are irreversibly 
subjected to the rules of market access, national treatment, MFN clause and trade 
facilitation. All other service areas not on the list, or future service areas, would be 
explicitly excluded from the opening of markets in this context, unless one of the 
contract partners decided to unilaterally open up one of these sectors.

Still, these positive lists run the risk of being undermined by political pressures 
from the countries of the “North”, so that more and more sectors might be subjected 
to “liberalization” and market opening, with all its potential social consequences. 
Fátima Mello, representative of the Brazilian NGO Fase and member of Rebrib (Rede 
Brasileira pela Integração dos Povos) has pointed this out emphatically.243

242 See: Arroyo, Alberto (UAM / ASC, México): Experiencias mejicanas con el TLCAN, in: FDCL-Tagungsgreader: Die 
grosse Freihandelszone Amerika (ALCA): Herausforderungen und Alternativen, Berlin 2003.

243 “É importante assinalar que, embora exista a possibilidade dos países membros apresentarem listas de 
compromissos específicos, na reforma em curso no GATS países como EUA, União Européia, Japão e Canadá 
estão pressionando para que sejam inseridas novas regras que sejam válidas para todos os membros da OMC 
e para todos os serviços, independentemente se os países tenham se comprometido ou não em abrir estes 
serviços ao capital estrangeiro. Na prática, portanto, o suposto direito dos países de decidirem quais setores 
desejam abrir pode estar prestes a cair por terra” Fátima Mello (FASE/Rebrip): SERVIÇOS PARA QUEM PRECISA? 
As negociações de serviços no GATS e na ALCA, July 2002. Own translation: “It is important to point out, that 
even though the possibility for member countries to present specific lists of committments exists, there is the 
future danger that during the current GATS reform countries like the USA, the EU, Japan and Canada might exert 
pressure in order to adopt new rules to be valid for all WTO-member countries and all services areas, indepent of 
whether the countries have or have not made a committment to open up these services areas to foreign capital. In 
practice, therefore, this could mean that the supposed right to decide on which sectors should be opened could 
be overthrown.”
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But the more eminent danger is that of a negative list: on the one hand, it is 
unclear what will happen to future services areas (what would have happened to the 
e-commerce sector, e.g., if there would have been a ratified negative list before the 
existence of this service sector?). Will they automatically form part of the areas to be 
liberalized or not? On the other hand, the danger exists that a negative list explicitly 
states, that the excluded areas constitute some kind of “exception” or a “deviation” 
from the rule, which later on, through international pressure of the big nations, e.g., 
can be abolished arguing a “normalization” of this rule. 

On the European side the position towards the planned “Interregional Associa-
tion Agreement” is naturally not unitarian. The German industrial employers umbrella 
organization, BDI, for example, considers the European agricultural subsidies as 
unbearable. The BDI vehemently advocates a FTA in terms of the German exporters: 
In this sense the BDI feels that the objective of international negotiations on services 
should be to open up markets.244 All “market distorting” national decrees for inves-
tors, which are enacted in terms of the promotion of regional development, e.g., 
considering local suppliers, are a thorn in their side: 

“The German industry has in the past always rejected attempts to pursue eco-
nomic and industrial goals in a dirigistic manner with the help of trade-policy 
instruments and will continue to do so.”245

The BDI uses its historically close relationship to the German government to 
represent the interest of its members, who operate in MERCOSUR countries, “com-
menting and complementing each offer coming from MERCOSUR or the EU”246 and 
exerting influence by loudly propagating their ideas with respect to free trade and 
investment “protection.”

The same position is argued by the Hamburg based Ibero-Amerika Verein,247 

244 “Dienstleistungsverhandlungen müssen Märkte öffnen.” BDI press statement, April 29, 2003. Own translation: 
“Negotiations on services have to open up markets.”

245 Own translation of the following original text: “Die deutsche Industrie hat Bestrebungen, mit Hilfe der 
handelspolitischen Instrumente wirtschafts- und industriepolitische Ziele auf dirigistischem Weg zu verfolgen, in 
der Vergangenheit immer eine klare Absage erteilt und wird dies auch weiterhin tun.” Taken from: http://www.bdi-
online.de/schwerpunkte_daten/handelspolitische_schutzinstrumente.htm.

246 This view was expressed by Sigrid Zirbel, who is the person in charge of North- and Latin America at the BDI, during 
a conversation with Claudia Torrelli (REDES / CEO / TNI) on June 27, 2003. See: Torrelli, Claudia: MERCOSUR for 
sale? The EU’s FTAA and the need to oppose it. Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO) & Transnational Institute 
(TNI), Info Letter, Amsterdam, August 2003, p. 3.

247 “Mitglieder des IAV sind in erster Linie Privatunternehmen aus Deutschland und anderen Ländern Europas mit 
Interessen in Lateinamerika, aber auch dortige Firmen mit Verbindungen zu Deutschland und Einzelpersonen. Der 
Vorstand des IAV setzt sich aus Geschäftsführern und Vorstandsmitgliedern der Mitgliedsunternehmen sowie aus 
den Geschäftsführern der deutschen Auslandshandelskammern in der Region zusammen.”, http://www.ibero-
amerikaverein.de/ Own translation: “Members of the IAV are first of all private companies that pursue interests 
in Latin America from Germany and other countries, but also companies in Latin America with connections to 
Germany and individuals. The board of directors of the IAV is composed of CEOs of member companies, as well as 
the directors of the German Aussenhandelskammern [foreign trade chambers] in the region.”
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which also speaks out against the European agricultural subsidies,248 as well as the 
“trade and investment barriers” imposed by MERCOSUR.

The Ibero-Amerika Verein, together with the BDI, founded in 1994 the Lateina-
merika-Initiative der deutschen Wirtschaft (LAI-Latin America Initiative of the German 
Enterprises) in cooperation with the Deutschen Industrie- und Handelskammertag 
(DIHK employers’ umbrella organization),249 which advocates a broad FTA between 
the EU and MERCOSUR. In this sense the “Declaration of Frankfurt” of the Lateina-
merika-Konferenz der Deutschen Wirtschaft from May 14-15, 2003 demanded the 
following:

“The Latin American countries will be explicitly encouraged in their efforts to 
promote structural reforms, privatizations, deregulation, liberalization and de-
mocratization. The creation and consolidation of a reliable juridical framework 
is of particular importance. [...}

The German enterprises once again call on the EU-Commission to speed up 
the negotiations of the planned agreement with MERCOSUR. In order to suc-
ceed in the negotiations, a more flexible position is needed in the area of EU 
agricultural policy.”250

On the side of European governments Spain is the first-ranking advocate of 
the planned agreement, and the treatment of foreign investment is the central issue 
here: 

“None of the EU countries with substantial investment in MERCOSUR want to 
cede terrain. Among those, e.g., in Argentina, Spain comes in first place (39%) 
followed by the U.S. (28%), France (7%), Canada (6%) and Italy (5%). Around 
the turn of the year [2001/2002, the author] the Spanish government besieged 
the Casa Rosada (seat of government) in Buenos Aires, in order to be able 
to transfer profits from Spanish companies in Argentina to Spain in foreign 
currency and not in devaluated Pesos. In July 2002 the Spanish members 
of the European People’s Party (EEP with parliamentarians from the German 
CDU/CSU and the Austrian ÖVP, among others) succeeded in persuading the 

248 Peter Rösler, vice-director of the Ibero-Amerika Verein, speaks of “oversubsidized agriculture” in some 
industrial countries. See: Rösler, Peter: “Freihandel EU-MERCOSUR und FTAA bedroht”, http://www.ibero-
amerikaverein.de.

249 http://www.mebf.bdi-online.de/reddot/lai.htm.
250 Own translation of the following original text: “Die lateinamerikanischen Länder werden in ihrem Bestreben, 

Strukturreformen, Privatisierungen, Deregulierung, Liberalisierung und Demokratisierung weiterhin zügig 
voranzutreiben, ausdrücklich ermuntert. Von besonderer Bedeutung ist die Schaffung bzw. Konsolidierung 
verlässlicher rechtlicher Rahmenbedingungen. [...]Die deutsche Wirtschaft fordert die EU-Kommission erneut 
auf, die Verhandlungen des geplanten Abkommens mit den Ländern des MERCOSUR zu beschleunigen. Für 
einen Verhandlungserfolg mit dem MERCOSUR ist mehr Flexibilität in der EU-Agrarpolitik notwendig.” Taken from:
http://www.lateinamerika-konferenz.de.
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European Parliament to adopt a statement regarding Argentina, that demands 
help, refers to the cultural roots and to a particular human right in modern 
societies, the right to property.” 251 

An addition: in Brazil Spanish corporations dispose of a FDI stock of currently 25 
billion US-dollars, which represents a share of 14% of total foreign direct investment 
in Brazil.252

The German government on its part has always pleaded for the interests of the 
German trade associations and, in the case of German interests in Brazil, can look 
back on a tradition of more than forty years.253 From October 27-28 in Goiánia, fed-
eral state of Goiás, the 21st German-Brazilian Economic Meeting took place, orga-
nized by the BDI and its Brazilian partner organization CNI.254 There it was regretfully 
stated that: 

“German participation in the total Foreign Direct Investment in Brazil has fallen 
from more than 25% to less than 7%.”255

In order to confront this decrease in the FDI flows between Germany and Brazil, 
the communities from politics and trade gathered in Goiánia proposed the follow-
ing: 

“The German side suggested that a bilateral investment protection and pro-
motion treaty would further improve the conditions for foreign investment, 
especially for small and medium-sized companies, and asked for rapid ratifi-
cation of the negotiated bilateral investment protection and promotion treaty. 
The Brazilian side stated that the issue is under review. It was agreed that the 
subject will return to the agenda of the next meeting. [...] The German side rec-
ognized the positive effect for further investment in Brazil potentially resulting 
from the adoption of the draft legislation on transfer pricing currently debated 

251 Own translation of the following original text: “Denn keines der EU-Länder mit nennenswerten Investitionen im 
MERCOSUR will Terrain aufgeben. Darunter z.B. in Argentinien an erster Stelle Spanien (39%), gefolgt von den 
USA (28%), Frankreich (7%), Kanada (6%) und Italien (5%). Gleich um die Jahreswende [2001/2002, Erg.d.A.] 
belagerte die spanische Regierung die Casa Rosada (Regierungssitz) in Buenos Aires, um zu erwirken, dass 
die Gewinne spanischer Firmen in Argentinien nicht in abgewerteten Pesos, sondern in Devisen nach Spanien 
transferiert würden. Im Juli 2002 setzen die spanischen Mitglieder der Fraktion der Volksparteien (EVP, darin die 
deutsche CDU/CSU und die österreichische ÖVP) im Europäischen Parlament eine Entschließung zu Argentinien 
durch, in der Hilfe gefordert, auf die kulturellen Wurzeln verwiesen und insbesondere auf ein Menschenrecht in 
modernen Gesellschaften verwiesen wird, nämlich das Recht auf Eigentum.” Taken from: Küppers, Gaby: It takes 
four to tango. Nach dem Tango-Effekt hat die EU die Verhandlungsspur mit dem MERCOSUR verloren, in: ila No. 
260, p. 33.

252 Valor Econômico, October 28, 2003.
253 Torrelli, Claudia: MERCOSUR for sale? The EU’s FTAA and the need to oppose it. Corporate Europe Observatory 

(CEO) & Transnational Institute (TNI), Info Letter, Amsterdam, August 2003, p. 3.
254 http://www.encontrobrasilalemanha.com.br/
255 REPORT OF THE 2003 GERMAN-BRAZILIAN ECONOMIC MEETING (XXX MEETING OF THE JOINT 

COMMISSION ON ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND XXI ENTREPRENEURIAL MEETING), see: http://www.ibero-
amerikaverein.de.
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in Congress and encouraged the Brazilian side to join in the efforts for that 
purpose. [...] The German party reaffirmed its strong interest in the opening up 
of the reinsurance market. Brazil welcomed this interest and emphasized its 
commitment to the modernization of the sector. The German side raised con-
cerns with high taxation of the insurance market and double taxation (in par-
ticular, COFINS and PIS on provisions). The Brazilian side recalled that its tax 
system is essentially the same for national and foreign companies and does 
not intend to discriminate Germany, neither in a positive nor a negative way. At 
the same time, reminded that the current double taxation bilateral agreement 
is favorable to the large majority of German and Brazilian business circles. [...] 
Both sides referred to the Third Meeting of Heads of State and Government 
of the European Union and of Mercosul, to be held in May 2004 in Mexico in 
the margins of the EU-Latin America Summit, and praised the decision to give 
a new impetus to economic/trade negotiations and to call a meeting between 
negotiators at the ministerial level in Brussels on November 12. As the big-
gest economies within their respective integration areas, Brazil and Germany 
renewed their commitment to progress in the EU-Mercosul negotiations and 
expressed their hope that the next meeting would help to further advance the 
process. Both sides agreed that the conclusion of an association agreement 
will be determinant in stimulating trade and investment flows.”256

Economic relations between Germany and Brazil are not limited to the trade sec-
tor, German direct investment in Brazil has also reached a historically high level: São 
Paulo is the worldwide largest location of German industry, only being surpassed by 
the German Ruhrgebiet region (which is not a single city). Currently 1,200 German 
companies operate in Brazil and employ more than 250,000 people, mainly in the 
industrial sector: 

“Concentration on the industrial sector: According to numbers provided by the 
Central Bank of the country in 1995 in Brazil there were the following distribu-
tions: automobile production & manufacture of components 32%, machinery 
and equipment 12%, chemicals 10%, pharmaceutics 9%, services sector 9%, 
iron & steel 8%, electro-technics and telecommunication products 7%, food 
processing 3% and basic materials sector (agriculture and mining) 2%.

German production in Latin America four times as high as exports to the re-
gion: The significance of the German engagement in Latin America becomes 
apparent from the fact that the production volume of German subsidiaries 
in Latin America, a total of 65.3 billion in 2001, exceeded the total German 
exports to the region (16 billion) by more than four times. Of the total value of 

256 REPORT OF THE 2003 GERMAN-BRAZILIAN ECONOMIC MEETING (XXX MEETING OF THE JOINT 
COMMISSION ON ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND XXI ENTREPRENEURIAL MEETING), see: http://www.ibero-
amerikaverein.de.
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German production in Latin America, according to the German central bank, 
around 23.5 billion were realized in Brazil and around 27.8 billion in Mexico. 
(The value in US$ of the production volume in Brazil has decreased due to the 
devaluation of the Real.) In both countries German companies account for 
around 5% of GDP. They participate with around 15% in the creation of value 
of the Brazilian industrial sector.” 257 

Plans for German FDI in Brazil, according to the newspaper Estado de São 
Paulo, amount to a reinvestment of 7.7 billion US-dollars from German transnational 
corporations that already operate in Brazil. In addition to this investment, an invest-
ment in infrastructure of 10 billion US-dollars is planned. Adding these two numbers 
to the already realized FDI stock of currently 19 billion US-dollars would amount to an 
FDI stock of 36.7 billion US-dollars. With this, Germany would have the top ranking 
with regards to FDI stock in Brazil, even before the U.S. and Spain.258

And not to forget the new overall remedy, which is capable of pulling chronically 
indebted public budgets and companies suffering from weaknesses in demand out 
of any possible crisis: PPP! Public-Private-Partnership (Parceria Público-Privada in 
Portuguese), for example, works in the form of the dubious sell-and-lease-back prin-
ciple, which is increasingly enjoying cross-boarder popularity. 

Cross-border leasing is a promising model for the indebted public sector and 
the private sector, e.g., for the construction of roads or public institutions etc. In 
this sense the new pluri-annual plan (Plano Pluriannual, PPA) presented by the 
Lula-government in 2003 envisions several major projects to be publicly tendered 
on an international level. Among these projects there are several ecologically and 
socially doubtable projects,259 like the waterway Rio Madeira and the large barrage 
Belo Monte.260 The enlargement of the Araguaia-Tocantins-complex, however, has 
been provisionally stopped. The German NGO Urgewald e.V. had presented various 

257 Own translation of the following original text: “Konzentration auf Industriesektor: Für Brasilien ergab sich 1995 nach 
Angaben der Zentralbank des Landes folgende Aufteilung: Automobilbau & Kfz-Teilefertigung 32 %, Maschinen 
& Anlagen 14 %, Chemie 10 %, Pharmazie 9 %, Dienstleistungssektor 9 %, Eisen & Stahl 8 %, Elektrotechnik 
und Telekommunikationsprodukte 7 %, Lebensmittelverarbeitung 3 % und Grundstoffsektor (Landwirtschaft 
und Bergbau) 2 Deutsche Produktion in Lateinamerika viermal so hoch wie Export dorthin: Die Bedeutung 
des deutschen Lateinamerika-Engagements wird auch daraus ersichtlich, daß das Produktionsvolumen der 
deutschen Tochterunternehmen in Lateinamerika im Jahr 2001 mit ca. 65,3 Mrd den gesamten deutschen Export 
in die Region (ca.16 Mrd) um mehr als das vierfache überstieg. Vom Gesamtwert der deutschen Produktion in 
Lateinamerika entfielen nach Angaben der Bundesbank ca. 23,5 Mrd auf Brasilien und ca. 27,8 Mrd auf Mexiko. 
(Der US$-Wert des Produktionsvolumens in Brasilien hatte sich durch die Real-Abwertung verringert.) In diesen 
beiden Ländern schaffen deutsche Unternehmen etwa 5 % des BIP. An der Wertschöpfung des Brazilianischen 
Industriesektors sind sie mit rund 15 % beteiligt.” Taken from: Rösler, Peter: Ausländische Direktinvestitionen in 
Lateinamerika, Ibero-Amerika Verein, July 30, 2003.

258 O Estado de São Paulo, November 30, 2002. See: http://www.estado.com.br/editorias/2002/11/30/
eco021.html.

259 See the Urgewald-studies at: http://www.urgewald.de
260 Also see: Agência Brasil, September 19, 2003.
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studies in 2003 on the impact of the barrage Belo Monte, the waterway Teles-Pires 
Tapajós, the nuclear power station Angra III and the coal-fired power station Seival, 
and had concluded the these projects in part will have disastrous consequences.261 

Angra III is the third nuclear power station in Angra, which is located on the At-
lantic coast between two densely populated areas, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, in 
a highly sensitive area. This nuclear project had already been planned by the military 
dictatorship in the seventies, and was implemented at immense costs – whose con-
sequences continue to affect the Brazilian foreign debt even today - in conjunction 
with the German Siemens and after consultations with the German government.262 
The original plan of the Brazilian military to develop the nuclear bomb never materi-
alized, but the power stations were successively built – and now the completion of 
Angra III is on the agenda: Luiz Pinguelli Rosa, the president of Eletrobrás, expressed 
the hope that the French-German Framatome would invest 1.8 billion US-dollars for 
the completion of Angra III263:

“Framatome ANP is headquartered in Paris with regional subsidiaries in the 
U.S. and Germany. With a total workforce of 14,000, the company is active in 
Eastern and Western Europe, North and South America, Asia and Africa. Its 
annual revenues total more than 2.5 billion €. In the company, AREVA has a 
66% stake and Siemens 34%.”264

Areva is owned (numbers from 31.12.2002) with 78.96 % by the state-owned 
CEA (Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique), 5.19 % belongs directly to the French 
state, Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations owns a share of 3.59 %, ERAP 3.21 %, 
EDF 2.42% and TotalFinaElf 1.02 %.265 Frameatome would receive a license for a 
period of 20 years for Angra III and would be able to not only cover costs through 
energy sales, but would also realize profits.266

According to general assessment the Lula-government has a strategical aim 
with its PPA focused on infrastructural measures, which could help to save produc-
tion costs in other sectors, especially in the production chains of exportable goods, 
in order to achieve a better balance of payments in the long run.267

261 See: Urgewald e.V. Presseerklärung: Deutsch-brasilianische Infrastrukturinitiative nachhaltig ausgestalten. 
Brasilianische Umweltschützer fordern deutsche Investoren auf: Hände weg von riskanten Infrastrukturprojekten!, 
Berlin, June 2, 2003, http://www.urgewald.de.

262 Lateinamerika Nachrichten: Das deutsch/brasilianische Bombengeschäft, special number of the Lateinamerika 
Nachrichten, Berlin (West) 1980.

263 Estado de São Paulo, September 20, 2003.
264 http://www.framatome.com.
265 http://www.arevagroup.com.
266 Agência Brasil, September 19, 2003.
267 Amazonia.org.br: The new Pluri-Annual Plan is unveiled, September 2, 2003.
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According to the Brazilian Secretary of Planning, Guido Mantega, at a meeting 
with potential investors in Washington on December 4, 2003,268 the Brazilian govern-
ment plans a total expenditure in infrastructure of up to 100 billion US-dollars over 
the next four years. Other estimates envision even higher expenditures. The Estado 
de São Paulo from June 25, 2003 reported estimates of coming investments for 
the energetic sector of only 82 billion US-dollars.269 And the Brazilian government 
is very interested in obtaining the participation of foreign private enterprises in these 
projects: Luiz Ignácio Lula da Silva, on his visit to Madrid on July 14th called on the 
European investors to invest in order to “create a prospering South America.” 270 

And last but not least the MERCOSUR-European Business Forum (MEBF) is 
surely one of the most influential actors in the area of investment in the negotiating 
agenda between the EU and MERCOSUR. The MEBF was founded in 1999 with the 
objective of accompanying the free trade negotiations between the EU and MERCO-
SUR, - which amounts to nothing less than lobbying for their own interests in order 
to have them included in the agreement: 

“The MEBF is based on the idea that entrepreneurs should identify 
MERCOSUR/EU barriers to trade , services an investment, and elaborate joint 
recommendations to eliminate these restrictions.”271

The list of participants of the MEBF-conference in Buenos Aires in 2001 sounds 
more like a “who is who” of international corporations: Arcelor, Siemens, Alcatel, 
Alstom, BASF, Telefónica, Repsol YPF, DaimlerChrysler, Degussa, Ericsson, Fiat, 
France Telecom, Portugal Telecom, Renault, Peugeot, Bosch, Suez, ThyssenKrupp, 
Volkswagen and of course the German BDI and the Brazilian Sadia (whose presi-
dent, now the Brazilian Secretary of Foreign Trade, does not lose sight of his poultry 
business) were present. 

268 http://www.abtc.org.br/info.php?codigo=1902.
269 Estado de São Paulo, June 25, 2003.
270 “[...] para a construção de uma América do Sul mais próspera”, Folha de São Paulo, July 5, 2003.
271 http://mebf.arcelor.com/about.htm.
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The MEBF successfully works as a lobby and pressure group272: 

[The MEBF] “wants to use its mechanisms to give direct input into these politi-
cal negotiations and thereby help to shape the face of a future trade area.”273

Already in 1999 the MEBF boasted of its influence on political decision makers: 

“The political perception of the business-driven initiative and its inaugural Con-
ference was impressive.”274

The MEBF considered its own lobbying as an essential catalyst in the establish-
ment of the free trade negotiations between the EU and MERCOSUR: MEBF

“launched a campaign to get European governments to grant the European 
Commission a mandate for free trade negotiations with MERCOSUR. “Finally 
the MEBF lobbying succeeded and the EU complied with one of MEBF's most 
urgent demands” [MEBF Newsletter, Issue II, July 1999].”275

The demands of the MEBF span across the entire width of the free trade agen-
da, with a special emphasis on the issue of the “protection” of foreign investment. 
Already in 1999 the MEBF had demanded, with respect to the sector of investment 
in the EU-MERCOSUR free trade agreement276:

• national treatment for investors/investments;

• common investment rules and procedures at all governmental levels;

• non-discriminatory access to government funds, civilian research and develop-
ment programs;

272 “[...] Der MEBF begleitet die Freihandelsverhandlungen zwischen der EU und dem MERCOSUR von Seiten 
der Wirtschaft. Nach dem Scheitern der WTO-Verhandlungen in Cancún gewinnen die EU-MERCOSUR-
Verhandlungen und damit auch der MEBF an Bedeutung. [...] Im Rahmen der IV. MEBF-Konferenz werden 
Papiere mit gemeinsamen MERCOSUR / EU-Empfehlungen zu den Bereichen Marktzugang, Investitionen 
und Dienstleistungen verabschiedet und in den Verhandlungsprozess eingebracht. Finanzminister Eichel, der 
brasilianische Wirtschaftsminister Furlan und EU-Kommissar Liikanen haben ihre Teilnahme bereits zugesagt. 
Weitere hochrangige Politiker aus dem MERCOSUR und der EU werden erwartet.” http://www.ixpos.de/frameset.
htm?content=http://www.ixpos.de/news/meldungen/BDI105.html?prevHome=1.
Own translation: “[...] The MEBF is part of the free trade negotiations between the EU and MERCOSUR from the 
side of business. After the failure of the WTO negotiations in Cancún, the EU-MERCOSUR negotiations and with 
them also the MEBF are gaining importance. [...] At the IV MEBF conference papers with joint MERCOSUR/EU-
recommendations for the areas of market access, investment and services were passed and brought into the 
negotiation process. [German] Secretary of Finance Eichel, the Brazilian Secretary of Commerce Furlan and EU 
Commisary Liikanen have already confirmed their participation. Other high-ranking politicians from the EU and 
MERCOSUR are expected to participate.” 

273 http://mebf.arcelor.com/about.htm.
274 http://mebf.arcelor.com/rio.htm.
275 Torrelli, Claudia: MERCOSUR for sale? The EU’s FTAA and the need to oppose it. Corporate Europe Observatory 

(CEO) & Transnational Institute (TNI), Info Brief, Amsterdam, August 2003, p. 3.
276 http://mebf.arcelor.com/pdf/MEBF_Rio_Declaration.pdf.
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• free movement of capital connected to an investment including free transfer of 
profits;

• elimination of tax legislation, policies, and practices which discriminate against 
foreign investors;

• modification of respective tax laws on the treatment of foreign earned income to 
encourage foreign investment and to prevent double taxation;

• national security exceptions in investment should be limited, narrowly circum-
scribed and applied in a transparent manner;

• foreign investment protection agreements should be sped up.

In the newest version of the “Brasília Declaration” from October 30, 2003 the 
same demands remain, amended by formulations, which demand the immediate 
start of negotiations on public procurement, which declare the model of public-pri-
vate-partnership to be an overall remedy and emphatically demand a broad agree-
ment to protect investment within the FTA.277 The issue of investment is at the top of 
the MEBF agenda. Investment is one of the four “new issues”, which were accorded 
at the WTO Ministerial Conference in Singapore in 1996, which since then have been 
labeled the “Singapore-issues”: Trade and investment, competition policy, govern-
ment procurement and trade facilitation. And these so-called “Singapore-issues” are 
a popular object of negotiations and pipe dreams of the EU-Commission, also in the 
EU-MERCOSUR negotiations. 

The European Commission has always praised the MEBF: In June of 1999 the 
then EU-commissaries Manuel Marín and Martin Bangemann had expressed their 
highest regard of the MEBF.278 And interestingly enough the DG Trade seems to have 
adopted the MEBF declaration from October 30th as its own – how else should the 
circumstance be interpreted, that the Brasília-declaration can be found on the DG 
–trade website in the category of “related items-news” (where normally only EU press 
statements or documents related to “EU-MERCOSUR” can be obtained).279

The importance of the Singapore-issues for the European Commission should 
not be underestimated. EU foreign trade commissioner Pascal Lamy sees them as 
the motor for development: 

277 MERCOSUR/European Union Business Forum: Brasilia Declaration, Brasília, October 2003.
278 FAX from Manuel Marin / Martin Bangemann. See: http://mebf.arcelor.com/pdf/EU_reaction_Rio.pdf: “On behalf 

of the European Commission we would like to express our appreciation once again for the results achieved by the 
MERCOSUR-EU Business Forum (MEBF).”

279 http://trade-info.cec.eu.int/doclib/html/114120.htm.
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“We have tried to explain how much we believe the Singapore issues, such as 
trade facilitation, are the key, not the hindrance, to development.”280

In view of this immense significance given to the Singapore-issues by the Euro-
pean Commission, the BBC in the run-up to Cancún could not resist to spread the 
news that henceforth the focus would be on the “Brussels-issues.”281 And especially 
two of these Brussels-issues are of special importance for the EU: Investment and 
government procurement.

In this context the Commission envisions the following with respect to the invest-
ment issue:

“We believe that it is in the interest of all countries to create a more stable and 
transparent climate for FDI world-wide. In our view, the WTO should focus on 
FDI, leaving aside short-term capital movements.

Non-discrimination, transparency and predictability of domestic laws appli-
cable to FDI should be the guiding principles for the investment framework 
that we envisage to negotiate.

The admission of investors should be dealt with following a gradual approach: 
each government should be able to decide which sectors can be opened to 
foreign investors and which ones cannot, according to transparent, positive 
and non-discriminatory commitments.

Each government should also preserve the right to regulate the economic 
activity within its territory, including in the fields of development, environment 
and social conditions.

The dispute settlement mechanism should be that of the WTO. Investor-to-
State arbitration does not fit in the WTO framework, and should be left to 
bilateral agreements.

Rules on investment protection, for instance in case of expropriation, could 
also be discussed, if WTO Members found it useful. Any such rules, however, 
must not affect a host country’s right to regulate, in a non-discriminatory man-
ner, the behavior of firms in its territory.”282

At the same time, the negotiating side for the EU, after the “failure” of Cancún, 
seems to have made a shift in orientation:

280 Speech by Commissioner Pascal Lamy to the United Nations, October 31, 2003 “IS THERE LIFE AFTER 
CANCUN?”.

281 http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/economia/story/2003/09/030911_casssuca2mp.shtml.
282 EU: DG Trade: http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/investment/conswtoag_inv.htm.
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“As far as the EU is concerned, it is suggested that we now be ready to 
explore alternative approaches to negotiating the Singapore issues of in-
vestment, competition, trade facilitation and transparency in government 
procurement, possibly through removing them from the single undertaking 
of the negotiations and through negotiating them as plurilateral agreements if 
necessary. While maintaining our substantive objects, it also suggests a slight 
adjustment of the approach on trade and environment and geographical indi-
cations aimed at reducing reticence to negotiations in these areas.”283

The EU ambassador to the WTO in Geneva, Carlos Trojan, has praised the EU 
–proposal, to take the “Singapore issues” out of the single undertaking, as a “major 
shift” of EU-policy.284 Nevertheless, it seems apparent, that Brussels does not want 
to take the Singapore-issues completely out of the negotiation agenda, but that it is 
looking for “alternative approaches” within the negotiating process. If they are taken 
out of the single undertaking now, the EU-Commission can still put them on the 
agenda later or on a bilateral level. –And the investment issue is extremely urgent for 
the EU, which is completely in the interest of the rights and profit margins of Euro-
pean corporations. 

283 Communication from the Commission to the Council, to the European Parliament, and to the Economic and Social 
Committee: Reviving the DDA Negotiations - the EU Perspective, Brussels, November 26, 2003, p. 2.

284 See Alexandra Strickner (TIP/IATP Geneva): Trade Talks remain stalled as major powers show no flexibility. Trade 
negotiating bodies to be reestablished early next year, December 18, 2003.
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4.2 The example of Brazil: Foreign direct investment without BITs and FTAs

For years Brazil has been one of the leading FDI recipient nations among the 
“emerging countries”, without having ratified one single bilateral investment treaty.285 
Brazil, after becoming a member of the MIGA (the Multilateral Investment Guarantee 
Agency of the World Bank) in 1990, has signed several bilateral investment trea-
ties,286 however, so far none of them has been ratified by the Congresso Nacional:

Investment agreements,
contract-partners of Brazil

conclusion of treaty ratification

Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay: 

Colonia Protocol on the Reciprocal 
Promotion and Protection of 
Investments within MERCOSUR

Accorded by the Asunción treaty of March 
26, 1991, signed January 17, 1994

open

Portugal February 9, 1994 open

Chile March 22, 1994 open

Great Britain July 19, 1994 open

Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay:

 Buenos Aires Protocol on the 
Promotion and Protection of 
Investments Made by Countries 
that are not Parties to MERCOSUR

Accorded by the Asunción treaty of March 
26, 1991, signed August 5, 1994

open

Switzerland November 11, 1994 open

France March 21, 1995 open

Finland March 28, 1995 open

Italy April 3, 1995 open

Denmark May 4, 1995 open

Venezuela July 4, 1995 open

South-Korea September 1, 1995 open

Germany September 21, 1995 open

Source: Own compilation.

285 Brazil has ratified the UN agreement on foreign arbitration verdicts of June 10, 1958, as well as the Panama 
agreement of 1975, the Inter-American Convention on International Commerce Arbitration, where the respective 
national chambers of commerce are represented.

286 In Portuguese: “acordos bilaterais de promoção e proteção recíproca de investimentos”.
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The MERCOSUR agreement, “Colonia Protocol on the Reciprocal Promotion 
and Protection of Investments within MERCOSUR”, should regulate the mutual in-
vestment conditions for foreign investors from MERCOSUR countries within the four 
MERCOSUR states. As a regional FTA the therein contained regulations do not have 
any effect on non-MERCOSUR states. The MFN clause does not extend its validity 
to third parties, as with bilateral investment treaties. 

The “Buenos Aires Protocol on the Promotion and Protection of Investments 
Made by Countries That are not Parties to MERCOSUR” from August 5, 1995, 
however, has a special position within these treaties: Being a regional agreement on 
investment, it treats the role of third parties and can therefore, after its ratification, 
have legal consequences for other Brazilian agreements or those of other MERCO-
SUR states- by, e.g., causing a chain reaction in the tightly integrated net of existing 
investment agreements. Therefore, a study commissioned by the Brazilian National 
Congress recommended, that if bilateral investment treaties were to be ratified, then 
this agreement should be ratified first, so that its provisions can have legal effects on 
all following agreements.287

All of these agreements follow the scheme of modern bilateral investment 
agreements and contain dispute settlement mechanisms, also for investor-to-state 
disputes and the party taking legal action can freely choose the court of jurisdiction. 
One exception to this is the MERCOSUR-protocol, which also concedes the investor 
the right to choose, but the other parties (the affected state) can reject this. All agree-
ments explicitly take the principles of MFN and NT as an orientation, and regulate the 
unrestricted capital and profit transfer, which cannot be obstructed by any national 
regulations: In the case of severe difficulties with its balance of payments the Brazil-
ian government would be prohibited from taking any action to steer or influence the 
crisis, due to the international treaty. 

The agreement with Switzerland, which is signed, but not yet ratified, goes fur-
ther than other agreements: It is the only agreement which explicitly states that com-
pensation payments have to be made in freely convertible currency. According to a 
study commissioned by the Brazilian Congress this could be in contradiction to the 

287 Déborah Bithiah de Azevedo: Os acordos para a promoção e a proteção recíproca de investimentos assinados 
pelo Brasil, Consultoria Legislativa, Câmara dos Deputados, May 2001, p. 5.
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Brazilian Constitution. This would be the case if article 184 of the Constitution288 was 
to be applied, which provides for the expropriation of unused land in the framework 
of the agrarian reform with compensation payments in the form of so-called “títulos 
da dívida agrária”, i.e., compensation in no freely convertible currency. Unused land, 
which e.g. belongs to foreign investors, could thereby not be treated in accordance 
with the Constitution and the BIT at the same time: otherwise the national or the 
international legislation would have to be broken.289 If this BIT, e.g., should be ratified 
by Brazil, then all other BITs ratified by Brazil would include these same far-reaching 
regulations which could be claimed by any investor coming from a country which has 
an investment treaty with Brazil: a chain reaction. 

But even without the ratification of BITs it is not quite understandable, why for-
eign investors and governments demand that Brazil sign an internationally binding 
treaty. Brazil already has highly deregulated investment rules for FDI: The law on for-
eign investment of 1962 (Lei do Capital Estrangeiro LEI Nº 4.131, DE 3 DE SETEM-
BRO DE 1962) is still in force, which in article 2 states that all foreign capital invested 
in Brazil will receive identical treatment before the law as national capital, prohibiting 
any discriminatory measure, which is not explicitly mentioned in the law.290

The changes to this law, which were made in 1964 by means of the “Alteração 
à Lei do Capital Estrangeiro LEI Nº 4.390, DE 29 DE AGÔSTO DE 1964”, only affect 
the modalities for the registration of foreign capital in Brazil and the modalities of 
capital and profit-transfers, but do not affect the essence of the principle of National 
Treatment defined in 1962.291

The establishment of a company in Brazil is linked to a juridical persona: ac-
cording to the principle sole proprietor a juridical person is sufficient to establish a 
company, which, however, cannot be operative in the services sector. For this, two 

288 CAPÍTULO III, DA POLÍTICA AGRÍCOLA E FUNDIÁRIA E DA REFORMA AGRÁRIA, Art. 184. “Compete à União 
desapropriar por interesse social, para fins de reforma agrária, o imóvel rural que não esteja cumprindo sua função 
social, mediante prévia e justa indenização em títulos da dívida agrária, com cláusula de preservação do valor real, 
resgatáveis no prazo de até vinte anos, a partir do segundo ano de sua emissão, e cuja utilização será definida em 
lei.” Translation: CHAPTER III; AGRICULTURAL AND LAND POLICY AND AGRARIAN REFORM, Article 184. “It is 
within the power of the Union to expropriate on account of social interest, for purposes of agrarian reform, the rural 
property which is not performing its social function, against prior and fair compensation in agrarian debt bonds with 
a clause providing for maintenance of the real value, redeemable within a period of up to twenty years computed 
as from the second year of issue, and the use of which shall be defined in the law.”

289 See: Déborah Bithiah de Azevedo: Os acordos para a promoção e a proteção recíproca de investimentos 
assinados pelo Brasil, Consultoria Legislativa, Câmara dos Deputados, May 2001, p. 7.

290 “Ao capital estrangeiro que se investir no País, será dispensado tratamento jurídico idêntico ao concedido ao 
capital nacional em igualdade de condições, sendo vedadas quaisquer discriminações não previstas na presente 
lei.” Art.2°, LEI Nº 4.131, DE 3 DE SETEMBRO DE 1962. Own translation: “The foreign capital invested in the 
country will receive identical juridical treatment as the one granted to national capital under equality of conditions, 
and whatsoever discrimination which is not mentioned in this law is prohibited.”

291 Alteração à Lei do Capital Estrangeiro LEI Nº 4.390, DE 29 DE AGÔSTO DE 1964: The there changed articles are: 
“artigos 4º, 5º, 7º, 9º, 10, 11, o parágrafo único do artigo 25, artigos 28 e 43.”
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juridical persons are required to found a sociedade civil or a sociedade commercial. 

Cross-border accounting between a foreign mother firm and a national subsid-
iary have been supervised by law since 1997, by laws IN N°243 (November 2002) 
and IN N°321 (April 2003), in order to prevent cross-border transfers of profits, e.g., 
through offshore tax havens.292

By international comparison the legislation for an easy transfer of capital and 
profits to and from Brazil is relatively soft. There are no requirements for the transfer 
of capital and profits, as long as the money is registered at SISBACEN (Sistema de 
Informações Banco Central) and can thereby be supervised by the Brazilian Central 
Bank. Capital transfers up to the same amount as the originally invested capital are 
not subjected to any tax and can be transferred abroad through SISBACEN at any 
time, without special permission. Amounts, which exceed the originally invested 
amount, can also be transferred abroad without permission and are not subjected to 
a transfer tax, but are subjected to the withholding tax of 15%, which would apply 
anyway. The declaration of these capital or profit transfers is made automatically via 
SISBACEN online. 

A violation of this simple regulation can in fact only occur, if the registration at 
SISBACEN was omitted. In this case the “RESOLUÇÃO Nº 2883 de 30 de JULHO 
de 2001” applies the penal law due to the illicit cross-boarder transfer of foreign 
capital.293

The so-called contas CC-5294 also contribute to a simplified capital transfer to 
or from Brazil. These contas CC-5 can be established by so-called “non-residents” 
at authorized Brazilian banks in order to transfer funds through SISBACEN to or 
from Brazil. The Carta 2.667/96 of 1996 introduced the so-called “Transferência 
Internacional em Reais” (TIR), which can be properly applied to cross-border capi-
tal transfers without profound controls, as the CC-5 in §1 and §2 permits “foreign 
branches of Brazilian banks, and foreign banks which operate in the country” and 
“financial institutions, which do not comply with the criteria stated in this paragraph” 

295 to make use of the contas CC-5.

In 2002 more than 9 billion US-dollars were transferred from Brazil to foreign 

292 See: AHK Brasil / Ernst&Young: So geht’s...Besteuerungen von Unternehmen in Brasilien, 1st edition. 2003, 
pp.18.

293 “Define critérios para a aplicação de penalidades relacionadas ao fluxo de capitais estrangeiros” RESOLUÇÃO Nº 
2883 de 30 de JULHO de 2001. Own translation: “Defines the criteria for the application of penalties related to 
foreign capital flows.”

294 The contas CC-5 where introduced by the Banco Central through the Carta-Circular n°5 on February 27, 1969.
295 Cited by: Idalvo Toscano: As Contas CC-5: um caso particular de flexibilização do mercado cambial, in: Reinaldo 

Gonçalves / Cristina França / Idalvo Toscano: O Brasil nas negociações internacionais de serviços e investimentos, 
Revista Argumento: Inesc, October 2002, p.151.
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countries through CC-5 accounts. Alone in October 2002, preceding the general 
elections in Brazil, the remittances amounted to 1.725 billion US-dollars. In the first 
nine months of 2003 the CC-5 accounts had reached a negative balance of 1.3 bil-
lion US-dollars.296

The only restriction on the principally free transfer of capital and profits to foreign 
countries made by the Brazilian legislation is in the case of severe difficulties with the 
balance of payments.

The former Brazilian government, governo FHC297, had put up far-reaching de-
mands within the framework of the GATS-2000 negotiation round, which aimed at 
applying the WTO rules of national treatment to public subsidies.298 This fits into the 
image, that the Cardoso government also liberalized the educational sector, which is 
not explicitly mentioned in the positive list of the services sector. The Lei de Diretrizes 
e Bases (LDB), which allows profit-oriented operating of the “ensino superior”, the 
universities, was passed by the then Secretary of Education Paulo Renato Souza in 
1997.299 This opening up of markets to foreign investors and the progressive priva-
tization of the university educational system are in-line with the year-long demands 

296 “As contas CC-5, utilizadas para remessas de dinheiro para o exterior e vice-versa, registraram saldo negativo de 
US$ 1,3 bilhão nos nove primeiros meses do ano. No ano passado, US$ 9,107 bilhões foram mandados para o 
exterior por meio das CC-5. Só em outubro de 2002, as remessas chegaram a atingir US$ 1,725 bilhão, quando 
o país passava por uma crise de confiança em razão das eleições presidenciais.” Agência Brasil, October 8, 2003. 
Own translation: “The CC-5 accounts used to send money abroad or vice-versa have registered a negative balance 
of 1.3 billion US-dollars during the first nine months of this year. Last year, 9.107 billion US-dollars were transferred 
abroad through CC-5 accounts. Alone in October 2002, the money sent amounted to 1.725 billion US-dollars, 
when the country was passing through a crisis of confidence due to the presidential elections.”

297 FHC: Fernando Henrique Cardoso, Brazilian president 1995-2002.
298 “Os documentos das negociações com o GATS indicam que o governo brasileiro liderado pelo presidente 

Fernando Henrique Cardoso, antes de deixar o posto, decidiu-se por posições mais agressivas que as de qualquer 
membro da OMC quanto à questão da liberalização de serviços. Em seus pedidos formais de negociação, o 
Brasil investiu contra os subsídios para programas públicos e defendeu abertamente a eliminação de isenções 
concedidas a monopólios e setor público. Na medida em que as diretrizes para as negociações formais prestigiam 
as solicitações de barganha apresentadas pelos países em desenvolvimento, o fato de que estas solicitações 
tenham, portanto, partido do Brasil, beneficia as corporações transnacionais. Quaisquer concessões feitas ao 
Brasil serão automaticamente estendidas, a partir da cláusula da nação mais favorecida, a todos os membros 
da OMC. Assim, as transnacionais norte-americanas e européias, que dominam completamente o comércio 
internacional de serviços, vão tirar vantagens da posição de barganha brasileira assumida no GATS pelo Brasil.” 
Ellen Gould: A Posição do Brasil nas Negociações do GATS (Acordo Geral sobre Comércio de Serviços), p. 1: 
http://www.rebrip.org.br/publique/media/Ellen%20Gould.doc. Own translation: “The GATS negotiation documents 
show that the Brazilian government, led by president Fernando Henrique Cardoso, before leaving his post, decided 
to take a more aggressive position regarding the issue of the liberalization of services, than all other WTO members. 
In its negotiation requests Brazil spoke out against subsidies for public programs and openly defended the 
elimination of tax-exemptions conceded to monopolies and the public sector. If the formal negotiation guidelines 
favor the bargaining proposal presented by the developing countries, the fact that this position is advantegeous 
for Brazil, benefits the transnational corporations. Every concession made to Brazil will automatically be extended, 
through the MFN clause, to all WTO members. In this way the North American and European transnationals, which 
completely dominate the international trade of services, will take advantage of the Brazilian bargaining position, 
which was assumed in the GATS by Brazil.”

299 “EM 1997, a LDB (Lei de Diretrizes e Bases) abriu essa possibilidade e nós a regulamentamos. Até então, o ensino 
superior não podia ter fins lucrativos.” Paulo Renato Souza, in: Estado de São Paulo, August 20, 2003. Own 
translation: “In 1997 the LDB law opened up this possibility and we regulated it. Until then, higher education could 
not be profit-oriented.”
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of the World Bank.300 

Paulo Renato Souza, who now directs an investment consulting firm for capital 
investment in the educational sector, Paulo Renato Souza Consultores, had argued 
for this change of the Lei de Diretrizes e Bases, which were made under his direc-
tion, stating that “new opportunities have arisen for investment and development of 
trade in educational services.”301 The Brazilian higher educational system realizes 
an annual turnover of fifteen billion Reais and has risen by 157% over the last nine 
years. The number of private universities rose from 684 in 1995 to 1,762 in 2003. 
Currently there are 2.1 million students enrolled in private universities and accord-
ing to estimates of the Estado de São Paulo this number could rise to 6.3 million 
by 2008. JP Morgan Partners alone will destinate funds amounting to 570 million 
US-dollars in capital investment to the educational sector in Latin America over the 
next three years. 

Even the Estado de São Paulo, a newspaper which is not very market-critical, 
states that “the objective in most cases is to buy institutions, invest financial re-
sources, participate in its management and later on sell the faculties and universities 
at a higher price.”302

300 Paulo Renato Souza: Post-Secondary Education and Opportunities for Investment and Trade, p. 1.
301 In order to give Brazil another credit the World Bank demanded, among other things, again that the Brazilian 

universities as a whole should be privatized. See: Folha de São Paulo July 8, 2003.
302 Own translation of the following original text: “O objetivo, na maioria dos casos, é adquirir as instituições, injetar 

recursos, participar da gestão e finalmente revender as faculdades e universidades por um preço multiplicado.” 
Taken from: Estado de São Paulo, August 20, 2003.
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4.3 Brazil, foreign direct investment in GATS-2000 and the demands of the 
European Commission 

In the negotiations on services the Brazilian side and the EU-commission agree 
on their definitions of services, in analogy to the four kinds of GATS, where the 
topic of investment as Mode 3 includes the treatment of foreign branches of service 
companies.303 But regardless of the existing relatively lax legislation which Brazil 
imposes on foreign investors, the European Commission in its “GATS-Requests” in 
the framework of GATS-2000 has demanded far reaching liberalization measures for 
investment in the area of services.304 Even if the European Commission has explicitly 
asserted in the introductory text to the GATS-2000 Request from the EC and its 
Member States (hereafter the EC) to Brazil that:

“the EC is not seeking the dismantling of public services nor the privatization 
of state owned companies”,305

as the procurement of public goods is not to be abolished, but to be com-
mercialized and opened up to foreign corporations, especially European ones. The 
GATS with its broad regulatory framework concerning liberalization is to guarantee 
this. And in any case Brazil will have to continue to privatize state enterprises due to 
the pressure of the IMF and the practical constraints resulting from its debt-trap.306

According to the contract made by the former government FHC with the IMF, 
which gives way for new credit lines up to 30 billion US-dollars, and which has been 
renewed under the same conditions by the Lula-government, Brazil has to reach 
an annual primary budget surplus of 4.25%: The politically controlled component of 
the Lula-government, from a macroeconomic point of view, consists of making cuts 
to the government budget, that is to cut state spending at a high social cost,307 as 
well as the obligation to generate currency earnings through exports, and finally to 

303 See Maria Silvia Portella de Castro: Mercosul e União Européia: relações econômicas e comercias e as negociações 
do Acordo de Cooperação Inter-Regional, January 2003, p. 35.

304 There are no details available on the requests of the European Commission to Brazil and the MERCOSUR within 
the framework of the negotiations on the “association treaty”, except for the avowal of the EU to treat the issue of 
“investment” in analogy to the Doha-agenda of the WTO. 

305 GATS-2000 Request from the EC and its Member States (hereafter the EC) to Brazil, p. ii., http://www.gatswatch.org/
docs/offreq/EUrequests/Brazil.pdf.

306 See the IMF website at: http://www.imf.org/external/np/loi/2003/bra/04/index.htm: “Brazil - Letter of Intent”, 
November 21, 2003: “This Letter of Intent of the government of Brazil describes the policies that Brazil intends to 
implement in the context of its request for financial support from the IMF.”

307 See: PAULO NOGUEIRA BATISTA JR. (USP / FGV-EAESP): DIRETO AO PONTO, in: Agência Carta Maior, 
December 16, 2003: “O superávit primário passou de 3,5% do PIB em 2000 para 3,6% em 2001, 4% em 2002 
e 4,3% em 2003.” Own translation: “The primary surplus rose from 3.5% of GDP in 2000 to 3.6% in 2001, 4% in 
2002 and 4.3% in 2003.”
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be able to pay the interest on the foreign debt308 and to continue to privatize state-
owned companies.

This means that the maximum market solution does not have to be demanded 
in every single treaty or agreement- due to the interaction of the various institutions 
and international trade agreements, this creates an explosive mix. 

The GATS-2000 Requests of the European Commission try to approach the 
topic from other perspectives: The European Commission, for example, is trying to 
restrain the rights of the Brazilian Central Bank to control and regulate the cross-
boarder flows of capital and currencies [Author's note: In the following quote the first 
phrase represents the Brazilian negotiation position, starting with “EC Request” the 
demands of the European Commission are stated.]:

“The Central Bank establishes procedures related to remittances 
and transfer of funds abroad. EC Request: Clarification of the hori-
zontal commitment is requested. If the term “procedures” comprises 
any kind of restriction, it should be eliminated on the grounds that it 
was not scheduled.”309

If the financial crises of the “emerging countries” should repeat themselves, the 
hands of the Brazilian government would be tied by the international treaty. They 
would not be able to implement short-term tools to influence or control its develop-
ment, which are currently still allowed by the Brazilian Constitution: the market would 
be left to resolve the problem.

The European Commission also wants to abolish Brazilian legislation which 
refers to the establishment or settlement of a company according to the principle of 
sole proprietor and partnership:

308 In questions of debt and interest payment the same principle applies to the Lula-government as to the Cardoso 
government. See: BBC Mundo: Economista critica pressão externa por mais exportações, citing Werner Baer, 
professor of the University of Illinois: “Mas, à medida que os Estados Unidos, a Europa e o FMI forçam o Brasil a 
manter em dia o serviço da dívida externa, eles forçam o governo brasileiro, indiretamente, a enfatizar o crescimento 
das exportações [...] Sem essa pressão, ou se fosse perdoada parte da dívida externa, isso também diminuiria a 
pressão sobre o governo de enfatizar o setor externo e ele poderia aumentar as despesas internas para melhorar 
a situação dos pobres.” http://www.bbc.co.uk/portuguese/noticias/2002/021004_baerrg.shtml. Own translation: 
“Furthermore, if the United States, Europe or the IMF force Brazil to be up to date with the foreign debt payment, 
they are forcing the Brazilian government indirectly, to emphasize export growth [...] Without this pressure, or if a 
part of the foreign debt was to be pardoned, this would also take pressure from the government to emphasize the 
external sector and this could make possible a rise in internal spending to improve the situation of the poor.” 

309 GATS 2000. Request from the EC and its Member States (hereafter the EC) to Brazil, see: http://www.gatswatch.org/
docs/offreq/EUrequests/Brazil.pdf.
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“Commercial Presence: The juridical person referred as “sole 
proprietorship” and “partnership” in Article XXVIII of the GATS are 
not considered as such under Brazilian law. EC Request: The refer-
ence included in Article XXVIII is non-exhaustive (including...) and the 
elimination of sole-proprietorship and partnership does not clarify if 
Brazilian law limits the possibility of establishing juridical persons or 
if similar forms of commercial presence appear under Brazilian law 
under different statutes/denominations. Eliminate this restriction.”310

Similarly, the Brazilian regulations that stipulate a minimum quota for the local 
workforce employed in service branches of foreign companies, as well as restrictions 
for non-resident service providers are a thorn in the side of the European Commis-
sion:

“Quantitative Restriction: In certain sectors, at least 2/3 of 
workforce must be Brazilian. EC Request: Eliminate this requirement 
in relation to intra-corporate transfers of the categories covered by 
Brazil’s commitments (i.e. technical specialists, highly qualified pro-
fessionals, managers and directors), as well as where the service 
supplier has no commercial presence in Brazil.”311

And in the section of “Environmental Services – EC Request to Brazil” the Com-
mission complains that:

“Brazil has not undertaken commitments in environmental ser-
vices. This request is based on the EC proposal for the classification 
of environmental services. While discussions on classification in this 
sector are still ongoing, the EC would like to invite Brazil to present 
its offer in accordance with this proposal, without prejudice to the 
outcome of the discussion on the classification of environmental 
services”.312

310 Ibid.
311 Ibid.
312 Ibid.
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Open discussions might, generally speaking, facilitate a more efficient commu-
nication, but it can be legitimately doubted whether an invitation to participate in an 
open minded discussion in the area of tough, intense negotiations on international 
trade regimes can be seen as a serious attempt to let the discussions be guided by 
the ‘unforced force of the better argument’ and to let this direction have an effect on 
the final outcomes. The European Commission makes it immediately clear in the fol-
lowing paragraph, that it would like to see the Brazilian drinking water sector, as well 
as the wastewater management sector subjected to the principles of free market 
access and National Treatment:

“A.WATER FOR HUMAN USE & WASTEWATER MANAGMENT

Water collection, purification and distribution services through 
mains, except steam and hot water

This sub-sector only concerns the distribution of water through 
mains’ (i.e. urban sewage systems). This excludes any cross-border 
transportation either by pipeline or by any other means of transport, 
nor does it imply access to water resources.

- Mode 3: Take commitments under MA and NT”313

“MA” in this case would mean far-reaching market access for European corpo-
rations and “NT” would mean the granting of identical juridical treatment for Euro-
pean water corporations with Brazilian suppliers. This demand for a liberalization of 
the Brazilian drinking water market would mean the total commercialization of the 
Brazilian market for drinking water in all federal states and municipalities. The service, 
i.e., water from the tap will then only be provided against payment under market 
conditions. 

Price-ceilings set by the state or the region would not be permitted due to the 
international treaty based on the principle of national treatment. The price is deter-
mined by the market and poorer segments of the population would face the risk of 
having their water turned off or the risk of not even being connected to the water 
network.

The installation of new water pipes in marginal or low-income sectors would only 
occur, if the investment for the company would be profitable: Municipalities could not 
give subsidies or any kind of public funds for this purpose, unless those subsidies 
were available to the European suppliers under the same conditions.

313 Ibid.
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Providing cheaper access to water for poorer segments of the population by 
employing tax money for water pipes would then be prohibited as a “discrimina-
tory measure” by the international treaty, unless it is granted to the same extent to 
European suppliers: Brazilian taxpayers' money as a “subsidy” for a basic human 
necessity: Access to water, would then have to be granted to the transnational cor-
porations as well. 

In general the primacy of the international trade and investment regime rules 
over national legislation and controls regarding the allocation of public goods like 
water supply. Howard Mann from International Institute for Sustainable Development 
(IISD) argues the following with respect to the impact of international trade and in-
vestment regimes on the water sector: 

“While a state will not lose jurisdiction in a strict legal sense over its water due 
to trade or investment regimes, two things are clear: First, there is a significant 
risk that the existing agreements place very strong limits on how that jurisdic-
tion can be exercised, and in whose interests it must be exercised. Second, 
ongoing negotiations on trade and investment, including in the services sector, 
may place even greater restrictions on the ability of governments to manage 
water resources and services. These agreements can therefor have significant 
impacts on local and regional water management decisions. And on traditional 
users of water resources. [...]

[T]rade law generally does not, today, mandate the privatization of public ser-
vices. (The role of international banks and aid is not discussed here.) However, 
if contracts and extant laws and regulations do not explicitly recognize and 
give priority to the rights and needs of local citizens, or are not sufficient to 
ensure long-term water quality management, the existing international trade 
and investment rules will reinforce any weaknesses and imbalances by ensur-
ing the investor’s rights can be enforced under international law, and outside 
of national legal systems. This makes subsequent changes in contract terms 
and local or national laws more difficult, and potentially too costly to under-
take. The net result can be a locking-in of a weak and ineffective local water 
management practices and regimes, at the expense of local users and to the 
benefit of foreign investors, traders or other outside stakeholders.”314

Nonetheless, the European Commission poses demands on developing coun-
tries like Brazil to liberalize their market for drinking water and to subject it to inter-
national trade and investment regimes. This led national parliaments in Europe, e.g., 
the German Bundestag in its Entschließung 15/1317 vom 1.Juli 2003 (Decision 15/
1317 from July 1, 2003) in demands N°19 und N°20, to decide to exert influence on 

314 Mann, Howard: Who owns “your” water? Reclaiming water as a public good under international trade and 
investment law, IISD, August 2003, p. 3.
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the European Commission in order to take back the demands on developing nations 
to liberalize their water markets. The UN had appointed a special rapporteur for the 
right to drinking water and sanitation in 2001 and has adopted the “General Com-
mentary No. 15” 315 on the right to water in December of 2002, according to which, 
e.g., the access to water cannot be cut due to unpaid water bills.316 

But still: The European Commission insists that everything should be subjected 
to the free play of the market, and the Commission knows very well, why it trusts in it: 
According to UNCTAD-numbers the services area firstly represents the “largest sec-
tor of the world economy” and secondly on a global basis approximately 90 percent 
is directed towards the respective domestic market, only around 10 percent is on a 
cross-border basis.317 Therefore, from the perspective of transnational corporations 
the necessity and interest arises for a cross-border opening up of markets through 
FTAs, bilateral investment treaties and the WTO-negotiations (by means of GATS).

The services sector accounts for more than 2/3 of the GDP within the European 
Union, and European services corporations are leading on a global basis, which is 
proudly emphasized by DG Trade on its website: 

“The services sector is the single most important economic activity in the EU 
accounting for over two thirds of GDP and employment. The EU is home to 
some of the world’s leading companies in many service sectors, such as the 
telecom, financial, business, and environmental services sectors.”318

Therefore from the perspective of the European Commission it is just and equi-
table to demand from Brazil (whose position it is, within the framework of the sectoral 
services areas of GATS-2000, to implement small restrictions and conditions, like 
minimum requirements for local quotas, the protection of national services and pub-
lic goods from the strong competition of the industrial nations or generally speaking 
national measures within national or regional development programs with special 
conditions for local suppliers) to simply:

“Remove.”

315 http://www.menschen-recht-wasser.de/downloads/4_2_un_comment.pdf.
316 http://www.menschen-recht-wasser.de/menschenrecht-wasser/vereinte-nationen.php.
317 Base year 2001, in: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): FDI and Development: The 

Case of Privatization-related Services FDI: Trends, Impact and Policy Issues, TD/B/COM.2/EM.14/2, September 
12, 2003, p. 3.

318 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/services/index_en.htm.
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5.1 Foreign direct investment in bilateral investment treaties, regional free 
trade agreements and WTO agreements and its interaction with 
sectoral and horizontal topics under the rules of global free trade 

The answer to the question, why the existing, already widely market-compliant 
liberalized rules of national legislation and international treaties are still not sufficient, 
can be found in the interaction of foreign direct investment with

• bilateral investment agreements,

• regional free trade agreements and

• the WTO

with different complementary “sectoral”319 bodies of rules and regulations con-
cerning 

• services and

• goods

as well as the “horizontal”320 topics of

• investment and

• the demands regarding the proposed internationally binding criteria for gov-
ernment procurement.

The bilateral investment agreements, with their comprehensive investors’ rights, 
complement the vested rights of investors already determined by the WTO and/or 
FTAs. If a country grants certain concessions in the framework of a BIT, then accord-
ing to the MFN clause, all other BITs of this country have to contain the same “best” 
conditions: A chain reaction, which as a results creates a multilateral investment 
agreement (MIA) through the backdoor: therefore, for example, the deputados of the 
Brazilian Congress should think twice and check if the consequences of ratifying a 
BIT really produce desired developments. 

The attempt to implement the consequent commercialization of public goods 
and services at an international cross-border level is tried through all kinds of think-
able measures: The regulations of international treaties are irreversible once the 
agreements are ratified, so that broad market access, “non-discrimination”, “national 
treatment”, international arbitration courts and the determination of companies as 
subject of international law with rights and duties as well as binding rules for public 

319 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/index_en.htm.
320 Ibid.
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procurement and the restriction of national mechanisms of control and influence 
remain as an entire body of regulations at the disposition of corporations, capital and 
commerce. 

Foreign investors have to be granted the same rights as national ones, according 
to the rules of the MFN and NT clauses, and additionally foreign investors and market 
participants dispose of more rights as the domestic investors due to possibilities to 
take legal action at international arbitration courts. Furthermore, in international legal 
disputes international trade and investment legislation over rules national law:

“However, today’s globalization mainly rests on internationally accorded and 
nationally ratified rules on the liberalization of financial markets, investment and 
the trade of goods. Hardly one day passes, without international negotiations 
on further agreements. Therefore, state authority in terms of design and con-
trol occurs through international regulation and national implementation.” 321

Any form of national or regional performance requirements such as:

• minimum quotas of local employees,

• special consideration of local producers and suppliers in the chain of produc-
tion or in public procurement processes,

• requirements for technology transfers,

• preferential treatment for domestic suppliers regarding subsidies or awarding 
of contracts,

• tax incentives for domestic suppliers,

which do not apply in the same way for foreign and domestic suppliers, thereby 
are considered as discriminatory market distortion by bilateral, regional or multilateral 
investment agreements, and would therefore be prohibited: national, regional or lo-
cal potential for decision making in the area of implementing measures to promote 
development by the state is thereby complicated or completely impeded. 

The commercialization of public expenditure is to be subjected as well to the re-
gime of international trade: One of the most profitable market segments on a global 
level is the area of public procurement, which accounts for around 15 percent of 
international trade.322

321 Own translation of the following orignial text: “Allerdings beruht [...] unsere heutige Globalisierung wesentlich auf 
international vereinbarten und national ratifizierten Regeln über die Liberalisierung von Finanzmärkten, Investitionen 
und dem Güterhandel. Es vergeht kaum ein Tag, an dem auf internationaler Ebene nicht über weitere Übereinkommen 
verhandelt wird. Staatsgewalt im Sinne von Gestaltung und Ordnung durch internationale Regelung und nationale 
Umsetzung findet daher statt.” Taken from: Stoll, Peter-Tobias: Globalisierung und Legitimation, Göttingen, May 19, 
2003, p. 4, http://www.cege.wiso.uni-goettingen.de/Veranstaltungen/antrittsvorlstoll.pdf.

322 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/gov_proc/index_en.htm.
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The agreement on government procurement within the WTO has been in effect 
since January 1, 1996 as a plurilateral agreement, i.e., it is only binding for the states 
that have signed the agreement. It comprises all areas of public procurement, which 
have been previously defined by means of a positive-list by each state, so that the 
mentioned sectors are subjected to the rules of international trade like NT, MFN, 
market access and overall transparency. Any possibility of regulatory intervention is 
prohibited to the respective state, which has signed the agreement. The parties to 
the agreement are:

“Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, European Community, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Hong Kong China, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, 
Korea, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Netherlands with respect 
to Aruba, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, United States.”323

Argentina is currently the only MERCOSUR country with the status of an “ob-
server government”. If this sector of public procurement is subjected to the principle 
of NT, as repeatedly demanded by the European Commission in the EU-MERCOSUR 
free trade negotiations, then large increases in sales in the then completely liberalized 
markets of MERCOSUR would become possible for European corporations: 

“Government procurement is the term used for the purchasing activities of 
governmental authorities and covers purchases of everything from pencils 
and paper clips to computer systems and telecommunications equipment, 
ship building or consulting services. Government procurement is specifically 
exempted from the most basic of WTO disciplines (GATT Articles III:8 and XIII:
1), in particular that of national treatment. Since it accounts for up to 15% of 
GDP, this significantly distorts trade and reduces potential growth. The only 
WTO regime on procurement now in existence is the plurilateral Agreement on 
Government Procurement (GPA), but apart from the Community, participation 
in this Agreement remains limited to a dozen or so Parties. The Community 
believes that this situation must be redressed. The Community’s own procure-
ment market is effectively open to foreign competition but, outside the GPA, 
EC companies are often either de facto or de jure excluded from foreign pro-
curement markets.”324

The European side of the negotiations has presented their offer for public pro-
curement within the framework of the EU-MERCOSUR free trade negotiations on 
July 14, 2003, and has shown itself “highly disappointed”, that MERCOSUR has not 
presented any counter-offer:

323 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/gproc_e/memobs_e.htm.
324 http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/gov_proc/index_en.htm.
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“In the on-going talks between the EU and MERCOSUR for the resolution 
of an Association Agreement, the European Commission has tabled its offer 
on public procurement. The intention of this move was to inject dynamism to 
the last round of negotiations held in Asunción (Paraguay) between 23 and 
27 of June 2003. Government procurement was not discussed in Asuncion, 
contrary to the agreed work program, given the absence of a MERCOSUR 
offer. EU Trade Commissioner Pascal Lamy said: “We have made ambitious 
proposals to open our market for trade in goods and in services and to create 
rules on investments, to which we now add government procurement. This is 
a clear a sign of our commitment to move full steam ahead. I hope MERCO-
SUR tables its proposal soon, so that we may inject new dynamism into the 
negotiations.” 

The EU’s offer on government procurement is the largest offer ever proposed 
in a bilateral trade negotiation. It is a WTO + proposal in that it goes beyond 
the EU’s engagements under the WTO Agreement on Government Procure-
ment. 

This offer would give MERCOSUR companies access to the EU’s lucrative 
government procurement market worth 200 billion Euros or about 2,4 % of 
the EU GDP. 

The offer would allow MERCOSUR companies to participate in EU govern-
ment procurement markets for goods, services and construction at preferen-
tial conditions over those applied by the EU to other WTO members.”325

Everything will function exclusively according to the rules of the market; the only 
criteria will be price and efficiency. The corporations in the industrial countries are 
very well prepared for this. Lastly it is about maintaining the brutally high profit rates 
of corporations – especially European ones. And this makes the restless commit-
ment of the European Commission to the global deregulation of national markets by 
regulation of international trade and investment regimes extremely understandable. 

325 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/mercosur/intro/ip03_1014.htm.
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5.2 The case of Chile: Foreign investment regulation in the association 
treaty EU – Chile and its interaction with BITs and WTO rules

A very good example for this is the “Association Agreement” of the EU with Chile, 
which was signed in November 2002 and entered into force in February 2003,326 and 
which in its corporation-friendly orientation is amended by a series of earlier bilateral 
investment treaties between the European states and Chile:327

• The mutual market access for foreign corporations which operate in the services 
sector, the non-services sector and the financial services area is safeguarded by 
the FTA, which in its notion of services follows the four GATS definitions (Mode 
1 “cross-border supply”, Mode 2 “consumption abroad”, Mode 3 “commercial 
presence” and Mode 4 “presence of natural persons”) and whose scope is de-
fined by a positive-list. 

• The regulation to “protect” investment against “discrimination and expropriations” 
for “post-establishment” investment in services and financial services is covered 
by both FTA and bilateral agreements, the non-services area is regulated exclu-
sively by bilateral investment agreements.

• The principle of non-discrimination of NT is safeguarded twofold for all three areas 
(by FTA and bilateral agreements).

• The MFN principle is applied by the bilateral agreements. 

• Capital and profit transfers are also safeguarded twofold through BITs and FTA for 
all three areas.

• The possibility for investor-to-state disputes (post-establishment) has been as-
sured by investors and corporations through the BITs.

• The possibilities for trade-related disputes between states are regulated by the 
BITs.

• The regulation concerning services and public procurement is realized by the 
FTA.

• And additionally, in foreign trade-related issues the rules of “non-discrimination” of 
the WTO apply.

326 The English version of the agreement can be found, e.g., at: http://www.handel-entwicklung-menschenrechte.org/
fileadmin/christian/Chile-EU-AssociationAgreement.pdf.

327 See: Republic of Chile: Investment and Transparency Provisions in Chile’s FTAs with the E.U. and U.S.A. 
Presentation before the OECD Committee on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises on April 10, 
2003.
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Through this kind of crossing and mutually amending treaties of BITs, FTAs and 
WTO everything is subjected to the free play of the market. An extension of inves-
tors rights without obligations or conditions goes hand in hand with a restriction and 
elimination of national margins of action with respect to regional development pro-
grams or conditions for investors, certain performance requirements like a minimum 
quotas on national employees or conditions to promote regional development like 
the preferential treatment of local suppliers, all of which is prohibited by the joint-play 
of BITs, FTA and WTO. It is unclear which democratic margins of actions will be 
retained by governments apart from leaving everything to the market criteria of price 
and efficiency, without room for national, regional or local decision-making. 

Environmental, social and human rights are at least mentioned in the FTAs of 
the EU, but only in so far that the verbal commitment to human rights and the rule 
of law appears in the introductory clause, without specifying any concrete measures 
to condition and supervise the compliance with these principles. Investors’ rights are 
clearly the focus of these treaties, investors’ obligations are not mentioned. EU trade 
commissioner Pascal Lamy has characterized the EU-Chile agreement as

“a XXI century model of trade relations. The ambitious and innovative provi-
sions are expected to deliver considerable economic and commercial ben-
efits”328, especially in the area of services and investment it goes much further 
than the existing WTO-commitments.329

It can be agreed with the judgement of Klaus Schilder from the NGO WEED 
regarding the FTAs of the EU, who states that:

“The EU its striving to anchor broad concessions to international investors in 
the treaty (as, e.g., legal guarantees to protect foreign investors, a MFN clause, 
protection against expropriation and nationalization, free transfer of profits as 
well as an international dispute settlement mechanism). The European Parlia-
ment has already spoken out in 1999 for the adoption of a legally binding 
code of conduct for foreign investors in developing countries in the annex 
of future agreements, which would obligate investors to comply with social, 
human rights and environmental minimum standards. Some of the new EU 
trade agreements tend to grant broader protection of investment as previously 
accorded in other multilateral initiatives. Overall it therefore has to be feared, 
that beyond the WTO-framework the Multilateral Investment Agreement (MAI), 

328 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/chile/assoc_agr/ip02_1696.htm.
329 Taken from: Küppers, Gaby: Es darf geschröpft werden. Das EU-Chile-Abkommen ist unter Dach und Fach, in: ila 

No. 260, November 2002, p. 33.
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which was believed to be dead, could be revive through the backdoor through 
bilateral and regional treaties.” 330 

330 Own translation of the following original text: “Die EU ist bestrebt, darin umfangreiche Zugeständnisse an 
internationale Investoren zu verankern (z.B. Rechtsgarantien zum Schutz ausländischer Investoren, eine Meistb
egünstigungsklausel, Schutz vor Enteignung und Verstaatlichung, freier Gewinntransfer sowie ein internationaler 
Streitschlichtungsmechanismus). Das Europäische Parlament hat sich bereits 1999 dafür eingesetzt, daß ein 
rechtlich verbindlicher Verhaltenskodex für ausländische Investoren in Entwicklungsländern in den Anhang 
zukünftiger Abkommen aufgenommen wird, der die Investoren zur Einhaltung sozialer, menschenrechtlicher und 
ökologischer Mindeststandards verpflichtet. Einige der neuen EU-Handelsabkommen räumen internationalen 
Investoren tendenziell einen weitreichenderen Investitionsschutz ein, als in anderen multilateralen Initiativen bislang 
beschlossen. Insgesamt ist daher zu befürchten, dass über den WTO-Rahmen hinaus das bereits tot gesagte 
Multilaterale Investitionsabkommen (MAI) quasi durch die Hintertür auch in bilateralen und regionalen Verträgen 
wiederaufleben könnte.” Taken from: Schilder, Klaus (WEED): Regionalisierung unter neoliberalem Vorzeichen? 
Die polit-ökonomische Geographie der EU-Handelspolitik, June 10, 2003, http://www.weed-online.org/artikel/
18513.html.
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5.3 The EU-MERCOSUR association agreement: The deregulation of national 
markets through the regulation of international markets?

The EU and MERCOSUR, after the “failure” of Cancún, have repeatedly empha-
sized their interest in finalizing an “Interregional Association Agreement”. A conclusion 
to this agreement – with the “ambitious and innovative provisions” of the so-called 
“fourth generation” – will now, after the EU-Mexico and EU-Chile agreements, be at-
tempted within the EU-MERCOSUR context in the course of the coming months. 

Following the last EU-MERCOSUR ministerial meeting in Brussels on November 
12, 2003 the negotiation plan of the coming sessions of the bi-regional negotiation 
committee (BNC) was tightened, so that the treaty will be prepared for the final con-
sultations at the next meeting of the heads of state of Latin America, the Caribbean 
and Europe from May 28-29 at Guadalajara, Mexico, and could be signed, accord-
ing to the plan, in October 2004. 

The issue of investment will play a central role here, which will have to be 
matched by the pretensions of the European Commission, which untiringly praises 
the compatibility of trade and investment with development. But so far the focus of 
the EU-MERCOSUR negotiation process seems to have favored trade and invest-
ment, so that the warning of the assessment expressed by civil society already in 
2002 continues to be valid: 

“It is time to rethink the process of international investment agreements thor-
oughly. In particular the relationship between bilateral investment agreements 
and multilateral or interregional agreements needs to be articulated much 
more carefully and explicitly than has happened to date. That does not appear 
to be happening within the EU/MERCOSUR process.”331

It not only has to be feared that, within the framework of the broad free trade 
agenda between the EU and MERCOSUR questions of development will become 
secondary just like the verbal avowals for human rights, but also that national scope 
of decision making with respect to development will be subjected to the dictum of 
profit and efficiency by means of the

a) Proposed free trade agreement.

b) Bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with their far-reaching investors’ rights, which 
have already been ratified or are near to ratification. 

331 Konrad von Moltke (International Institute for Sustainable Development): European Union / MERCOSUR 
Negotiations. The Environment and Sustainable Development Dimension, edited by: WWF European Policy Office, 
Belgium & WWF Brazil, April 2002, p. 23.
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c) The still pending Doha “Development” Round of the WTO.

d) The allocation of public goods through respective regulations in the sectoral GATS 
agreement.

e) And the area of public procurement as a horizontal topic in the framework of the 
WTO and the FTAs and especially

f) The issue of investment, likewise a horizontal topic of international trade regimes. 
It is all about the bipolarity of regulation and deregulation: The deregulation of 

the national market by the regulation of international trade regimes. In this way, in 
the context of the interweaving of international treaties between MERCOSUR and 
the European Union, a completely deregulated market would have again prepared 
the ideal ground for cross-border profit maximization and the commercialization of 
all thinkable spheres, by putting trade on a legal basis through the double or triple 
safeguard of international treaties. The free play of the market will solve it all, as if 
the sum of market-induced egoisms would in fact lead to an increased welfare for 
society as a whole. 
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